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PREFACE 
The thesis begins with an introduction which gives a 
Synoptic view of the nature and contents of the material discussed 
in different chapters. 
Chapter I deals with the conceptual framework of the foreign 
direct investment. It highlights the role of FDI in the development, 
the concept of multinational corporations, the characteristics and 
objectives of FDI and different theories, approaches and effects 
of the foreign direct investment. 
Chapter II, in short, projects the strategy of American FDI 
and the model, policy measures and behavior of the American 
foreign direct investment in comparison with the European and 
Japanese FDI. 
Chapter III presents a critical appraisal of foreign direct 
investment. It examines the effects of globalisation, liberalisation 
and modernisation of the Indian economy to boost foreign direct 
investment. It also views the effects of FDI in different economic 
sectors and the environmental effects and the social effects of 
migration and inflation through the transition of economy at the 
hands of foreign direct investment. 
Chapter IV highlights India's economic gravity to attract the 
American foreign direct investments in the field of Computer 
Science, Information Technology and the Diverse Industries. This 
chapter surveys the Global and American FDI trends in India during 
the Pre-New Economic Policy Period of 1981-1990 and the Post-
New Economic Policy Period of 1991-1999 with some 
elaborations upto the year 2000. 
Chapter V examines the problems and prospects of FDI in 
India. This chapter deals with the problems of gap between the FDI 
Approvals in India and the Actual FDI Inflows and shows a 
favourably narrowing Approval, Inflow gap in India during 1999-
2000. 
Chapter VI concludes the main findings of FDI in India and 
makes a couple of suggestions on the better prospects and 
performance of foreign direct investment in India. 
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INTRODUCTION 
In view of the changing planning perspectives and 
government priorities since the 1970s^the investment scenario has 
witnessed a new dawn. The bolstered dynamism and diversification 
in the Indian economy is increasingly attracting the investment 
from foreign investors, particularly from the United States of 
America. Assimilation of foreign direct investment is generally 
acknowledged as a driving force for the economic growth of a 
developing country like India. The foreign investment has 
generated profound impact on the economy of the developing 
world. 
In developing economies there.is a lack of sufficient capital, 
technology and managerial skill required to utilise the resource 
potentials. Insufficient capital and obsolete technology are the 
stumbling hindrances in the growth and development process. It 
is to be probed as to whether FDI complements trade or substitutes 
the trade of the countries mutually engaged in foreign direct 
investment. A good number of authors are of the opinion that F.D.I, 
is a substitute of foreign trade in the investing country. The labour 
unions object to direct foreign investment which ultimately results 
in the export of employment from investing country to the host 
country. 
It is a widely known fact that many of the surplus countries 
urge the scarcity countries to eliminate limitations on the inflow 
of direct investment. Foreign country would like to increase direct 
investment as well as exports of the same products. The role of 
FDI is to promote attempts for extending free trade all over the 
world. The principles of trade reveal how each country can develop 
in the international economy. Foreign direct investment 
invigorates the other factors of prodcution such as labour, 
resources and management to boost up the cheap production which 
was not possible previously. 
The theory of international division of labour tends to 
assure that while one country takes advantage of specialised 
production and export of one commodity, it provides the 
opportunity to its counterpart economy to produce and export 
another commodity for its own advantage. The driving force of the 
multinational corporations should also be reconsidered in the 
theory of international division of labour. The foreign investment 
is a means to establish in the host country a new industry with 
a potential to produce at low cost. Foreign direct investment is 
usually released from a comparatively surplus industry in the 
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investing country to find potential advantage in the host country. 
Multinational corporation is essentially an establishment of 
the developed country that invests in other countries including the 
developing countries to have access to a foreign market and to 
have the benefit of lower cost of production or lower taxes etc. 
MNC's make direct investments in a foreign country. The main 
motive behind portfolio investment is largely to have financial 
participation, though managerial control continues to rest with the 
borrower. The purpose behind foreign direct investment is 
primarily the acquisition of managerial control over a production 
unit in a foreign country. American investment, management and 
technology have gone as a package to foreign lands in search of 
labour, and resources as well as the market. 
One can basically see three factors which motivate the flow 
of foreign direct investment. These factors have been 
acknowledged as, (i) Natural Resource Appraisal, (ii) Human 
Resource Inventory and (iii) Market Environment of the host 
country. There is no essential difference between labour oriented 
and trade barrier induced investment except in the circumstances 
when one aims at the worldwide markets and the other is confined 
to protected domestic markets. 
• • • 
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International capital movements are conventionally divided 
into short and long term capital mobility on the basis of their 
dwell period. Short term investments include all such investments 
which have a maturity of less than one year. Another factor 
influencing the rate of short term investment is the exchange rate 
fluctuation. Short term investments normally flow from a low to 
a high interest rate country. When a country increases its rate of 
interest investment flows from foreign country also increase. 
One of the most important factors closely related to the 
economic development is international long term capital 
movement. There is a difference between the international capital 
movements and the international movements of capital goods such 
as machinery. The long-term international capital movements have 
Liquidity Effect, Production Effect and the Recessive Liquidity 
Effect. 
Theories of FDI assert that the basis for such investment 
lies in the Transaction Cost of Transferring Technical and other 
knowledge and market imperfections. According to the Hymer-
Kindleberger theory, the foreign owned firms would make an 
investment in the host country only if it possesses some 
compensating advantage. A more general theory of TNCs by 
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Buckley and Casson traces their emergence to internationalisation 
of markets. Internalisation of markets across national boundaries 
generates Multinational Enterprises.. 
One can see an important difference between the MNEs 
operating in the early part and those which emerged in the latter 
part of the 20th century. Prior to the second world war 
multinationality was a by-product of the internalisation of 
intermediate product markets in a multi-stage production process 
and in the post-war period it is a by-product of internalisation of 
markets in knowledge. 
Kojima has argued that there is an inherent difference 
between FDI originating in the West and that in Japan. Kojima's 
theory was developed first in the early 1960s when most of the 
host countries in Asia adopted the . import substitution 
industrialisation policy with the inflow of foreign investment. The 
features of Japanese FDI on which Kojima built his theory have 
changed fundamentals since the 1980s. Dunning's electric theory 
of international production explained the ways in which overseas 
markets are surveyed by enterprises of different nationalities. 
There are two approaches of foreign direct investment, (i) 
Micro-economic approach or theories of firm on direct foreign 
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investment, and (ii) Macro-economic approach or the theories of 
the different countries on direct foreign investment. Mac Dougall 
attempted a macro-economic analysis of the effects of 
international capital movement or foreign investment which was 
subsequently elaborated by Murray C. Kemp. 
When capital as an economic drive moves freely between the 
countries, marginal productivities of capital are equalised 
internationally; efficiency in the availability of world resources 
is enhanced. The output increases, thus augmenting welfare of 
individual countries. The marginal productivity of capital in the 
investing, surplus country is lower than that of the host country. 
The law of diminishing marginal productivity is assumed for 
capital. 
Mac Dougall-Kemp theory has depicted the gain from 
investments. There are a number of micro-economic approaches 
such as (i) Business Administration Approach, (ii) Industrial 
Organisation Approach, (iii) Product Cycle Approach, (iv) 
Catchin-up Product Cycle Approach. The business administration 
approach holds the activities of direct foreign investment as a 
natural consequence of the growth .of the firm. Its organisation 
undergoes changes. Industrial Organisation Approach advocates 
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that as the industries grow and expand they become much more 
organised. Their organisation and maturity launches the foreign 
direct investments to avoid the situation of diminishing marginal 
productivity of capital. 
Vernon's product cycle theory lies in the combination of 
three stages of a commercial system : (a) innovation, (b) growth, 
and (c) maturing of a new product. In the initial stage, the design 
of the product undergoes several changes. When the mature stage 
is arrived at, the product becomes standardised and its production 
technologically attains stability. The catching-up product cycle 
approach was identified by Dr. Akamatsu, Professor Emeritus of 
Hitotrubashi University, Japan. He originally called it 'the wild 
geese-flying pattern' of industrial development in developing 
countries. 
Important aspect of MNCs is that as domestic costs reach 
the international competitive cost level, foreign markets are 
developed, the scale of production is extended further and costs 
are reduced again. The study reveals that the extra-territorial 
expansion of Multinational corporations, particularly those of 
American origin proves the fact that Capitalism has come of age 
and there is scarcely a way out in the integrating world economies. 
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A technological lead alone is not a sufficient explanation of 
foreign investment. The technology is not sold like other 
commodities. American economy has rejuvenated and the scenario 
of F.D.I, is fast changing. American economy has strong futuristic 
perspectives. The present scenario of Foreign Direct Investment 
of financial resources in India has received enormous boost by 
the visit of the American President Bill Clinton. 
One seldom visualises that without incomes generated from 
F.D.I., the United States could not finance its foreign military 
commitments. With the growth and diversifciation of Indian 
economy, India is a giant market of American F.D.I. The United 
States has not become as dependent upon foreign investment 
earnings as did Great Britain because of liberation of the colonies. 
One can conclusively assert that the U.S. economy has a dual 
structure. Firstly, innovative and oligopolic industries (new 
industries). Secondly traditional industries which are price 
competitive and price stable. It was criticised in the 1980s that 
the foreign direct investment model of America is of anti-trade-
orientation and put the U.S. economy into a red spot. However, 
the fast changing scenario of American foreign direct investment, 
in the late 1990s and the early 2000, can not be viewed in the 
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similar old perspective. 
India has come across a host of opportunities of economic 
cooperation from the western countries, particularly the U.S. 
economy. India is striving relentlessly to consolidate a new 
equation of geopolitical and economic relations with the United 
States of America. The growing human resource base in the field 
of computer science and information technology as well as the 
machine operation technology is a pleasant note towards 
sustainable modernisation and globalisation of India. The growing 
Indian economy is making its presence felt for a legitimate partner 
of the U.S.A. in the global management in the 21st century. India 
is attaining a well managed equilibrium between the U.S. financial 
cooperation in proportionate response of her economic 
liberalization. 
The U.S. multinationals enjoy an autonomy of direct 
investment decisions. Politico-economic analysts are of the 
opinion that India should not consider the world as unipolar 
economy because an exaggeration of U.S. power may be counter 
productive. The Indo-US economic relations have considerably 
improved and have acquired new meaning and content. Clinton 
administration has put India amongst the top ten big emerging 
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markets of the world. 
The recent trends reveal that American F.D.I, is highest of 
all other countries, in a big way, after the enunciation of the new 
economic policy. The tragic assassination of Mrs. Indira Gandhi 
on 31st October 1984 led to a great turmoil in the socio-economic 
and political order of the nation resulting into the negative growth 
rate. Indo-US technical collaborations had relatively lesser share 
in India's total technical collaborations than with the rest of the 
world. Indo-US financial collaborations during the same period 
have been able to maintain their share in the total financial 
collaborations. 
It is interesting to note that the U.S. collaborations with India 
till the late 1970s were lower than the U.K's collaborations. Since 
the liberalisation of fiscal, economic and industrial policies a 
number of measures have been initiated by the government during 
the last ten years for attracting more of foreign investment. 
Foreign direct investment from the U.S.A. brought about a high 
degree of diversification in the Indian economy. 
The US multinationals and other investors are making 
handsome queue and many more are waiting for more relaxations 
while a few more want to see the political stability of encouraging 
economic liberalisation programmes initiated by the Government 
of India. The U.S. foreign direct investments hold massive 
prospects in structuring the Indian economy. Modernisation is 
bringing about changes in the food habits and food requirements. 
Seasonal food habits are becoming perennial. The number of US 
foreign investment collaboration approvals in the food processing 
industry has been increasing at a fast rate. A rapid process of 
liberalisation in the Indian financial sector has encouraged the 
foreign investors. Another consideration is that because of 
increasing environmental awareness, the developed nations 
particularly the US want to shift their production base of 
metallurgical industry to the developing countries. India possesses 
a good resource base in iron and steel, aluminium and other 
ferrous and non-ferrous metals. 
It is unfortunate that the health standards in India are still 
very low, hence it is likely that drug and pharmaceutical industry 
will find a big and fast expanding market attracting higher US 
foreign investment. A rich historical and cultural heritage of India 
has enormous growth potentials for tourism industry also. Thus, 
it is clearly evident that the US investment would be beneficial 
for India in several sectors of the growing economy. 
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C H A P T E R I 
CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK OF 
FOREIGN DIRECT INVESTMENT 
It is now a widely recognised fact that the developing 
countries are marred with the scarcity of the capital in their 
economy. India being traditionally an agricultural country with 
symptoms of over population historically looming large, the 
economy has largely been relegated to the mere subsistence level. 
Economic uncertainties, labour and market exploitations have 
always thwarted designs of organised capital investments until 
recently. In view of the changing planning perspectives and 
government priorities since the 1970s the investment scenario 
witnessed a new dawn. Growth took place through the 1980s and 
new financial and investment imperatives progressively 
consolidated all through the 1990s. Resultantly, the bolstered 
dynamism and diversification in the Indian economy is 
increasingly attracting the investment from foreign investors, 
particularly from the United States of America. Attraction and 
assimilat ion of foreign direct investment is generally 
acknowledged as a driving force for the economic growth of a 
developing country like India. If we hold a historical perspective 
we notice that the foreign investment has generated profound 
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impact on the economy of the developing world, on the social 
structure of countries and even the land use pattern and the 
industrial scenario of nations. In the process of the flow of 
foreign trade and investment two or more economies are 
introduced to each other to harness the possibilities of further 
economic and market interactions, leading to basic structural 
changes in their economic systems. 
Due to the behooved trend of developing economies there 
is a lack of sufficient capital, technology and managerial skill 
required to utilise the resource potentials and to create one. The 
increasing realisation of the development dynamics and survival 
challenges, prompt the developing countries to grow at a faster 
rate while insufficient capital and obsolete technology are the 
stumbling hindrances in the growth and development process. It 
is under these circumstances that, the harness and harvest of 
foreign investment is of paramount importance in supporting the 
process of growth and development of the drawing country. 
ROLE OF FOREIGN DIRECT INVESTMENT : 
It is often being debated as to what should be the share and 
role of foreign direct investment (FDl) in the economic planning 
of the country. Infact, it is to be probed as to whether FDI 
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complements trade or substitutes the trade of the countries 
mutually engaged in foreign direct investment. 
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'h good number of authors are of the opinion that F.D.I, is 
a substitute of foreign trade in the investing country. Regularly 
increasing outflow of funds of foreign investment projects, is like 
a substitution of commodity export by selling the projects which 
will inevitably lead to the reduction in employment opportunities 
at home.. It is for this reason, the labour unions object to direct 
foreign investment which ultimately results in the export of 
employment from investing country to the host country. The main 
concern of such unions is that workers are not able to move freely 
among different countries and, therefore, employment 
opportunities and welfare have to be considered within the 
framework of a national economy. 
Another point is that, if a particular nation raises import 
tariffs other countries start trying to penetrate the protective 
barriers through FDI rather than promote export operations in the 
country, since without barriers, the same goods would have been 
exported. For instance, many of the entrepreneurs of America rush 
to EEC to invest just to get behind its common tariff wall even 
if the growth of their domestic economy is slowed down. 
In addition to it, it is a widely known fact that many of the 
surplus countries urge the scarcity countries to eliminate 
limitations on the inflow of direct investment and simultaneously 
also hope to increase exports and make requests to such countries 
to abolish quota restriction and tariffs etc. It means that the 
foreign country would like to increase direct investment as well 
as exports of the same products. The two situations appear 
incongruent with each other. This may be attributed to the lack 
of an integrated theory of trade and investment. 
A perusal on the role of FDI might reveal that its primary 
objective is to promote attempts for extending free trade all over 
the world. The objective of free trade is that, each country, on 
the premise that neither labour force nor capital is transferred 
internationally, promotes international division of labour along the 
line of comparative costs. It suggests that the principles of trade 
reveal how each country can develop in the international economy. 
Foreign direct investment should then complement the lack of 
capital or management skills of the host country. Foreign direct 
investment invigorates the other factors of prodcution such as 
labour, resources and management to boost up the cheap 
production which was not possible previously because of the lack 
of assimilating conditions. The role of FDI, as it promotes the 
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structural adjustments, is to establish harmonious trade all over 
the world. 
To evaluate the positive role of foreign direct investment, 
scholars of financial administration have been trying to justify and 
support the activities of the multinational corporations from the 
point of view of the growth of an enterprise. The inadequacies of 
their view result from a considerable disregard to policy 
implications inferred from the international economic theories. 
The theory of international division of labour tends to assure that 
while one country takes advantage of specialised production and 
export of one commodity, it provides the opportunity to its ^ 
counterpart economy to produce and export another commodity for 
its own advantage, despite the differences in size, stage of 
development and level of demand that might exist between the two 
economies. Thus, the theory invokes a sound basis for the 
interdependence and prosperity of trading economies. Therefore, 
the driving force of the multinational corporations should also be 
reconsidered in the theory of international division of labour. 
In addition to it, the foreign investment is a pre-requisite 
for promoting free trade, which means to establish in the host 
country a new industry with a potential to produce at low cost. 
One should view at the relationship between the direct foreign 
investment and comparative cost. Foreign direct investment is 
usually released from a comparatively surplus industry in the 
investing country to find its way into the industry with overt or 
potential advantage in the host country and will harmoniously 
promote an upgrading of industrial structure on both sides and thus 
speed up the expansion of trade between the respective nations.^ 
DATA BASE AND RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
The nature, scope and scale of research determines whether 
it would largely employ the primary data or the secondary data. 
Since the present study is on the national scale and its nature is 
of international financial, technological and managerial 
cooperation, the information base of the study ought to be the 
secondary data sources. The study entails collection, classification 
and processing of the secondary data obtained from diverse 
sources. The published and unpublished records. Census data, 
Reserve Bank of India reports. SIA Newsletters and their monthly 
and annual reports were the major data sources. In addition to it 
the publications of Ministry of Commerce and Industry, other 
government reports. Clippings of the National Dailies, Reputed 
National and International Journals, Magazines and the authentic 
Books were made use of in information building, conceptual frame 
and examining and analysing the trends, problems and prospects 
of foreign direct investment in India. 
Simple statistical methods were used in the ordering, 
classification and processing of the data. Tabular, graphic and 
cartographic methods have been employed to depict the FDI 
distribtion. growth, variations and trends. Both the deductive and 
inductive methods were harnessed in the analysis of data and 
drawing the inferences. Annual as well as periodic differentials 
between the FDI Approvals and the Actual Inflows were 
statistically computed and their patterns were ascertained. 
CHIEF CHARACTERISTICS AND OBJECTIVES OF FDI : 
* In FDI there is no immediate burden on the host country 
to pay interest . 
* Another advantage of FDI. is that the repatr ia t ion of 
profits is done / obligatory after the venture is fully 
establ ished and starts earing reasonable prof i ts . 
* FDI brings have the latest technology and know-how. 
* Besides technology, FDI brings in advanced business 
management expertise as well as modern manufacturing 
cul ture . 
* FDI companies also emphasize upon the cost and quality 
control . 
* Formidable FDI companies- such as MNCs and TNCs 
bring with them their inva luable knowledge and 
experience to ward off the industrial hick-ups in the 
host country. 
* The major objective of India's efforts to boost FDI is 
that it tends to reduce the economic dependence on 
foreign aid as well as the high interest rate commercial 
borrowings. 
* FDI usually opens up new export markets for the host 
country. 
* FDI companies import plant equipments , raw materials 
and spare parts in the host country at foreign exchange 
neutral terms. 
* In FDI the currency risk is borne by the foreign investor 
companies. 
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* As there is a tax holiday to some FDI companies there 
is a cor responding and .compensatory hol iday on 
repatr ia t ion of profits by these companies for some 
years . 
THE CONCEPT OF MULTINATIONAL CORPORATIONS : 
Multinational corporations do not merely bear a commercial 
connotation. The term "multinational corporations" (MNCs) is 
generally used to designate any business corporation in which 
ownership, management production and marketing extend over 
several national jurisdictions. The term appears to be a misnomer 
in the sense that these corporations are seldom multinational in 
either ownership or control, however, it is the one in general 
usage. There exist other technical definitions in general 
consideration. An MNC is essentially a corporation of the 
developed country that invests in other countries including the 
developing countries for a variety of reasons, e.g., to have access 
to a foreign market, to secure foreign sources of supply, and to 
have the benefit of lower cost of production or lower taxes etc. 
There are also, a number of American and foreign corporations 
which invest in other countries especially in places like Brazil, 
Hong Kong, Taiwan and Mexico in order to cut costs, the 
destination of the goods produced such "offshore production" 
usually returns to the American markets. 
Some general characteristics of MNC's may be as follows: 
At first, they make direct investments in a foreign country. In 
contrast to portfolio investment, which involves the purchase of 
non-controlling equities in a firm or debt instrumentalities of any 
kind. Direct investment implies the establishment of a foreign 
branch or subsidiary or the takeover of a foreign firm. The main 
motive behind portfolio investment is largely to have financial 
participation, though managerial control contitnues to rest with the 
borrower, and the liabilities incurred by debt borrowing can be 
liquidated through repayment. The purpose behind direct 
investment and the possession of foreign branches or subsidiaries, 
on the other hand, is primarily the acquisition of managerial 
control over a production unit in a foreign country. Foreign 
investments are aimed at, to establish a permanent source of 
income or supply in the foreign economy as a result of it, there 
is an increasing economic and political relationship due to the 
lasting and significant character of foreign direct investment. 
Another important aspect of the present study is that the 
MNC's are usually characterised by a parent American firm and 
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a bunch of subsidiaries or branciies also wiiolly or partly owned 
by U.S. corporations in several countries. There is a common pool 
of managerial, financial and technical resources, and crucially 
important is, the parent body which operates the whole in terms 
of a coordinated global strategy. Purchasing, production, 
marketing, research and so forth, are organised and managed by 
the parent organisation in order to achieve its long term goal of 
corporate growth. 
It has been seen that the Amerian investment has been 
accomplished by the flow of corporate management. Management, 
capital and technology have gone as a package to foreign lands 
in search of labour, and resources as well as the market. 
INCENTIVES FOR FOREIGN DIRECT INVESTMENT : 
One can basically see three factors which motivate the flow 
of foreign direct investment. These are explained as follows : 
1. Natural Resource Appraisal : 
Natural resource oriented investment is genuinely 
acknowledged as trade oriented or trade generating investment. 
The investing country desires to increase imports of its 
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comparatively disadvantageously produced or domestically 
unavailable products. It has been noted that integrated production 
and marketing are monopolised or ol igopolised by big 
multinationals in oil. cooper and other resource goods thus leaving 
smaller benefits to those countries which are endowed with natural 
resource base. 
2. Human Resource Inventory : 
Human resource assessment is pertaining to work force. 
Labour oriented investment is a sort of trade oriented. As wages 
in the developed investing countries become higher and higher 
year by year because of increase in capital flaw. It becomes 
profitable and feasible for the advanced countries to contract their 
own traditional, labour intensive industries and transfer the 
location of production to low wage countries where cheaper labour 
is available. Hence, corresponding to a dynamic change in 
comparative advantage, such foreign investments assist the 
reorganisation of the international division of labour and promote 
the growth of trade between labour scarcity and labour surplus 
countries. It should be noted that such foreign direct investments 
may transfer either traditional labour intensive industries which 
are well standardised, or new goods which utilised cheap labour 
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intensively from tlie higher to the low wage countries. 
3. Market Environment : 
Market oriented investment is generally sub-divided into two 
categories. Although direct foreign investment induced by the 
trade barriers in the host country is trade oriented but in a slightly 
different way. In this situaiton, heavier tariffs on final products 
result into the substitution of exports of final products for the 
export of parts and components, intermediate materials , 
machinery, equipments and technology necessary to the production 
of final goods from the investing country. Such a foreign direct 
investment meets the recipient country's interest in promoting 
import substitution activity, which is not necessarily intended to 
be comparative in the international market and therefore results 
in some wastage of resources because of the degree of protection 
provided to the final goods produced. But if the import 
subst i tut ion industry grows successfully towards export 
orientation, then foreign direct investment of this type culminates 
with labour oriented investment. Hence, there is no essential 
difference between labour oriented and trade barrier induced 
investment except in the circumstances when one aims at the 
worldwide markets and the other is confined to protected domestic 
markets. 
There is another type of market oriented investment which 
may be referred to as oligopolistic foreign direct investment. In 
recent times, this is generally found in American investment in 
new manufacturing product industries and it is anti-trade oriented. 
SHORT TERM Vs. LONG TERM FOREIGN INVESTMENT : 
International capital movements are conventionally divided 
into short and long term capital mobility on the basis of their 
dwell period. 
SHORT TERM CAPITAL MOBILITY : 
It is the duration and influence which differentiates the short 
term capital movements. Short term investments can be defined 
to include all such investments which have a maturity of less than 
one year. All investments in stocks or equity assets which have 
no specific maturity date may also be included under this head 
and will be interpreted as a tool to finance balance of payment 
deficit in the current accounts. 
The difference in the interest rates between home and 
foreign countries and the domestic financial market and the 
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foreign financial organisation are tiie stimuli to such short term 
capital movements. One can further illustrate it with the example 
that when the S.B.I, purchases a documentary exchange bill 
accepted by a U.S.A. importer, it means that the bank has made 
a short term investment that yields interest at a rate marked at 
Washington stock market. If the interest rate in Washington is 
higher than that in India, this is a profitable transaction for the 
S.B.I, which will attract short term capital movement. 
Another factor influencing the rate of short term investment 
is the exchange rate fluctuation. S.B.I, reckons its profits and 
losses in rupee terms which is inevitably affected with the 
exchange rate fluctuation. If the appreciation of dollar is expected 
the discounting of the above said bill at Washington will be 
postponed and if the depreciation is forecasted it will be done at 
the earliest. This procedure is adopted to harness the dividends 
at right time. 
Short term investments normally flow from a low to a high 
interest rate country. A country can obtain the short term 
investment flows it requires to offset the deficits in other 
accounts by manipulating its interest rate. When a country 
increases its rate of interest, investment flows from foreign 
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country take place and the investment accounts turn in its favour, 
this undermine the necessity for improving its trade balance. At 
the same measure, the interest rate hike reduces domestic 
investments and exerts downward .pressures on wage rates and 
employment. This promotes exports and reduces imports. All these 
effects vary from one economy to the other, depending on the 
conditions of liquidity preference and employment. These effects 
are influenced by the interest rate policy pursued by the central 
banks in order to achieve internal and external balances, and on 
the open market practices to supplement the policy. 
LONG TERM CAPITAL MANOEUVRES : 
One of the most important factors closely related to the 
economic development is international long term capital 
movement. The capital movements can be further divided into : 
(i) direct investment such as plant and buildings or sales bases 
abroad, and (ii) indirect investment like portfolio investments 
which subscribe to foreign stock or bonds. 
In fact there is a difference between the international capital 
movements and the international movements of capital goods such 
as machinery, raw materials and the likes. Capital is an agent to 
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control or to have command over commodities and services of the 
factors of production. Foreign borrowings do increase a country's 
capacity to import capital goods. However, it does not necessarily 
imply that the country will import them from a leading country 
or even from other countries. The decision making as to which 
commodities are to be imported from which particular country 
from the borrowed capital is likely to be influenced by the 
differences in comparative costs in the world market with 
reference to the commodity costs in the host country.' 
It has been observed that the long-term international capital 
movements have three effects on the international economy. These 
are known as Liquidity Effect, Production Effect and the 
Recessive Liquidity Effect. The first effect of international loan 
is on the diffusion of international business activities this is 
generally acknowledged as the liquidity effect. 
1. Liquidity Effect : 
By means of international lending, investment in the 
borrowing country tends to increase. This in turn leads to increase 
1. Lloyed A. Metzler, "The Transfer Problem Reconsidered", 
Journal of Political Economy, 1942, p. 17. 
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in the country's national income by a multiplier^ process and 
enhances its imports. The increase in imports of the borrowing 
country implicitly results into a correspondingly increased exports 
of the lending country as well as of other countries increases, at 
the same time imports and exports of the borrowing country as 
well. Through this process international lending stimulates 
international economic activity. In the mean time the increase in 
imports of the borrowing as well as other countries from the 
lending country makes the real transfer of capital in the form of 
commodities a feasible proposition. 
2. Production Effect : 
Another effect of international investments is the production 
effect. With the increased availability of capital in the borrowing 
country the production efficiency of the industry enhances. This 
promotes the living standard of the country as a whole which is 
the basic gain from improved production efficiency engineered by 
the capital drive. 
3. Reserve Liquidity Effect : 
Yet another effect of such investments on the international 
2. Fritz Machlup, "International Trade and the National Income 
Multiplier", Philadelphia, 1942, p. 19. 
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economic activities is the reserve liquidity effect. This is the 
outcome of a process of repatriation of interest and the principal. 
It has the opposite effect of the initial investment process in 
which debt servicing leads to a capital outflow from borrowing 
countries. One can also visualize that if the continued international 
investments are suddenly suspended or the principal is suddenly 
repatriated, the production expansion plan will be interrupted and 
the internal as well as the external equilibria of the borrowing 
country is likely to collapse. 
DIRECT AND INDIRECT INVESTMENTS : 
There are a number of forms of major 'indirect investment' 
such as new flotations (new issues of national loan and bonds and 
debenture) sale and purchase of existing bonds and stocks 
(portfolio investment), and medium term loans upto five years and 
long term lending by financial intermediaries. Long term indirect 
investment is generally characterised as a means of profitable 
asset management from stand point of individual investors. In this 
regard, inter-governmental long term lending (such as economic 
aid) is different in nature, though it could also be considered as 
a form of long-term capital movement due to its similar effects. 
As against this, 'direct investment' is a class of capital 
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movement which targets mainly at the control over management 
and profits of the enterprise in a foreign country. One can say 
that it includes the ownership of the firm by capital participation 
and the management authority by means of : (a) the acquisition 
of the stocks of the existing foreign firms to participate in the 
management of the firms concerned on take-over of the existing 
firms themselves, (b) the establishment of a new subsidiary abroad 
or participation in a joint venture through stock holdings, and (c) 
the acquisition of real assets for the purpose of business 
enterprise. 
It could be pointd out that even if, the form of foreign 
investment is not a purchase of stocks but a long-term lending, 
it is included in a direct investment if the element of management 
participation accompanies it. The distinction should be made that 
the acqusition of stocks of a firm is included in portfolio 
(indirect) investment when it is done solely for dividend or capital 
gains, while minority (less than 50 percent) stock acquisition is 
included in direct investment category if it is made for the 
management participation alone. 
THEORIES OF FOREIGN DIRECT INVESTMENT : 
Theories of FDI assert that the basis for such investment 
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lies in the Transaction Cost of Transferring Technical and other 
knowledge and market imperfections needless to say that in a 
world of perfect market. The Multinational Enterprises (MNEs) 
would not exist and there would be no FDI. 
According to the Hymer-Kindleberger theory (Kindleberger 
1969) the foreign owned firms would make an investment in the 
host country only if it possesses some compensating advantage 
which allows it to compete on equal terms with indigenous firms. 
This is, however, not a sufficient condition for FDI since the firm 
has the option of licensing the advantage (technology) to an 
indigenous producer or exporting the product to the host country 
clearly. Certain other conditions have to be satisfied for FDI to 
apprise three such conditions are : 
a) The advantage is internally transferable (it can be exploited 
by a subsidiary of the parent firm without any additional cost 
to the parent firm or to the subsidiaries already exploiting 
it). 
b) It is more profitable for the foreign owned firm to exploit 
the advantage itself than to license it to an indigenous 
producer (because of imperfections in the market for 
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knowledge and heavy firm to firm transfer costs of the 
advantage) and 
c) Exporting the product to the host country is not possible 
or unprofitable due to tariff or transfer cost barriers. 
A more general theory of TNCs traces their emergence to 
internationalisation of markets (Buckley and Casson 1991) the 
theory is based on three simple postulates. 
(1) Firms maximise profits in a world of imperfect markets. 
(2) When markets in intermediate products are imperfect there 
is an incentive to bypass them by creating internal markets 
(within the firm) and 
(3) Internalisation of markets across national boundaries 
generates Multinational Enterprises (MNEs) it is argued that 
the location strategy of a vertically integrated firm is 
determined mainly by barriers to trade and regional 
incentives to internalise, the firm will be multinational 
whenever these factors make it optimal to locate different 
stages of production in different countries. Another 
production of this theory is that unless either transfer costs 
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are very low returns to scale at the plant level are high or 
the comparative advantage of one location is very 
significant. 
The international acquisition and exploitation of knowledge 
will normally involve international production through a world 
wide network of basically similar plants. Following this theory one 
can see an important difference between the MNEs operating in 
the early part of this century and those which emergd in the latter 
part of the centur\-. It is argued that prior to the second world 
war multinationality was a by-product of the internalisation of 
intermediate product markets in a multi-stage production process 
and in the post-war period it is a by-product of internalisation of 
markets in knowledge. 
The two theories discussed above seek to explain FDl 
without making a distinction with regard to the country of origin. 
Kojima has argued that there is an inherent difference between FDI 
originating in the West and that in Japan (Kojima 1978). 
He has developed a theoretical framework which integrates 
trade theory with FDI. This framework makes it possible for him 
to contrast Japanese type foreign investment with American type. 
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The theoretical framework brings out that the American type FDI 
elimiantes the basis for trade in the Japanese case. On the other 
hand the host country's production frontier expands in such a 
direction that the industries having comparative advantage, expand 
while those having disadvantage contract thus enhancing the basis 
for trade. It is argued that Japanese FDI represents a search for 
location specific inputs to complement the skills developed by 
Japanese enterprises and this makes it different from the FDI 
originating in the West. 
It should be pointed out here that Kojima's theory was 
developed first in the early 1960s and 1970s when most of the 
host countries in Asia adopted the import substi tut ion 
industiialisation policy with the inflow of foreign investment. One 
of the core arguments of Kojima theory is that Japanese type FDI 
would upgrade the industrial structures of both Japan and the host 
country or play the role of initiator and tutor in the 
industrialisation of less developed countries (Kojima 1978: IS-
IS). Lots of Japanese small and medium firms in the host 
countries were expected to provide production and technological 
linkages with local firms thus the theory presents the triad (triple) 
effect of the Japanese type FDI. Investment trade and industrial 
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restructuring with mutual benefit. The triad effect can be seen in 
the textiles industry typically but not so much in the automobiles 
and electrical appliances industries which contributed to upgrade 
local industry to some extent (it is still at a low level) but much 
lesser in the exports of these manufacturers. Surprise of Japanese 
FDl to Asian countries in the later half of 1980s showed different 
features from previous ones. The investment rush forced Japanese 
firms to either bring group vendor firms to the host countries or 
to start a new transaction in the host country with non-group 
Japanese vendor firms. 
This was for the quick setting up of new manufacturing lines 
that kept to quality and timely delivery of goods for exports of 
the same volume / standard as that of Japan to the US and other 
developed countries in other words. The new investing firms are 
more self-contained (Ishigami 1996). Thus, although new 
investment from Japan in the late 1980s helped to increase the 
host countries exports considerably it contributed little in terms 
of industrial restructuring / upgradation of local supporting 
(vendor) industries. Indeed, the recent Asian Economic Crisis tells 
us that the fundamental weakness in these countries is that of their 
own industrial structure which lacks a strong basis of local 
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supporting industry. It is clear from the above that the features 
of Japanese FDI on which Kojima built his theory have changed 
fundamentals since the 1980s thus questions can be raised on the 
applicability of Kojima theory to Japanese FDI in recent years. 
Dunning's electric theory of international production 
(Dunning 1988) explained both the ways in which overseas markets 
are surveyed by enterprises of different nationalities and the 
industrial and geographical composition of such activities. 
According to this theory a firm makes a direct investment in a 
foreign country if the following three conditions are satisfied. 
(1) It possesses some ownership advantages vis-a-vis firms of 
other nationalities in serving particular markets. 
(2) It is more beneficial for the firm to use the advantages itself 
than to sell or lease them to foreign firms, and 
(3) It is profitable for the enterprises to utilise these advantages 
in conjunction with the least factor inputs outside the home 
country, the greater the ownership advantage of the 
enterprise. The more the incentive to exploit these 
themselves, the more the economies of production and 
marketing favour a foreign location, the greater is the 
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inducement for FDl. 
The electric theory suggests that all forms of international 
production can be explained with reference to the above conditions 
and the location specific or country-specific advantages have an 
important bearing on FDI. Such advantages of particular host 
countries make FDI in them preferable to not only other potential 
host countries but also to domestic investment. It needs to be 
recognised further that an important determinant of FDI is the 
ability of the firm to generate ownership advantages which are best 
exploited by the firm in a foreign rather than in a domestic 
location. In this way the electric theory is able to provide an 
explanation for differences in the industrial pattern of outward FDI 
of different industrialised countries. While the electric theory 
provides a good explanation for the decision of firms to invest 
abroad it seems to us that the theory does not cover the 
competitive FDI induced by trade restrictions when a country 
imposes restrictions on imports of a particular industrial product. 
There is obviously inducement to multinational firms of the 
industry to invest in that country if one or two firms invest the 
other must also do so to counter competition and ensure their 
market share even if it returns. Particularly for late entrants some 
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FDI in the US and Europe are of his variety. Multinationals may 
enter a market today even if it is not profitable to do so because 
they foresee future growth and want to have the first entrants 
advantage. 
Broadly speaking there are two approaches of foreign direct 
investment, (i) Micro-economic approach or theories of firm on 
direct foreign investment, and (ii) Macro-economic approach or 
the theories of the different countries on direct foreign 
investment. However, some of the macro-economic theories and 
their scope and effects are examined as under. 
A. MACRO-ECONOMIC APPROACH : 
Some of the macro-economic approaches are illustrated as 
follows : 
1. The Mac Dougall-Kemp Model : 
G.D.A. Mac Dougall attempted a macro-economic analysis 
of the effects of international capital movement or foreign 
investment which was subsequently elaborated by Murray C. 
Kemp.^ This has opened a route towards understanding a macro-
economic approach to the problem at hand. 
3. G.D.A. Mac Dougall, "The Benefits and Costs of Private 
Investments Abroad", A Theoretical Approach, Economic 
Record, March, 1960, p. 19. 
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When capital as an economic drive moves freely between the 
countries of the world, marginal productivities of capital are 
equalised internationally; efficiency in the availability of world 
resources is enhanced. The output of the world increases, thus 
augmenting welfare of individual countries concerned. 
If there was a world composed of an investing country and 
a host country. Prior to international capital movement takes 
place, the marginal productivity of capital in the investing, surplus 
country is lower than that of the host country since capital is 
relatively abundant in the former. The law of diminishing marginal 
productivity is assumed for capital. At the same time it is assumed 
that within each country perfect competition prevails and the price 
of capital is determined equal to the marginal productivity of 
capital in the exchange relations. 
Figure 1.1 shows that A, is the origin of the investing 
country and A^ is that of the host country. The amount of capital 
is measured on the horizontal axis A|Q which is the capital in the 
investing country and A,Q that of host country. The sum of the 
two A,A, is then the total capital endowment of the world. 
Marginal productivities of capital are measured on the vertical 
axis. The line MN is the marginal productivity cruve of the 
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Figure 1.1: The MacDougall-Kemp Model 
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investing country which depicts the diminishing marginal 
productivity of capital, which is concurrent to the demand cure 
for capital in that country. The line mn is the similar curve for 
the host country. Before international capital movement takes 
place, the investing country produces A, MTQ of output by A^Q 
of capital in combination with the given amount of labour, and the 
host country produces A, MUQ of output. It is easiest to 
understand the model if we assume that both countries produce 
the same product. The price of capital is equal to marginal 
productivity of capital which is QT in the investing country. This 
is lower than QU in the host country, and capital flows from the 
former to the later country to a point where marginal 
productivities of capital in the two countries are equated. Thus SQ 
,of capital moves from the investing country to the host country 
and the marginal productivity of capital becomes equalised as SP 
= A|. E = A, between the two countries representing the model. 
In consequence of capital movement, the output is now A, 
MPS in the investing country and P, MPS in the host country 
compared with the sum of the output of both countries before 
international capital movement (A, MTQ + A, MUQ), total world 
output increases by the triangle PUT. The model depicts that the 
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total output of the world increases by the free international 
movement of capital. One can argue and debate on the gain for 
the investing country decreases by SPTQ by foreign investment. 
However, this does not mean a decrease in its national income. 
As a turn to foreign investment, the investing country receives a 
sum equal to the marginal productivity of capital (= the price of 
capital) tunes the amount of capital invested abroad (SPWQ). So 
long as the income from foreign investment is greater than the 
loss of output (in the present case, by PWT), the investing country 
enjoys a greater national income than before the foreign direct 
investment. Similarly, the host country enjoys a net increase of 
national income. PWV. Part of the increase of output (QUPS) is 
set aside for payment to the investing country (by QWPS). Thus 
as the result of liberalisation of international capital movements, 
the output of the world as a whole increases and the gain is shared 
by both the investing and the host countries. 
2. The Theory of Taxation on Foreign Investment Returns : 
This famous Mac Dougall-Kemp theory has depicted the gain 
from investments. The authors also commented on the distribution 
of that gain among groups in both investing and host countries. 
From the point of view of a government, there exist taxing systems 
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which allocate a large amount of the gains to the country which 
initiated the tax. This is acknowledged as the 'theory of optimal 
taxation'. In place of allowing the investment to the point where 
total joint gains are maximised, a country can restrict investment 
and can still experience gains. 
It can be exemplified that a host country can impose tax on 
the profits of foreign owned capital. On the other hand, the 
investing country can tax the returns from foreign investment after 
the tax in the host country is deducted. The investing country 
might impose a tax on the returns to domestic investment also 
Investors in that country have to decide whether they should invest 
domestically or abroad by campaigning the after tax returns are 
equilibriated in their favour. 
Now we examine that figure-1.2 holds similarity with figure-
1.1, except that the necessary addition is made to explain the 
problem of optimal taxation on foreign investment.'' As it has been 
noted earlier. SQ of foreign investment will be made by the 
investing country in the host country under free international 
capital movement. Let us assume that the host country imposes 
4. Koichi Hamada, "Economic Growth and Industrial Capital 
Movements", Toyo-Keizai, Tokyo, 2967, p. 28. 
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a tax on capital inflow at the rate of HG / HF. a line (not shown 
in the figure) can be drawn that would indicate marginal 
productivity of capital after tax; it shall be lower than the line 
mn by the tax rate, and intersects with the line MN at G. Thus, 
the amount of capital movement decreases from SQ to FQ in 
optimum taxation model. 
The total output by foreign investment is the area QUHF 
from the stand point of the host country, of which the country 
pays abroad the area QJGF. instead'of QWVG under free capital 
movement. It means that its national income increases by the area 
"a" (JWVG). goes to the government and then is returned to the 
people. On the other hand, national output decreases by the areas 
FHPS as compared with the case of free international capital 
movement. Out of this, the area FVPS was paid abroad under free 
capital movement. The area b. of VHP, is the decrease in output. 
National income of the host country is, therefore, greater under 
the restriction by tax than under the situation of free capital 
movement. 
It can be understood by another interpretation that, the area 
"a" is the part which represents the reduction of the burden of 
interest (and dividends) to be paid abroad to the amount FQ of 
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foreign capital. Therefore, this gain is due to the decrease in the 
international returns to capital from QW to QJ as the result of 
the restriction of capital imports. The area b represents the 
reduction of income of the host country which is caused by the 
decrease of output because of the decline in the amount of capital 
inflow. Now it is clear from figure-1.2 that the gain is greater 
than the loss when the restriction of capital imports is very 
limited, whilst the loss exceeds the gain and the level of national 
income decreases when the restriction is very severe. One can 
estimate that somewhere in between the two there must be an 
'optimal tax rate' which maximises the country's national income 
and determines the optimal amount of capital import. In case a 
country can influence the rate of return to international capital 
by restricting capital imports will gain by restricting capital 
inflow, than by allowing for free capital movement in the 
international market. 
A similar reasoning holds good in the case of taxation by 
the investing country on outgoing capital. It is beneficial to the 
investing country to restrict capital exports by imposing tax on 
the returns to foreign investment when the restriction influences 
the return level. 
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Figure 1.2 : The MacDougall-Kemp Model, 
optimum Taxation on Foreign Investment 
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3. The Uzawa-Hamada Thesis : 
Uzawa-Hamada presented an appealing hypothesis. They hold 
that when by the levy of tariffs, the later will undertake direct 
foreign investment in the former, setting up a factory in the host 
economy behind its tariffs wall. It was shown originally by H. 
Uzawa and elaborated by K. Hamada, that, in such a case, there 
would be a loss to both the income and welfare of the host 
country.' 
B. MICRO-ECONOMIC APPROACH : 
There are a number of micro-economic approaches. Four 
major micro-economic approaches are discussed as follows : 
(i) Business Administration Approach 
(ii) Industrial Organisation Approach 
(iii) Product Cycle Approach 
(iv) Catching-up Product Cycle Approach 
1. Business Administration Approach : 
It is the primary theory of F.D.I, which concentrates on the 
growth of the firm. The business administration approach was first 
5. Koichi Hamada, "A Theory of International Trade and Direct 
Investment" Yoyo-Keizai, 1971, p. 29. 
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of all taken up to negotiate with the problem of direct foreign 
investment and still remains as one of the most influential.^ It 
holds the activities of direct foreign investment as a natural 
consequence of the growth of the firm. It is interesting to examine 
the process in which an Indian firm begins overseas activity to 
become a multinational firm. The decision making of the firm 
transforms from the traditional domestic market to a world market 
orientation. Its organisation undergoes changes. Primarily, with 
the process of strengthening its exports section. Secondly, with 
the independence of the international business section. Thirdly, 
with the establishment of a foreign subsidiary, and finally with the 
global control of subsidiaries. As a result of it, the firm faces 
new problems such as negotiation with foreign governments, the 
handling of foreign currencies and other assets, dealing with 
foreign labourers, arbitration of international conflicts, and so on. 
Such kind of problems are never encounterd in the domestic 
market of a firm. 
It means that the business administration approach seeks to 
give guidelines to the firm with reference to the type of 
management which would best confront the problems listed above. 
6. John Fa}erweather. "Industrial Business Management". Mac-
Graw Hills, 1969. p. 22. 
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It is more a source of councilling to the management of 
multinational corporations than an explanation of foreign 
investment. This approach is, therefore, theoretically confined to 
the analysis of one commodity produced by one firm even though 
the firm practically produces many products. It is based on the 
principles of absolute competition which justifies the stable 
growth of the firm. 
2. Industrial Organisation Approach : 
It was around 1960s that the economic analysis of direct 
foreign investment began in its earnest. The studies on economic 
analysis explained the U.S. type of foreign direct investment as 
a natural consequence of the growth and expansion of oligopolistic 
firms. In Stephen Hymer's view,^ direct foreign investment is 
typical of an oligopolistic firm, which has some sort of 
superiority and is endeavoring for control in an imperfect market 
in order to maximise profits. In the opinion of Richard E. Caves, 
newest products tend to be oligopolistic in their nature because 
of the product and the development differentiation. Refinement 
and sale of underground resources such as oil are suited to vertical 
7. Stephen Hyme, "United States Investment Abroad" in Peter D. 
(Ed) Direct Foreign Investment in Asia and the Pacific 
Australian National University Press, 1972, p. 41 . 
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integration, which strengthens the oligopoly. 
This theory, suggests that the firms venture into direct 
foreign investments because of their oligopolistic character and 
that their investment and operation abroad enables them to survive 
by strengthening and expanding oligopolistic systems. The two 
theories discussed so far neatly characterise the U.S. type of 
direct foreign investments in commercial relations. 
3. Product Cycle Approach : 
Still another approach related to the oligopolistic theories 
is Vernon's product cycle theory.** The special feature of theory 
lies in the combination of three stages of a commercial system 
: (a) innovation, (b) growth, and (c) maturing of a new product 
with the research and development. Further, the theory predicts 
where a new product (or innovative technology) is most likely to 
be harnessed. In the initial stage, the design of the product 
undergoes several changes. Hence, its production is 
technologically unstable and the market does not get familiar with 
the product. Its sales do not grow rapidly and demand for the 
product remains subject to price-inelastic conditions. 
8. Raymond Vernon, "International Investment and International 
Trade in the Product Cycle", Quarterly Journal of Economics, 
1966, pp. 190-207. 
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In the second or the growth stage, sales of the product 
increase, as large scale production and bulk sales methods are 
introduced. Meanwhile, entries in the industry increase and 
competition intensifies amongst producers. Demand becomes 
price-elastic so that the sales of each firm becomes more 
responsive to price conditions. Under these circumstances, the 
realisation of economies of scale and the managerial ability of 
the firm play important role in its growth. 
Lastly, when the mature stage j s arrived at. the product 
becomes standardised and its production technologically attains 
stability. Instead of the decisive role played by research and 
development activities or managerial skills at the innovative and 
growth stages, unskilled and semi-skilled labour becomes 
important considerations. Ultimately, through foreign investment 
the production location tends to shift to the low-stage, developing 
countries. The cost of marketing the exports of products from 
these countries may be low as comapred to other commodities, 
since the commodity is already standardised. It is interesting to 
probe that at what stage in a product cycle and for what reasons 
is direct foreign investment preferably undertaken? Now products 
brought out in the United States' first enjoy a monopolistic 
position. Export increases when mass production is introduced and 
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the cost is simultaneously reduced. Sometimes uncertainties to 
this export position arise and exports decrease. The uncertainties 
arise due to tariffs in the importing countries, import quotas, 
increase duplicate domestic production in the importing countries 
and more importantly the entrance of other foreign competitors 
into the import market. Thus direct foreign investment is a 
monopolistic defence of the market and could be made more 
successfully before the mature stage in the marketing of a product. 
4. Catching-up Product Cycle Approach : 
The catching-up product cycle approach was identified by Dr. 
Akamatsu, Professor Emeritus of Hitotrubashi University. .lapan. 
He originally called it 'the wild geese-flying pattern' of industrial 
development in developing countries. As it is shown in figure 1.3. 
the time series Curve for imports of a particular product is 
followed by that of domestic production and later on by that of 
exports. Professor A. Kamatsu, suggested that a pattern like' wild 
geese flying in orderly ranks forming an inverse English alphabet 
"V" is just as airplanes flying in demonstration.^ 
9. Kaname A. "A Historical Pattern of Economic Growth in 
Developing Countries", The Institute of Asian Economic 
Affairs, 1962, p. 11. 
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AKAMATSU'S CATCHING-UP PRODUCT CYCLE 
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In order to drive home the point the concern of Vernon and 
others was to explain how a new product is invented and 
manufactured on a large scale in the leading industrial countries. 
In a developing or catching-up country, the product cycle starts 
with the imports of the new product with superior quality. The 
imports increase substantially and satisfy the country's aggregate 
demand. As and when the increase demand approaches the domestic 
production threshold, domestic production becomes economical. 10 
A learning process follows and is assisted by importing 
technological know-how and b\ direct foreign investment. The 
expansion of production then grooms the economies of scale, 
increase in productivit\. impro\'ement in quality and reduction in 
the costs. This involves an important substitution process in the 
product cycle. 
Another important aspect is that as domestic costs reach the 
international competitive co^t level, foreign markets are 
developed, the scale of production is extended further and costs 
are reduced again. Hence, the expansion of exports which is 
enabled by the growth of domestic demand in its turn provides a 
stimulus to individual development. To sum up it may be 
10. Albert O.H.. "The Strategy of Economic Development", Yale 
University Press, New Haven. 1958, p. 121. 
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appropriate to call such successive development of imports, 
domestic production and exports the catching-up product cycle. It 
is crucial to bear in mind that such a product cycle takes place 
only for standardised products, than new products, and in the 
developing rather than in the developed economies. 
It is clear from the above mentioned theories of foreign 
direct investment, that the business administration appraoch and 
growth of the firm approach alongwith the macro-economic 
approach (the Mac-Dougall-Kempt model, the theory of optimum 
taxation on foreign investment, and the Uzawa-Hamada thesis) are 
basically one commodity analysis and hence instigate, partial 
equilibrium analysis. As a matter of fact, they can not be 
acknowledged to be true macro-economic theories. All of them 
are based on the principles of absolute competition and a profit 
maximisation by the capital. It is, therefore, imperative and 
important to tie these approaches together with a two commodity 
and general equilibrium approach. This approach will be based on 
the international division of labour, and will emphasise 
comparative cost considerations, and thus will be able to 
comprehensively analyse both foreign direct investment and 
international trade systems. This chapter is continued with the next 
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chapter of the thesis which deals with the US strategy of foreign 
direct investment. 
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CHAPTER II 
THE US STRATEGY OF 
FOREIGN DIRECT INVESTIVIENT 
A massive emergence of foreign direct investment and the 
global command of the Multinational corporations, particularly 
those of American origin, is testimony to the fact that Capitalism 
has come of age and there is scarcely a way out in the integrating 
world economies. 
To probe the insights into the socio-economic and political 
situation which helped to generate the necessary conditions and 
groomed the American attitude for its emphasis on foreign direct 
investment one should look back atleast to the period of Great 
Economic Recession of the 1930s. The international economy 
could not easily revive after the world war I mainly because of 
the absence of an impetus by a governing economic order through 
a formidable country. 
The United Kingdom used to coordinate most of the world's 
economic order but after the world war I British hold on the 
International economic system remained weakened all through the 
1930s and onward the U.K. was not able to control the economic 
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situation. At the same time the United States was tentative at 
restructuring international economy which was disrupted by the 1st 
world war. As a consequence to it, there was a leadership vacuum, 
which partly led to the beginning of Great Depression and 
ultimately to world war II. ' 
As any binding and mobilising economic force was non-extant 
in Europe, there was the passing of the Reciprocal Trade 
Agreement Act in June 1934 by the U.S. congress. The objective 
of this act was to enable the United States government to negotiate 
the lowering of tariff barriers. This act was followed in 1936 by 
the Tripartite Monetary Agreement, .which boosted up the United 
States into a major industrial power. It also instigated the first 
major step by the United States towards assertion of its leadership 
in the world economy. The determination of the United States to 
overcome the European discrimination against American exports 
reflected the increasing industrial strength of the American 
economy. The re-establishment of a liberal world economy, a proto 
liberalization, was to become a corner stone of American planning 
during the Ilnd world war. 
1 Charles Kindleberger, The World in Depression, 1929-39 
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1973, p. 152. 
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As a matter of fact, the American plans during the postwar 
era were aimed at against the British hegemony in particular. The 
U.S.A. began with the framing of the Atlantic Charter in 1941 and 
pursued through the negotiation of the Land-Lease Act (1941), the 
Bretton Woods Agreement (1944), and the British Loan (1945). 
The thrust of the American policy was directed against Common 
Wealth discrimination.^ 
The American industrial, economic and financial expansion 
dislodged Great Britain and Western Europe from their economic 
bases in South America, Asia, Africa and the Middle East. Almost, 
entire developing world came under the American sway. Many of 
the economic and trade agreements gravitated towards America 
which emphatically enabled the US trade to expand at an 
exceptionally high rate, infact much faster than her own gross 
national product. The Dollar became a widely accepted standard 
basis of international monetary system. It was through this 
manipulation that the U.S. multinational corporations churned out 
the global political environment conducive to their interest and 
started expanding their control across national boundaries through 
direct investment. 
2 Richard Gardner, Sterling - Dollar Diplomacy : Anglo 
American Collaborat ion in the Reconstruct ion of 
Multinational Trade (Oxford ': Clarendon Press, 1956), p. 
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SECURITY TO MULTINATIONAL CORPORATIONS AND 
GROWTH OF INDUSTRIES : 
The United States' political domination and monitoring of the 
global affairs in the developing countries ensured the MNCs a 
security which facilitated their rapid expansion particularly of the 
U.S. corporations. Now it is easy to understand as to why U.S. 
corporations utilized this situation and established branches 
overseas. The provision of a favourable security environment 
harnessed the necessary conditions for foreign direct investment 
by multinational corporations of American origin. 
Direct Investment in the Mining Sector : 
In the case of mining industries such as carbon, ferrous and 
non-ferrous like petroleum and other minerals, the expansion of 
foreign direct investment is fairly linear. The nature of these 
extractive industries is highly oligopolistic. Most of such 
industries are controlled or dominated by a few large U.S. 
corporations. In addition to it, a few major Canadian (Alean, 
International Nickel) and European (Shell, Rio Tinto Zinc) 
corporations also invest in a few oligopolies which influence the 
worlds sources of raw materials within the realm of capitalist 
oriented economies. These oligopolistic industires, in most cases, 
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are "Vertically integrated". The corporations' control extends over 
the activities such as extraction, transportation and refining and 
in many cases such as petroleum and aluminium, over marketing 
also. Resultantly, only a few U.S. and foreign corporations have 
controlled access to the non-communist industrial world's raw 
materials and through their investment and other policies have 
attempted to maintain that control. In the sphere of mining and 
petroleum American companies first ventured overseas in the 
decades just prior to world war I. In petroleum particularly, U.S. 
oil companies, in direct competition with British, easily 
established control over foreign sources of oil.-' Soon after world 
war II, American control was enhanced particularly in the Middle 
East. After world war II the British domination was declining. The 
economic superiority of Britain was whithering away as the 
colonies attained independence after world war II. Meanwhile the 
United States emerged from the war, a defined nation in many 
important raw materials and industries. Hence with the weakening 
of European influence and the discovery of high grade ores in 
South America, Canada, Africa and elsewhere, U.S. multinationals 
quickly established their hold particularly in the developing world. 
3 Benjamin Williams, Foreign Economic Policy of the United 
States (New York: McGraw Hill, 1929), p. 98. 
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The overseas expansion on the part of American mining 
multinationals was encouraged by the favourable provisions of the 
U.S. tax law. Consequently, American mining industries found it 
highly profitable to expand overseas in search of relatively cheap 
sources of petroleum and other raw materials and to de-emphasise 
the development of higher cost, lower grade indigenous sources 
of energy and raw matrials. As most of the American investment 
houses looked for overseas control they did not explore the 
domestic sector of mining. In this design, the United States 
economy established control over foreign cheaper sources of 
energy and raw materials and conserved her own petroleum and 
other mineral resources. 
DIRECT INVESTMENT IN THE MANUFACTURING SECTOR: 
When we investigate from the extractive sector to the 
manufacturing sector the condit ions appear much more 
complicated. For example, why should a corporation agree to incur 
the additional cost of manufacturing overseas when it could more 
conveniently and probably at an even higher profit, export its 
products or licence its patents to a foreign manufacture? In this 
situation we shall examine the factors and theories which explain 
the U.S. multinationals' foreign direct investment in manufacturing 
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sector. 
In neoclassical economic theory, foreign investment is 
described in very simple terms. There is a tendency for the capital 
to flow from regions of surplus and it has a declining rate of 
return, to region where it is relatively scarce and can gain a higher 
rate of return. With respect to portfolio, debt securities and other 
forms of indirect investment. The neoclassical theory, with its 
emphasis on short-term profit maximisation is generally 
considered an adequate system of economic equilibrium. 
There are a number of factors which help and explain the 
phenomenal rise of multinational corporations and foreign direct 
investment over the past decade such as the lowering of foreign 
trade barriers, easing American anti trade laws, local context laws, 
proximity to markets and so on. Even this enumeration of factors, 
does not furnish an adequate explanation. In order to acquire a 
better understanding, one has to seek help from the theoretical 
work of a number of economists who have elaborated upon the 
foreign direct investment and the multinational corporations. One 
can classify these theories into two sets. The first group consists 
of multinational corporations which are market induced, with a 
response to market forces. The second group consists of policy 
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induced multinationals. 
These groupings, however, are not mutually exclusive. Most 
of the analysts on the multinational corporations can be 
accommodated into two or even three of these sets or categories. 
Hence, to take three prominent and distinguishing view points, we 
may characterize Raymond Vernon, Stephen Hymer, and Peggy 
Musgrave as follows. While Vernon a liberal economist, is critical 
of many of the practices of MNCs, he is essentially pro-MNC, 
believes they are primarily market induced, and regards foreign 
direct investment as defensive. On the other hand, Hymer, a 
marxist, is hostile, yet regards N4NC as an inevitable consequence 
of modern capitalism. He believes that MNCs are aggressive in 
their behaviour. Finally, Musgrave subscribes to the mercantilist 
perspective. She is of the opinion that the MNC is neither good 
nor inevitable, at least on its present scale, and that its behaviour 
is primarily aggressive. 
THEORIES AND BEHAVIOUR OF U.S. MULTINATIONALS: 
The authors on MNCs have made extremely important 
observations. As a matter of fact, they determine in most cases 
the conclusion of scholarly and scientific research on the 
multinational corporations and foreign direct investment. In their 
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attempt to furnish a unified and coherent explanation of foreign 
direct investment, they begin with a presentation of those theories 
which regard the MNC as an inevitable manifestation of 
contemporary economic developments. The first group of theories 
on foreign direct investment builds on the assumption that the 
multinational corporations and direct investment are the inevitable 
consequence of contemporary economic and technological 
developments. The common idea in all the theories is that the 
sprawl of the multinational corporations is a result of revolution 
in transportation and information technology. Advancements in 
land, sea and air transportation coupled with modern 
communications have made possible the global integration of 
economic and manufacturing enterprises. 
There are a number of economic theories which justify the 
technological changes, information technology and financial 
houses as the basis of economic interdependence and integration. 
One of them is international oligopoly. Charles Kindleberger and 
Stephen Hymer, observed that the U.S. corporations and their 
established subsidiaries tend to be the large oligopolies.'* These 
U.S. giant business houses enter foreign markets because they have 
4 Kindleberger view, American Business Abroad, New Haven: 
Yale University Press, 1969, p. 99. 
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a monopolistic advantage which they can exploit to earn a higher 
rate of profit in the markets of developing countries than their 
local competitors. The advantages over their local competitors 
may consist of technological superiority, managerial expertise, 
better sources of finance, or combination of several such factors. 
The firms which invest abroad are among the largest and 
technologically most advanced in the country. Moreover, these 
foreign direct investment houses tend to invest in sectors where 
there is high degree of market concentration. Hence, direct 
foreign investment, according to this theory is largely 
acknowledged as of "aggressive behaviour" and it is primarily 
reckoned a phenomenon associated with oligopoly and market 
concentration. 
However, the oligopolist ic theory of direct foreign 
investment does not attempt to explain why a corporation seeks 
to serve a particular market or sell a particular product through 
the establishment of a local subsidiary rather than through 
licencing or exporting. One might add to the oligopolistic theory, 
therefore, the so-called product cycle model developed by 
Raymond Vernon.^ The product cycle theory essentially identifies 
5 Raymond Vernon - Sovereignty at Bay, New York: Basic 
Books, 1971, p. 171. 
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three phases in the life history of a product (a) Introductory phase, 
(b) Maturing phase, (c) Standardised phase. All the three stages 
carry notable and distinct influence of the product on the market 
and money mechanism. 
It has been acknowledged that in the introductory stage most 
of the U.S. Corporations are said to have a great advantage over 
their foreign competitors. During the primary stage of the product 
cycle U.S. corporations tend to enjoy a monopolistic advantage 
on account of their technological innovations and superiority. In 
this way, U.S. corporations can satisfy the rising foreign demand 
for the product through exporting to these markets. However, when 
the foreign markets for the product expand and especially when 
the technology identified with the product defuses abroad to 
potential foreign competitors, the American corporations change 
their strategy. 
In the development stage of the product cycle an American 
firm begins to lose the relative competitive advantage accruing 
from its technological lead. As the requisite technology becomes 
available through imitative development the advantage shifts to 
foreign production, due to the proximity to the local market and 
lower labour costs. In this situation, if the U.S. corporation is to 
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maintain its market share and forestall competition, it must 
establish foreign branches or subsidiaries. In the third and final 
stages or standardised stage of the product cycle, production 
becomes adequately routinised so that the competitive advantage 
shifts to relatively low skilled, low wage, and labour intensive 
economies. In this stage of product cycle, production increases 
very fast. Hence, during the final stage, the United States 
corporations may export finished goods back to their own country. 
It has been observed that in order to forestall the rise of 
foreign competitors and to maintain its global market position, the 
U.S. corporations take up the initiative of manufacturing in their 
own undertakings in the foreign countries. It is maintained that 
the crisis of foreign direct investment is the transference of 
technical and managerial knowledge.^ In a world where technical 
know-how diffuses rapidly to one's potential competitors, it tends 
to reduce the innovator's long-term margin of profit. The U.S. 
corporation goes abroad to protect its investment in research and 
development. Thus the American innovator, rather than the foreign 
imitators, capture the benefits from the transference of knowledge 
in the foreign developing countries. 
6 Harry Johnson - "The Efficiency and Welfare Implication of 
International Corporation" in The International Corporation, 
MIT Press, 1970. 
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The essence of product cycle theory is to envisage that the 
American corporations make the foreign direct investment in order 
to dominate potential competitors through market pre-emption. 
The synthesis of product cycle theory lies in a combination of 
short-term opportunity with the long-term fear. The growing 
liberalization of Indian economy creates a favourable situation for 
American and the potential rivals of European and Japanese 
investment houses and creates the fear for U.S.A. Hence, direct 
investment is used as a tool by Americans so as to achieve the 
said objectives. 
In order to obtain a still more comprehensive understanding 
of foreign direct investment, yet another theory, the so called 
organic theory has been reviewed.^ The organic theory envisages 
that the fundamental motive of the financial corporation is its 
survival. In conditions of oligopolistic competition, an important 
pre-requisite for survival is continued growth, and this continued 
growth can be guaranteed by a constant or comprehensively 
increasing share of an expanding market. The organic theory 
enunciates that the corporations invest abroad to defend or protect 
7 Judd Polk, U.S. Production Abroad and the Balance of 
Payments, New York : National Industrial Conference Board, 
1966, p. 180. 
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the earning capacity of their principal capital. However, it has been 
noted that the initial investment abroad may yield a lower rate of 
return, than investment existing at home, nontheless, it protects 
the corporations and also lays the basis for eventual profits from 
abroad at a later stage with retrospective effect. The multinational 
firms generally apprise themselves of long-term perspective with 
respect to the profitability of its foreign investments, and consider 
it an inevitable situation to invest continuously in order to 
maintain its position in the growing and expanding market 
conditions. 
One can say in brief that the law of corporate survival in an 
oligopolistic market states: "Direct investment is tied to markets. 
If market grows, the firm shall grow. If the firm stops growing, 
it is vulnerable to decay". Any eventuality that interferes with the 
growth of the firm, such as balance of payments, restrictions and 
the like, while the organic life of the market goes its way is likely 
to endanger its survival. 
"One more important factor which helps explain the pattern 
of foreign direct investment involves capital market relationships, 
exchange risk and market's preferences for holding assets 
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denominated in selected currencies".* The thing that has been 
important during period of extensive foreign investment has been 
the premium placed on securities developed in a secure currency 
i.e. there is security of exchange value. As a result of it, the 
entrepreneurs in the country whose currency is regarded as secure 
have an advantage over local enterprise. 
Robert Aliber in 1973 presented a capital makret scenario 
which was based on the factual evidences of the 1950s and 1960s 
during which the investors preferred to hold dollar-dominated 
equities.*^ As dollar was the most stable and secure currency in 
the financial market of the world. American firms were able to 
borrow on more profitable terms than their foreign competitors, 
they enjoyed the advantage to borrow at lower interest rates even 
when they were capable of paying more than foreign competitions 
for foreign assets. 
The main impetus to the foreign expansion of U.S. 
corporation is in the international monetary system. To begin with 
foreign investment by American corporations was stimulated in 
8 Robert Aliber, "A Theory of Direct Investment", The 
International Corporation. C. Kindleberger, p. 20. 
9 The International Money Game, New York: Basic Books, 
1973, p. 187. 
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part by the over valued exchange rates of the dollar. It was, because 
of inflated value of the dollar, foreign assets and labour were 
relatively cheap for American corporations. Consequently, the 
system of fixed change rates which prevailed from 1945 proved 
to be an inducement for American corporations to produce abroad 
rather than to export from the United States. Apart from it, foreign 
investment is generally regarded as a function of the market. De 
Gaulle has also emphasised the reserve role of the dollar as a 
major factor in U.S. foreign investment. He alleged that American 
monetary hegemony enabled the United States simply to print 
dollars and to buy up foreign corproate assets. In this way the 
American foreign direct investment was facilitated by the 
international prestige of the dollar. If the position of the dollar 
in the international economy was less favourable. It would have 
weaken the capacity of U.S. corporations to pursue a strategy of 
direct investment. 
FOREIGN DIRECT INVESTMENT MODEL OF AMERICA : 
Raymond Vernon and Stephen Hymer Projected the American 
model of foreign direct investment in their own understanding.'** 
10 Raymond Vernon, International Investment Trade in Product 
Cycle, Quarterly Journal of Economy, May 1966, p. 211. 
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They presented the commercial ecology of new product, that is, 
how it is invented and manufactured on a large scale in leading 
American industr ies. They acknowledged that it is the 
'Technological Gap' between the United States and other 
countries, particularly the developing countries which propels the 
export of a product to the buyer nations. As the publicity and 
advertisement glamour enhances so does the demand amongst the 
people for a product, but import can not be equal to the demand, 
a demand and supply disequilibrium emerges. Now, the local 
producers in these countries start imitating the new technology 
and are for the look out for capital investments to make new 
technology operative. They want to produce the replica of the new 
product in domestic factories. American multinationals try to 
maintain their share of foreign markets through F.D.I. According 
to Vernon,"The U.S. trade position in manufactured goods is based 
heavily on a comparative advantage in the generation of 
innovations, rather than on the more conventional notion of 
relatively cheap capital". In fact, the modern trend is both selling 
the innovation and trading capital. The big post war increase in 
U.S. overseas investment in manufacturing subsidiaries has come 
about mainly in the kinds of industry that would be expected to 
have participated in such a process. The recent emphasis of 
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American Foreign Direct Investment is on the modern industries 
which are engaged in substitute creation. It explains why so much 
of investment is found in the chemical industries, the machinery 
industries, the transportation industries, the scientific instrument 
industries, Software and Information Technology industries." 
Stephen Hymer in his analysis also presented the similar 
views. Hymer points out three factors determining the feasibility 
of an industry making foreign investment and establishment. He 
advocated that as a first condition-there must be some kind of 
barrier to make entry in the industry (technological, economics 
of scale, differentiated products), so that local firms cannot 
compete due to producers having inadequate resources and the 
multinational corporation ready to compensate for the extra cost 
of operating in a foreign country and integrating geographically 
dispersed operations. Secondly, it must be advantageous to 
produce locally rather than export from a single production center 
(this depends upon tariffs, the size of the market, and the threat 
of local competition). Thirdly, the firm must find it more 
profitable to exploit the foreign advantage through direct 
II Raymond Vernon, The Economic Consequence of U.S. 
Foreign Direct Investment, U.S. International Economic 
Policy in an Interdependent World, Paper I, Washington, 
D.C., July 1971, pp. 930-37. 
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investment rather than paying the cost of licensing. Now it is clear 
that a technological lead alone is not a sufficient explanation of 
foreign investment. One must also explain why the technology is 
not sold like other commodities. The answer lies in the marketing 
characteristics of the advantage, that is, the difficulty of extracting 
full quasi-rent where markets are not in a perfect state.^^ 
The contention of this work is that, in the light of the 
preceding analysis, the strategy of foreign direct investment by 
U.S. multinatioal corporation is, in the language of economists, 
only the solution to the challenge posed by foreign competition 
and the relative decline of the American economy. But now the 
American economy has rejuvenated and the scenario of F.D.I, is 
fast changing. In simplest terms, what the United States has been 
doing is exporting or trading away its comparative advantage 
(technology, technical know how and the management) and 
potential productivity joins in exchange of future foreign earnings. 
American economy has strong futuristic perspectives. In so far as 
the United States continues to advance in this direction. It is 
converting itself into a type of rentier economy, that is one which 
12 Stephen Hymer, 'United States Investment Abroad', in 
Drysdale; Direct Foreign Investment in Asia and the Pacific, 
p. 41. 
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lives off investment income, that Great Britain became in the later 
part of the nineteenth century. On the whole, the United States 
in the 1970s and 1980s may be said to have experienced many 
of the same problems and choices that Great Britain faced in the 
later half of the nineteenth century. However, the present scenario 
of Foreign Direct Investment of financial resources in India has 
received enormous boost by the visit of the American President 
Bill Clinton. 
In the present day United States of America, the idea of living 
off with foreign investment income has become very attractive. 
In fact, in the short run, the balancing of America's international 
accounts through the return on foreign investment has become a 
necessity. The importance of this income can not be minimised. 
It has become a major force in America's economic welfare and 
global political position. One can visualise that without incomes 
generated from F.D.I., the United States could not finance its 
foreign military commitments. Its escalating imports of 
manufacturers, petroleums and raw-materials cannot afford to 
recycle her expenditures and investments in the developing 
country. With the growth and diversifciation of Indian economy, 
India is a giant market of American F.D.I. 
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In fact, the United States has not become as dependent upon 
foreign investment earnings as did Great Britain because British 
economy shrank rapidly after the two world wars and the 
consequent liberation of the colonies. There are however, several 
considerations which support the judgement that it has become 
over dependent on foreign investment. In the early 1970s foreign 
investment accounted for more than 20 percent of annual corporate 
expenditures for plant and equipments. In certain key industries 
such as chemicals (30 percent) consumer goods (40 percent), and 
electrical goods (75 percent) a large fraction of total assets in 
the early 1970s was located abroad. In addition to it, in 1973 
foreign investment income represented over 15 percent of 
American foreign receipts ($18.5 billion out of $120.5 billion 
total foreign receipts). These percentages have witnessed certain 
change to new avenues of investment.'-' In effect, the United States 
has become highly dependent on the earnings of assets subject to 
foreign control. 
One can conclusively assert that the U.S. economy has a dual 
structure. Firstly, innovative and oligopolic industries (new 
industries). Secondly traditional industries which are price 
13 U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of Economic 
Analysis, Survey of Current Business, March, 1974, p. 37. 
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competitive and price stable. It has been observed that the genuine 
product cycle and direct foreign investments have mushroomed up 
successfully only within the innovative and oligopolistic type of 
industry group. However, it may particularly be pointed out that 
these companies while investing abroad lose concentration on 
export strategies and even sometimes start importing due to 
relatively low wage structure in the developing economies. It was 
criticised in the 1980s that the foreign direct investment model 
of America is of anti-trade-orientation and put the U.S. economy 
into a red spot. However, the fast changing scenario of American 
foreign direct investment, in the late 1990s and the early 2000, 
can not be viewed in the similar old perspective. 
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CHAPTER III 
CRITICAL APPRAISAL OF 
FOREIGN DIRECT HVVESTIMENT 
The revolution in information and communication 
technology has admittedly shrunk the world into a "global village". 
Globalisation has come to strike the economic, social and 
political policy. It is aggressively advocated by certain powerful 
vested interests and the rest may helplessly reconcile to it. It is 
a policy pursued by the scientifically, technologically and 
economically advanced imperialist countries against the 
developing countries in the guise of FDI. The developing countries 
in most cases, have suffered domination by the colonial imperials 
for two to three centuries. The victors of the World War II set 
up the international financial agencies like the International 
Monetary Fund (IMF) and the World Bank (WB) which were 
dominated by the developed capitalist countries, particularly the 
USA who dictated what economic policies should be pursued by 
the client countries seeking loans. Loans were invariably 
accompanied by a package of conditions. With the collapse of the 
Soviet Union the United Nations "New International Economic 
Order was replaced by the US-dictated "New World Order". The 
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economic philosophy of neo-liberalisation on the pretext of Free 
Market, Private Enterprise and the MNCs operating from US and 
other G-7 countries and the WTO launched a brazen drive to get 
hold over the developing economies, particularly India's large 
economy, and to establish control over their resources and 
markets. 
These policies, on the one hand, have widened the fissure 
between the rich and poor countries and on the other hand, between 
the rich and poor people in the Third World countries. The rich 
of the developing countries approve and advocate these western 
policies while the suffering poor have a little cognisable say. The 
proposal to impose agreements on Foreign Investment through the 
mechanism of the WTO which has been initiated and instigated by 
the US with the connivance of the European Union and the support 
of OECD countries is meant to steer and propel forward the 
process of globalisation. This process will undermine the 
economic and political sovereignty of the developing countries. 
The matter has not been rendered easy for commons to understand 
as to what is afoot. The world is heading from simple to complex 
in relationships and reconciliations. 
It is the neo-Iiberals who are the strongest advocates of 
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economic globalisation. This, infact, is a form of neo-classical 
economics which is the theoretical foundation for the advocacy 
of the capitalistic system. Neo-liberalism is an unabashed 
promoter of a ruthless form of capitalism. 
The advocates of the economic globalisation claim that : 
1. A truly global economy is now emerging for the first time 
ever before. 
2. It is the dominance of the world market that matters. 
3. The most effective economic system is FDl and the most 
important economic agents are MNCs. 
If any country wants to prosper in this New World Order 
then it must marry with the MNCs and invoke the miracle of FDL 
The key to mass prosperity for a country like India is its ability 
to attract foreign investment and to remove all shackles and 
restrictions. This view of economic globalisation is not only the 
vision of the economists in USA and Britain but also of the IMF, 
World Bank, Asian Development Bank and the supporters of the 
New Economic Policy of India since 1991.' The opinion making 
1. WRI, UNEP, UNDP (1994-95) World Resources, Oxford 
University Press, pp. 83-106. 
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journals such as The Economist of U.K. and Business Week of 
USA are intellectual instruments of the ruling class of the Western 
world. Indian neo-liberals are not as coherent and sophisticated 
as the neo-liberals of The Economist. 
If we make a survey of the spread and effectiveness of FDI 
in time and space we find that, according to U.N. estimates, FDI 
as a proportion to the world output in 1913 was around 9 percent. 
In 1960 this ratio was 4.4 percent. In 1980 it v/as 4.8 percent 
and in 1992 it rose to 8.4 percent. It shows that between 1960 
to 1980 there was a minimal rise in FDI as a proportion of the 
world output. However, in 1990 it was almost doubled. The global 
distribution pattern of FDI between the developed and the 
developing countries reveals that in 1914, out of total long-term 
foreign investments, 55 percent was in the industrial world of 
which 30 percent in Europe and 25 percent in USA. The share to 
developing countries was 45 percent of which 20 percent went to 
Latin America and 25 percent to Asia and Africa. In 1992, the 
stock of FDI was more unevenly distributed with 78 percent share 
was absorbed by developed countries and a paltry 22 percent to 
developing countries. The number of countries under the influence 
of FDI is much more now.^ The attempt at global dominance by 
2. World Bank (1992) World Development Report, New York, 
Oxford University Press.. 
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foreign finance is aimed at, to promote ever greater and freer 
capital mobility. At the annual meetings of the IMF and the World 
Bank in September 1997. The Interim Committee agreed in 
principle that the IMF should push aggressively on making loans 
increasingly conditional. In December 1997, more than 70 
countries signed the WTO agreement requiring them to open their 
banking, insurance and securities markets to foreign investment 
companies and firms. Finally, there is the Multinational Agreement 
on Investment (MAI) whose fundamental aim is the liberalisation 
of all restrictions on FDI. 
Myth of New Economic Globalisation and FDI : 
It is often critically assessed that the disparity between 
North and South has grown during the so-called integration of the 
world economy through globalisation. There has been a growing 
concentration of trade in the rich North. Between 1970 and 1989 
the North's share of world trade rose from 81 percent to 84 
percent. However, a few countries in the south have improved their 
relative position in the distribution of world trade. Of late, we 
witness a growing regionalisation in trade, production and foreign 
direct investment. Three big regional blocks seem to have 
emerged: 
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(a) India-Asia trade in 1986 was 32.4 percent of the total but 
by 1992 it rose to 47.7 percent of its total trade. 
(b) India-NAFTA trade in 1980 was 68 percent which rose to 
79 percent of its total trade in 1992. 
(c) Similarly, intra-Europe trade as a proportion of its total 
trade is now 62 percent. 
Another unevenness of FDl distribution is that around 14 
percent of the world's population receive some 75 percent of the 
world's FDl. Around 28 percent of the world's population receive 
91.5 percent of the total FDL The thinking that FDl is the glorious 
key of a golden future for all countries and people is simply an 
illusion.^ A critical analysis reveals that in 1970 the top 20 
percent of the world's population was 30 times richer than the 
bottom 20 percent. Today they are 60 times richer! 
The two countries which have most strongly pursued neo-
liberal economic policies since 1980s are the U.K. and the USA. 
These countries assume that there is no alternative to the emerging 
world order and that it is inevitable and eventual. The 
3. Vanaik, A. (1998) 'Economic Globalisation : Myth or Realityl 
New Series on Current Affairs, People's Publishing House, 
New Delhi. 
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psychological wave of globalisation got a boost because since the 
1980s, over 80 percent of the economists or the trained personnel 
recruited by the IMF and WB have passed out from Anglo-
American universities, including the Indian personnel. Many of the 
key economists or bureaucrats in India who shaped the 1991 New 
Economic Policy had stints of one kind or the other with the IMF 
and the World Bank in the last two decades. The drawbacks of the 
neo-liberal economic policies are evident from persistent 
problems in the socio-economic sphere of even the USA.This is 
evident from the following : 
i. Among all the developed couiitries of the world, USA has 
the most unequal distribution of income and wealth. 
ii. Again, of all the developed countries of the world, USA has 
the highest proportion of people below the poverty line. 
iii. Of all the developed countries, USA has the weakest welfare 
system. 
iv. Since 1991 corporate profits (adjusted for inflation) have 
risen up by 50 percent. 
V Now, the top 1 percent of U.S. households have more wealth 
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than the bottom 90 percent households. 
vi. In 1960 a Chief Executive Officer of a company had an 
average earning 40 times the average income of a factory worker. 
The adverse effect of FDI in 1993 was that a Chief Executive 
Officer earned 149 times more than an average income of a factory 
worker. 
vii. As compared to 1979, the richest 1 percent US national now 
pay a smaller share of their income in taxes even though their 
share of national income has doubled. This shows that the taxation 
structure is more favourable to the top rich business houses. 
viii. In the USA, the real wages in 1994 were lower than in 1968. 
Infact, the minimum wage in 1994 was lower than in 1950. 
ix. Presently, the unemployment level in the USA is 
significantly higher than what was prevalent in the USA during 
1948 to 1973 which is considered the golden employment age. 
X. In the USA, those who lose old jobs and manage to get new 
full-time jobs suffer an average 14 percent decline in income. 
The Indian neo-liberals intend to make a great deal about the 
neo-Iiberal economic policies because they assert that even if it 
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degenerates jobs it correspondingly generates the new ones. They 
say that let the market do its work freely, the new jobs will replace 
the old ones and everybody will eventually be better off. However, 
neo-liberal economic theory has debatable explanations on how 
poorer countries and people can become richer and better off 
economically. The key question facing such countries is that what 
are the advantages or disadvantages of being an early or late 
industrialiser? There are basically two sets of explanations each 
with its own internal variations. The first type of explanation 
claims that late industrialising countries because they start much 
later actually have great advantages as compared to the early 
industrialisers. They can reap the benefits of the latest technology 
straightaway without having to repeat the slow and ardous efforts 
of the early industrialisers. The late industrialising countries can 
maintain a higher average level of productivity because they don't 
have to have older machines are equipments and the older, less 
productive economic relations. The late industrialising countries 
must maximise the spread effect of the latest technology and the 
foreign direct investment. In view of this first paradigm of the 
neo-liberal economic theory all poorer countries can, in principle, 
catch up with the richer countries and even surpass them. Some 
adherents of this paradigm believe that all countries can attain a 
nearly equal standards of living and prosperity. However, the 
ecological cost of such a dream has been realised by none. 
Ecological issues have little relevance in the neo-liberal economic 
theory.* Environmental and ecological system are treated external 
to the basic tenets of the paradigm of how a country should 
develop. The socialist fiscal policies of redistribution of income 
and wealth have little place in the western model. Monetary 
policies should be engaged to fight inflation which is a much 
greater threat than unemployment. 
If we make a survey of how capitalist economic development 
has taken place from the 17th century till the end of the 20th 
century, we realise that there have always been key centres of 
growth along with their associated radial zones of relatively higher 
prosperity. 
1. The first European region appeared was Holland. 
2. The second region emerged in England. 
3. The third region grew in France and Germany in the 19th 
century. 
4. The fourth major region mushroomed in America with the 
U.S. as its dynamic centre. 
4. Ibid., 1998, p. 23. ~ 
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5. After World War II the key centres of capitalist growth also 
shifted partly to Germany and even more so to Japan. 
As we examine the pattern and processes of global 
development under FDI we find that the development is the result 
of : 
a. The economic dimension of productivity and technology. 
b. The cultural dimension of skill diffusion, social ethics and 
values. 
c. The political dimension of distinctive state structures and 
policies. 
d. The sociological dimension concerning the specific balance 
between the forces of capital and labour. 
e. An international dimension concerning the positioning of a 
particular country in the network of ideological and economic 
alliances and counter-alliances operating at the global or more so 
at regional level. 
f. A geographical dimension concerining the proximity of a 
country to a key centre of growth. For example there could have 
been no Korean miracle or East Asian NIC miracle if there was 
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not before it the truly great economic miracle of Japan's 
incredible post second world war capitalist upsurge. 
FDI and MNCs make inroads in the developing economies 
through the inescapable slogans of liberalisation, globalisation and 
modernisation. India being one of the largest developing 
economies, FDI agencies see an enormous scope of trading their 
fortunes in India. The leftist communist intellectuals of India, 
particularly the Communist Party of India have traditionally raised 
fears of an impending threat to our economic sovereignty from 
the policies dictated by the WTO, IMF and the World Bank. India 
is a traditional agricultural economy with a massive small scale 
sector of unemployment and sustainability. Most of the farmers 
are landless and marginal with small farm holdings and their land 
use system is compatible to the meagre resources. Agriculture is 
the largest sector of Indian economy. The large scale, heavily 
mechanised and automated Western enterprise would displace 
millions of peasants and artisans off their sustenance. The 
immediate threat of FDI, they argue, is to the agriculture and 
subsequently to the service sectors. 
There are apprehensions that FDI would adversely affect the 
prices, production diversity and small scale indigenous 
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processing.' On the impact of WTO policies on Indian agriculture, 
eminent leftist scholars and activist are trying to dissuade the 
introduction of globalised industrial agriculture and biotechnology 
into Indian food productions. Even the initial experiment of the 
transformation of peasant agriculture in India to a globally 
industrialized model has reduced food security, threatened 
biodiversity, driving majority small farmers off their lands, 
bringing urban chaos and opened the door for global corporations 
to take over India's food processing by western agribusiness 
giants. WTO and Free Trade are the serving components of FDI. 
Globalisation Features of Indian Agriculture : 
Foreign Direct Investment and Liberalization has had a 
devastating impact on peasant farmers which has inflicted : 
i. A shift from foodgrains production to export crops that has 
reduced food security and biodiversity. 
ii. A gate crash of imports that have wiped out local small 
enterprises and diversity. 
5. Millichap, D. (1993) 'Sustainability : A Long Established 
Concern of Planning', Journal of Environmental Planning 
and Law, pp. 111-119 . 
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iii. A privilege to multinational corporations to take over the 
control of food processing. 
Control of Seed and Pesticide Industry :. 
Economic globalisation is leading to a concentration and 
control of the seed industry, the increased use of pesticides, 
increased debt, despair and sometimes even suicides among small 
farmers as reported from Haryana and Andhra Pradesh. Capital-
intensive, Corporate-controlled agriculture is being spread into 
regions where peasants are neither beneficiaries nor they are 
competent. In the regions of small farmers where industrial 
agriculture has been introduced through foreign agribusiness, 
higher costs are making for peasants conditions virtually 
impossible to survive. 
The new export-oriented policies steered by FDI in India 
have led to a shift in agricultural production from food crops to 
commodities of export, particularly cotton. Cotton cultivation has 
expanded into semiarid areas such as Warangal in Andhra Pradesh. 
In this area, the farmers traditionally grew paddy, pulses, millets, 
oilseeds and vegetable crops. Lured by the promises that cotton 
would be a "white gold" and would yield high profits, farmers in 
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Warangal have tripled the landuse for cotton since 1990 which has 
slashed down the production of staple food grains like jowar and 
bajra. If cash crops like cotton fetch higher prices, they also 
demand a higher level of input expenditure. Hybrids are also highly 
vulnerable to pest attacks, therefore, pesticide use has also 
increased. Expenditure on pesticides in Warangal district only 
increased from 2.5 million dollar for the entire decade of 1980s 
to 50 million dollars in 1997. This was a 2000 percent increase, 
the cost of which coud be borne only through debts. 
Peasants have marooned under the weight of unpayable debt. 
More than 500 farmers reportedly took their own lives in 1998 
and the sucides continued in 1999. Corporates have tried to 
introduce genetically engineered cotton seeds with the argument 
that they will increase yields. Trials in the field have shown a 
decrease in yields. In protest, farmers in Andhra Pradesh and 
Karnataka have uprooted the genetically engineered cotton, and the 
Research Foundation for Science and Technology and ecology has 
filed a case in the Supreme Court to stop the proliferation of the 
genetically engineered crops in Indian agriculture on the belief 
that it would induce new ecological and economic risks. 
Policy of food export has been justified on the pretext that 
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export earnings would pay for food imports to ensure domestic 
food security. There is an apprehension that the export-oriented 
agriculture would undermine food security by propelling a shift 
from diverse, sustainable production to large-scale non-
sustainable industrial production. It also brings changes in 
ownership over natural resources and means of production. Small 
peasants are displaced from farming, while commercial interests 
take over land for export commodities such as shrimp, flowers, 
vegetables and meat. Shrimp farming is seen particularly damaging. 
There is suspicion that shrimp farming undermines the coastal 
crop husbandry because the shrimp ponds require the pumping of 
sea water in them. This causes salinization, reducing drinking 
water supplies, damaging trees and crops in the vicinity and other 
environmental hazards. Each dollar earned by corporations through 
exports of shrimps to the United States, Europe and Japan inflicits 
an estimated 10 dollar worth of damage to India's economic and 
natural resources as it includes the deterioration of mangroves, 
water, agriculture and fisheries. Shrimp factories have met with 
stiff resistence in India. In December 1996, local commodities 
and environmental groups won a case in the Indian court to ban 
industrial shrimp farming. On May 29, 1999, four fishermen were 
killed when they protested against the FDI shrimp farming by 
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George Meijo Company in the Chilka lake of Orissa. 
The developing economies are enticed to grow a selected 
few crops through monoculture. In this pursuit both cultural 
diversity and biodiversity is degenerated. Diverse cereals, oilseeds 
and legumes are displaced by soyabeans from the United States. 
In August 1999, there was a case of mustard oil adulteration which 
affected all local brands of oil. There was an instant rise of edible 
oil prices by an unprecedented 25 percent. Government banned 
mustered oil and removed all restrictions on edible oil imports. 
Soyabean and soy oil imports were liberalised. Liberalised imports 
of soyabeans have adversely affected the edible oil prices, 
production and processing in India. The groundnut oil prices were 
also adversely affected by 30 percent. 
The glamorous and glitteringly packaged items of cost 
intensive and environment unfriendly nature by global agribusiness 
are now attempting to take over food processing. In the name of 
making fresh, the locally processed foods appear backward and the 
stale food wrapped in aluminium and plastic appear "modern". For 
example, in an industry report the hijack of wheat and its flour 
by a global agribusiness is described the "wheat opportunity in 
India". The plan is based on making farmers directly dependent on 
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agribusiness corporations for purchase of inputs such as seeds and 
displacing the local traders. In the developing countries the 
packaged food is described as the food of the rich even the rich 
people in industrialised countries eat fresh food, while the poor 
are forced to eat heavily processed and preserved packaged food. 
India's indigenous wheat economy is quite diverse and sustained 
but the global agribusiness defines it as underdeveloped because 
the FDI corporates like Cargill and Archer Daniel Midlands (ADM) 
do not control it. Agribusiness corporates attempt to get Indian 
consumers to doubt their own quality control systems and trust 
the brand names. 
Agribusiness giants produce genetically engineered, 
herbicide-tolerant seeds which are also genetically sterile seed 
through what is called "Terminator Technology" so that Indian 
farmers can not save seed and are forced to buy seed every year. 
Monsanto is the world's largest biotechnology corporation. It 
controls large parts of the soyabean and cotton seed supply 
through patents. Monsanto has many big seed companies across 
the world such as Agracetus, Calgene, Cargill, dekalb, Delta and 
Pine Land, Mahyco and Rallis. Cargill's presence in India is 
extensive. In 1998, Cargill became the biggest exporter of protein 
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meal from India, accounting to 300,000 tons of export. It also 
exported 10,000 tons of non-Basmati rice. During 1999, it 
procured 10,000 tons of wheat also. Cargill has entered into an 
agreement with the Punjab Government to procure wheat and rice, 
develop grain handling and storage facilities and enter into 
contract farming of wheat. It already has its own pier in Jamnagar. 
WTO and Free Trade Against Indian Farmers : 
The leftist lobby in India criticizes that the advocates of 
globalisation often claim it to be a process which is natural, 
inevitable, evolutionary, bringing prosperity and growth and 
knitting the world into a Global village, enabling participation in 
global markets and getting access to jobs and better lives. The 
leftists allege that globalization, in reality, is not a natural process 
of inclusion. On the contrary, it is a planned project of exclusion 
that siphons the resources and knowhow of the poor of the South 
into the global marketplace and eroding people's life-support 
systems, livelihood and even their lifestyles. They further alleged 
that global trade rules as scriptured in the World Trade 
Organisation (WTO), Agreement on Agriculture (AOA) and in the 
Trade Related Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPs) are basically 
the camouflaged rules of plunder. In this economic hijack, the 
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foreign corporations gain and the local people and the nature 
loose. The WTO's overall a goal of promoting "market 
competition" transforms all aspects-of life into commodities for 
sale. FDI policy makers do not care the ethical and ecological 
aspects that sustain and maintain life. The global advance of 
corporations to exploit the resources of the Third World countries 
is made possible not just by reduction and removal of tariffs. It 
is facilitated by removal of ethical and ecological limits on what 
can be owned as private property and what can be traded. 
Globalisation is completing tlie project of neo-colonialism. 
Biological resources and water, the very basis of life's processes 
are being colonized, privatized and commodified. Agriculture, 
which is still the primary livelihood of 75 percent of the humanity 
and 70 percent of India's population is threatened by "trade 
liberalisation" driven by WB, IMF and WTO's Agreement on 
Agriculture. The globalisation of food and agriculture means the 
corporate take over the food chain^ the erosion of food rights, 
the decay of cultural diversity, reduction of biological diversity 
and the displacement of millions of rural masses. Global free trade 
in food and agricuture can be the biggest refugee creation the 
world over. 
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Effects of WTO Agreement on Agriculture : 
Instead of the supporting policies that could help farmers 
survive, WTO rules are driving small farmers to extinction and 
ensuring that agriculture is controlled by the corporations of FDI.^ 
The WTO agreement on the import of food is entitled "market 
access". All signatory countries, including India are required to 
convert quantitative restrictions and other non-tariff measures into 
ordinary customs duties. Countries have to provide minimum 
market access, beginning with 1 percent of the domestic 
consumption in the first year of the implementation period, 
subsequently to be increased in equal annual instalments to 2 
percent at the beginning of the fifth year. After that, it has to be 
increased to 4 percent. On the other hand, customs and other 
duties on imports are to be reduced by 36 percent. Removal of 
quantitative restrictions on imports of agricultural commodities is 
a major objective of trade liberalisation. According to UN's Food 
and Agriculture Organisation (FAO), as a result of trade 
liberalisation measures, Africa's food import bill will go up from 
6. Shiva, V., (2000) ' WTO and Free Trade : A War Against 
the Farmers of India', A Communist Party of India 
Publication, New Delhi. 
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8.4 billion dollars to 14.9 billion dollars by the year 2000. For 
the Far East the imports bill will increase by 4.1 billion dollars. 
For the Near East, the import bill will increase to 2.7 billion 
dollars and the trade gap will widen from 11 billion dollars to 19 
billion dollars by the year 2000. 
Enhanced Export Competition : 
Article 8-11 of the AOA promulgates the removal of export 
subsidies. The nominal export subsidies that are allowed to 
developing countries are not subsidies to the farmers. Subsidies 
go to commercial and corporate interests because it is the 
agribusiness corporations of the North, particularly of the U.S. 
which are expanding in India. Thus, the transnational corporations 
(TNCs) gain both from Northern subsidies and Southern subsidies 
under WTO rules. Even IMF loans to developing countries have 
been used for export subsidies to U.S. agribusiness. WTO rules 
are for preserving and enhancing corporate subsidies and 
withdrawing support to farmers and rural poor. Protection of 
farmers'livelihood, food security and sustainable agriculture call 
for major changes in AOA. On the contrary, the Seattle Round of 
WTO on 3.12.1999 was aimed at further liberalisation of trade in 
food and agriculture in favour of western corporates. India is 
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rushing to implement WTO rules, even though AOA conditions are 
supposed to be reviewed. Instead of using the "time-out" to slow 
down the pace of liberalisation and consolidate food and 
agriculture policies, Indian government is going ahead with a WTO 
package of policies. The WTO Agreement on Agriculture has to 
be reviewed from the year 2000. The three most important aspects 
that the developing countries are raising in review, include : 
(a) Food security. 
(b) Livelihood security. 
(c) Sustainability and environmental protection. 
The WTO discourse on free trade states that the basic 
objectives to protect the environment, food security and economic 
viability and development of rural areas can only be met through 
•'least trade distorting measures'\ 
Import Liberalisation Scheme : 
There are two aspects of WTO driven trade liberalisation of 
imports. 
1. Tariffication or the conversion of Quantitative Restrictions 
into tariffs or custom duties. 
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2. Reduction of import duties as contained in market access 
rules of the AOA. 
India is being forced to remove Quantitative Restrictions as 
a result of a dispute initiated by U.S. against India. While WTO 
had fixed 2003 as a year for phasing out Quantitative Restrictions. 
In view of the Indian Airlines Plane hijack on December 28, 1999, 
India signed an agreement with the U.S. to phase out Quantitative 
Restrictions by 31st March 2001. Quantitative Restrictions are 
necessary for protection of livelihood, environment and food 
security. Due to import liberalisation, soy oil imports in India have 
dramatically increased from 60,000 tons in 1995-96 and 236,000 
tons in 1997-98 to 800,000 in 1998-99. Most of this import is 
from the U.S. where soybean is genetically engineered. 
Agricultural imports have increased from 4.03 percent in 1996-
97 to 6.44 percent in 1998-99. TKus, draining out the scarce 
foreign exchange and further undermining food security by 
destroying domestic productions and domestic markets. 
The developing countries are now locked into growing 
export crops because of debt and balance of payment crises. Fair 
trade will not be ensured by the Free trade rules of market 
introduced by WTO which can be forced on the South but not on 
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the North. The genocidal Free Trade competition needs to be 
replaced by ethical Fair Trade. The rules of the WTO must change 
and imports and exports should not be forced so that the trade 
in food and agriculture can serve the objectives of the developing 
countries. The WTO also threatens the Third World food and 
agriculture through Trade Related Intellectual Property Rights 
(TRIPs) agreement which was introduced during the Uruguay 
Round of GATT in 1995. TRIPs rules extended to organic 
resources, so that genes, cells, seeds, plants and animals can now 
be patented and owned as property and the peasants who have 
evolved them will have to pay royalties to seed corporations. If 
they freely save seed they will be liable to pay damages. TRIPs 
is essentially the globalisation of western patent laws. The word 
patent is derived from "letters patent" which were the open letters 
granted by European Sovereigns to conquer foreign lands. 
Christopher Columbus derived his rights to the conquests of the 
Americas through the letter patent granted to him by Queen Isabel 
and King Ferdinand. In the United States, patent laws were 
originally a patchwork of state laws that did not offer protection 
for the patentee outside the state in which it has been granted. 
This was changed in 1789. One outcome was that broad patents 
were granted in the United States for steamboats, inspite of the 
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steam engine having been invented and patented by James Watt in 
Scotland in 1774. The U.S. Patent Act of 1952, denies patents for 
inventions that are in use in the United States. 
In a dispute initiated by the United States against India, the 
WTO forced India to change its patent laws and grant exclusive 
marketing rights to western corporations on the basis of foreign 
patents. These patent laws promulgated that no one will be able 
to produce or reproduce patented agricultural, medical or animal 
products freely. This erodes livelihood of small producers and 
preventing the poor from using their own resources and knowledge 
to meet their basic needs of health and nutrition. Royalties for 
their use will have to be paid by the patentees and unauthorised 
production will be penalised. Monsanto, an FDI corporate, hires 
detectives to chase farmers who might be defaulters. Indian 
farmers who are traditional practitioners as well as the traders will 
lose their market share in local, national, regional and global 
markets. For example, recently the U.S. government granted a 
patent for the anti-diabetic properties of Karela, Jamun and Brinjal 
to two non-resident Indians and their American colleague Peter 
Gloniski. The use of these substances for control of diabetes is 
everyday knowledge and practice in India. Their medical use is 
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documented in authoritative treatises like the "Wealth of India", 
"Compendium of Indian Medicinal Plants" and the "Treatise on 
Indian Medicinal Plants". Other patented Indian products are 
Neem, Turmeric, Pepper, Harar, Bahera, Amla, Mustard, Basmati, 
Ginger, Castor, Amaltas and Jarmala. Robbed of their rights and 
entitlements to freely use nature's botanical capital Indian culture 
and biodiversity would be adversely affected. 
Effects of FDI on Environment : 
The proponents of globalisation claim that FDI is an 
indispensible means of development. The ultimate objective of 
development should be the improvement in the quality of life and 
human welfare. Development should invoke an integrated welfare 
in terms of : 
a) Economic feasibility. 
b) Social sustainability. 
c) Environmental compatibility. 
Development should be acknowledged in terms of progress, 
prosperity and ultimate peace in the society.' The absence or 
7^  UNESCO (1992) UN Conference on Environment and 
Development : Agenda 21 (UNCED), Switzerland : UNESCO. 
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reduction of crime, corruption, confrontation and disease should 
be the index of development. Has the western model of 
development removed or even reduced these problems at global, 
regional, national or local level? Has the development mitigated 
the social tensions? Has FDI promoted an equilibriated 
development at international, national or subnational level? Is 
environmental health compatible to the much envisaged rapid 
economic growth? Is increased life expectancy a sign of health 
or a mere delay in death. Isn't enhanced life expectancy a cost 
intensive and medicine intensive device? Have the number of 
diabetes, blood-pressure, hypertension and cancer patients 
increased or decreased? Which of these ailments have higher 
intensity in the developed countries, which in the developing 
countries and which of tbem are common in both? Are some 
ailments an inevitable product of the tension oriented economic 
growth? Isn't there a race between development and disease? These 
are the basic parameters to measure the development and 
acknowledged it as genuine or pseudo in nature. 
FDI sponsored economic growth may protect the 
environment in the long run but causes heavy, often irrepairable, 
environmental degradation in the economic take-off stage. The 
surplus western economies might promote rapid growth and 
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development coupled with environmental protection. Although 
there are international agencies and United Nations Action Plans 
to champion the cause of environment, yet precious little is being 
implemented to safeguard the environment and the life support 
systems in the race of FDI induced economic growth. The United 
Nation's Conference on Environment held at Stockholm in 1972 
may have been a milestone for international environment policy. 
This Stockholm Declaration imposed 26 principles of behavior and 
responsibility to serve as the basis of multinational agreements. 
The Action Plan enumerated 109 recommendations in the areas of 
environmental assessment, environmental monitoring and 
environmental management. In 1972 itself there was the formation 
of the United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP). The 
environment and sustainable development were progressively 
acclaimed as important issues all over the world. In 1980, the 
World Conservation Strategy (WCS) was published by the 
International Union for the Conservation of Nature (lUCN). World 
Wildlife Fund (WWF) now the World Wide Fund for Nature 
(WWFN) has been formed. In 1987, World Commission on 
Environment and Development (WCED) was formed. In fact, one 
of the major environmental concerns on globalisation, foreign 
direct investment and the industrial development were made in 
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'Our Common Future'.* 
In 1992, the United Nations Conference on Environment and 
Development was held at Rio de Janeiro, popularly known as the 
Earth Summit and the Commission on Sustainable Development 
(CSD) was created. Despite all these measures the unrestrained 
economic growth accentuated the major environmental problems 
such as Global Warming, Urban Heat Islands, Ozone Depletion, 
Acid Rains, Desertification and Environmental Pollution. 
FDI and the Urban Environment : 
FDI induced economic growth has generated such massive 
migrations that now 50 percent of the world population 
congestedly lives in the urban centres which sprawl over less than 
4 percent of the land area. Consequently, urban habitats have 
deteriorated and there is major structural and land use reshuffling 
in the cities. The issues of urban development include the 
environmental problems of the Third World cities in relation to 
poverty and economic system. 
w-^S'T'^^orld Commission on Environment and Development (1987) 
Our Common Future : The Brundtland Report, Oxford, Oxford 
University Press. 
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The FDI induced economic system of growing 
industrialisation and the expanding tertiary and quaternary services 
are leading to an unprecedented urban growth in the developing 
countries, particularly India where decadal urban population 
growth is ranging from 40 percent to 190 percent.' FDI has 
become a giant mechanism for the creation of wealth and the 
transformation of the rural migrants into city dwellers. India's vast 
metropolitan cities numbering more than 30 have the problems of 
acute congestion, pollution and back to back housing with around 
40 percent slum dwellers in Calcutta, Mumbai and Delhi - the 
cities with an average population of over 1 crore.'° Development 
Planning has little answer as to what life would be like in these 
monster cities in our own times. The economic development trends 
and the population growth rates are sufficient evidence to make 
the environmental future of these cities look terrifying. A recent 
study revealed that an estimated 60 percent of Calcutta's 
population suffer from some kind of respiratory track infection.'' 
9;,^ Statistical Abstracts India (1997) Central Statistical 
Organisation, Department of Statistics, Ministry of Planning, 
Government of India, Vol. I, New Delhi. 
10 Cohen, M. (1993) 'Megacities and Environment, Finance and 
Development, Vol. 30, No. 2, pp. 44-47. 
^ J J ^ WHO - UNEP (1992), Urban Air Pollution in the Mega Cities 
of the World, World Health Organisation, United Nations 
Environment Programme, Oxford : Blackwell. 
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It is important to note that 63 percent of the FDI in India 
gets concentrated in the 6 Mega cities of over 50 lakhs population 
namely Calcutta, Delhi, Mumbai, Chennai, Bangalore and 
Hyderabad. In view of the present crises it is not difficult to 
envisage that the environmental problems currently affecting Third 
World cities will deepen and widen. The magnitude of 
environmental problems in the age of liberalisation, globalisation 
and modernisation can be assessed in view of the fact that at 
present 65 percent of the population growth in the developing 
countries is in cities. This would amount to an additional 
600million urban dwellers over the next decade. It was estimated 
that by the year 2000 the urban population in the Third World 
would be 1.9 billion which could approach a 3.5 billion mark by 
the year 2020.'^ This scenario does not justify the FDI aided 
development. 
There is another projection of environmental concern that 
by the end of year 2000, there will be 500 cities in the developing 
countries with over 500,000 population.'^ The environmental 
n^^Williams, S.W. (1997) "The Brown Agenda : Urban 
^ Environmental Problems and Policies in the Developing 
World", Geography, Vol,. 82, No. 354, Part I, pp. 17-27. 
\ ^ . United Nations (1986) Urban and Rural Population 
Projections 1950-2025, New York : UN. 
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health agenda is frequently downplayed. As the FDI brings more 
money to the urban landuse in industrial and service sectors a 
major urban problem that crops up is the declining availability of 
suitable land for lower and fixed income groups. The sanitation 
and water supply problems are of even greater dimension. 
In addition to the problems of congestion, sanitation and 
garbage disposal the rapidly emerging new construction sites pose 
health hazards as they become the breeding grounds to different 
kinds of mosquitoes in urban areas of India. Rapid urbanization 
and accompanying public health problem is a distinguishing 
features of the developing countries. Malaria and Viral are one of 
the major health hazards here. A World Health Organisation survey 
reveals that Malaria kills around 2 million people every year and 
300 million people are yearly affected by it in the developing 
world.'"* This urban health hazard is unevenly distributed in the 
Indian cities. For example, people in Surat (Gujarat) are 12 times 
more prone to this disease than other Indian cities.'^ This situation 
can be viewed in the light of the fact that Surat, as a metropolitan 
14. WHO (1997),The World Health Report, World Health 
Sy^ Organization, Geneva. 
^ J ^ Kolsky, R (1999), "Engineers and Urban Malaria : Part of the 
Solution or Part of the Problems"? Environment and 
Urbanisation, Vol. XI, No. 1, pp. 159-164. 
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city of Gujarat, had the highest i.e. 64.41 percent decadal growth 
of population during 1981-91.'^ Sponsored by FDI, the ill-managed 
rapid economic growth has deteriorated the urban habitat more 
than the rural environment. This is understandable as most of the 
FDI undertakings in India are in the urban areas. Malaria appears 
to be 3 times worse in this city than in the adjoining rural areas. 
Custodians of the commons seem to be more interested in 
deliberating upon the global environment rather than their 
immediate city habitat. It is the physical quality of street and 
household environment which exerts greater influence on the lives, 
health and well-being of the people in the developing countries. 
There is an irrefutable relationship between the lowering incomes 
of the majority wage earners and their deteriorating immediate 
environment and the health suffering in India. 
FDI and the Crisis of Inflation : 
Another major area of critical appraisal of liberalisation, 
globalization and the Free Economy is the persistence of 
uncontrolled and unabated inflation in most articles of 
modernisation. Inflation is the process by which paper money 
16^_Statistical Abstract India (1997), Central Statistical 
Organisation, Department of Statistics, Ministry of Planning, 
Government of India, New Delhi. 
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loses value. The depreciation is quantitatively reflected in prices. 
Faster the prices rise in a given country; faster its currency loses 
its purchasing power in domestic as well as foreign markets. For 
example, if the price level in a country doubles over a particular 
period, the country's currency depreciates by half. Inflation is a 
phenomenon that characterises the state of money circulation and 
the price mechanism. Under modern capitalism of Foreign Direct 
Investment, inflation reflects the central contradiction of 
economic growth. Controlling inflation is a problem bigger and 
wider than containing unemployment.'^ FDI induced inflation is a 
powerful catalyst to both economic and political contradictions of 
the modern capitalism. Ever since the take-off stage in FDI over 
the last two decades, an accelerated inflation has become one of 
the most pressing economic, social and political problems the 
world over. 
The fact that the growth of inflation in individual countries 
took place unevenly it served as a major factor behind the 
emergence of disproportions in international monetary settlements 
and disruptions on currency markets. The classical mechanism of 
the gold standard eventually collapsed. This happened because it 
J J ^ M o n t h l y Economic Letter, First National City Bank, March 
1999, New York. 
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ceased to correspond to the changed conditions in the neo-
capitalist economy and began to apply brakes on its further 
development. The creation of an inflationary climate in the 
capitalist world was also invigorated by the ousting of the gold 
from international monetary circulation. 
In this connection, an American economist Robert Triffin 
wrote, on American situation, that a reserve currency country 
enjoying the privilege of converting its balance of payments 
deficit with its own short-term liabilities experiences a sort of 
euphoria and shows financial irresponsibility. The French 
economist Jacques Rueff once chose a very apt term "deficit 
without tears" to describe the USA's balance of payments deficit 
which was financed through an increase in the country's short-term 
external dollar debt. The period of currency and financial euphoria 
began in the USA. Another burden'for the American short-term 
external balance of payments is the export of capital by big 
companies. The aim of this appears to be the consolidation and 
expansion of the USA's economic and political position in the 
capitalist world as well as strengthen its position in world markets. 
The financing of the balance of payments deficit became possible 
for the USA due to dollar's established position as an international 
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reserve currency.^* 
The import of inflation through a rise in world goods prices 
does not apply only to the functioning of the international 
monetary system. It is now increasingly brought into being by an 
inflows of foreign currency through FDI. In developing countries 
purchasing weapons and maintaining armed and police forces gives 
inflation to a sharp impetus. India has to maintain a massive fleet 
of armed and police forces at the cost of its struggling economy 
in foreign competition. The reasons for inflation in the developing 
countries are connected with their unequal position in the world 
dominating capitalist economy. It is the developing countries that 
suffer most from the disorder and inflation in the global economy 
engineered by FDI. 
There is a virtually constant and inherent tendency for prices 
to rise under modern capitalism. The resultant inflation varies 
considerably in intensity from one period to another period. 
Inflationary tendencies are more pronounced in the first stage of 
FDI inflows when economy is in a state of restructuring and 
transformation. Such a tendency continues upto the second stage 
^ ^ J ^ Nikitin, S.M. (1984) Inflation Under Capitalism Today, 
Progress Publishers, Moscow. 
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of FDI. Inflation, however, is checked to some extent in the third 
stage when production takes on. There have been times when prices 
have crept slowly upwards at a rate of 1 to 3 percent a year, 
accompanied by correspondingly creeping inflation. There have 
also been times when prices have risen extremely fast, resulting 
in galloping inflation co'-responding to the periods of high tide 
of FDI. One of the most important indicators of the depreciation 
of money is a fall in the purchasing power as a result of a rise 
in retail prices. Another important inflationary factor is excessive 
use of paper money. The issue of paper money in amounts 
significantly exceeding the requirements of commodity turnover 
undoubtedly leads to a depreciation of money and a rise in prices. 
The intensification of inflation is evidenced by a rise in both the 
wholesale and retail prices. However, there is a general tendency 
that in most of the years retail prices grow faster than the 
wholesale prices. 
One can make a quantitative assessment of the impact of 
expanded money supply, particularly through FDI on the prices. 
Such an assessment can be attempted with the comparison of the 
dynamics of money supply and of the gross national product (GNP) 
in constant and current prices. A comparison of the dynamics of 
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money supply with the physical volume of the GNP shows that, 
the growth of the first indicator outstrips the increase in the 
second. Another important aspect of FDI determining inflationary 
pressure due to enhanced money circulation is the tremendous rise 
in the states' expenditure. 
Tentative researches often underestimate the role of FDI in 
the deterioration of the working people's material condition, 
saying that the accompanied wage rise overcomes the negative 
consequence of inflation. This, however, conceals the fact that 
substantial groups of working people suffer serious material 
losses from inflation. Their adversely low standard of living is 
further falling not only in relative terms but sometimes even 
absolute terms. This creates a situation of insecurity and tension. 
A major feature of the modern economic growth is the rising cost 
of life rather than the rising standard of living. This is largely 
because the modern FDI instigated inflation is sharper than ever 
before. In the wake of growing inflation one can notice frequent 
drops in real wages. This has a serious negative effect on the 
material condition of the working people as a consequence of 
fastest price rise of foodstuffs, fuel and electricity. 
In the 1980s, the food prices in the developing countries 
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rose more significantly than did the average cost of housing. In 
1990s opposite was the case The housing price rose very sharply 
as compared to food. This was largely due to the disproportionate 
FDI attraction in different sectors of the economy. Such an 
asymmetry in the dynamics of consumer prices furthers the 
deterioration of the economic condition of families with average 
to low income which consists the bulk of the population of India. 
In this group of people food expenses constitute the major share 
of the household budget, relatively more significant than the share 
of food expenses by the high-income families. 
The price rise in modern capitalism is a particularly heavy 
burden for the lowest-paid categories of wage workers, as well 
as people living on various sorts of fixed social allowances such 
as pensioners, students, the unemployed and the like. Such a 
negative impact of the modern capitalism on the condition of the 
lower social strata is largely responsible for the increase in the 
number of people with incomes below the official poverty line. 
Inflation promotes a sharp increase in the functions of the fiscal 
and credit systems which tend to redistribute the national income 
from the lower income working class to the ruling high class. 
Under inflationary conditions, the growth of profits often 
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substantially outstrips the labour incomes. Inflation and the 
practice of price formation in big MNCs greatly threaten the 
economic stability of small producers. 
In contrast to big business banners, small business houses 
have limited maiket opportunities to rationalise and modernise 
production and quickly renew their commodities. Under such 
conditions, inflation undermines the competitive positions of 
small producers. Their markets may be relegated to the back 
waters and they may eventually face a slump in their business 
activity and an ultimate wave of bankcruptcy. By enhancing the 
general instability of economic development through new means 
of disproportions into the structure of production and capital 
investment and restricting down consumer demand, the inflation 
applies brakes on the reproduction of jobs and accelerates a high 
unemployment level. 
The fact that inflation is an associated feature of 
development through FDl it has become one of the main reasons 
for the emergence of social contradictions in the process of the 
distribution of the national income. The growth of FDI dependence 
has made it much more difficult for wage rates to be set during 
negotiations between business enterprises and the trade unions. 
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The dynamics of wages have been subordinated to the main goal 
of the capitalist mode of production and distribution to ensure the 
profit maximising conditions for the foreign direct investors. 
Modern capitalism is a means of increasing the social and political 
tension by adversely influencing the living conditions of the 
majority of low income working people. 
Although FDI provides investment opportunities to the 
capital starved Indian economy, critiques, however, opine that 
massive foreign investments lower the domestic savings, inhibit 
the growth of indigenous firms which might supply intermediate 
goods and impose high interest cost on capital borrowed by the 
host country. FDI leads to the suppression of local entrepreneurs. 
FDI may intially improve the foreign reserve position of the host 
country, its long-run impact reduces foreign exchange earnings. It 
is often argued that the management, entrepreneurial skills, 
technological knowhow and the foreign contracts have adverse 
impact on the development of local resources so much so that 
their development gets inhibited through FDI's dominance of the 
local markets. 
FDI registers an impact of uneven economic development in 
the host country leading to serious regional and intra-regional 
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imbalances. This eventually grooms a dualistic economic structure 
which generates income inequalities. It tends to promote the 
interests of the small number of well paid workers of the modern 
sector against the interests of the majority workers by creating 
differential wage structure.•' FDI companies produce an 
inappropriate measure of goods and services for the elite class 
and instigate excessive consumption patterns through glamorous 
advertisements and glittering products. FDI companies exercise 
their economic dominance to influence government decisions on 
various development policies in terms of protecting their interest. 
They derive sizeable economic and political benefits from the host 
countries in matters of tax rebates, investment allowances and 
factory site at comparatively cheaper rates. FDI grooms a situation 
wherein private profits always hold a sway over social benefits. 
The higher dominance of FDI in a developing country takes 
control over the local assets and job markets, thereby rendering 
the working of the government difficult as it tends to exert 
influence on political decision making from top to bottom levels. 
Western FDI companies churn out a much heavier profit in the host 
countries than the countries of their origin. For example, Pepsi-
l^^-^adar, A.I. (1997) "Japanese Foreign Direct Investment in 
V ^ South Asia : A Case of India", Mittal Publications, New Delhi. 
I l l 
Cola companies for more than 20 years were selling out their 
drinks at 4 times higher prices in the low cost of production and 
lower purchasing power India than the prices in Europe and 
America. Even in the year 2000, these soft drink prices in India 
are 2.5 times more than in the higher income countries. The 
demand - supply - price law does not hold good for these 
companies in India, despite India being one of the seven largest 
consumers of these soft drinks in the world. 
India is such a large country in terms of population, resource 
base and infrastructural potential that there seems to be no end 
to the hold and control of FDI which some people are reclined 
to consider as an inevitable. However, some people analogise the 
growing economic and political design and dictate of the FDI 
companies wiih the East India company of the 18th century which 
ultimately grabbed a political sovereignty in India for over 200 
years. FDI companies are apprehended as a means and machanism 
of neo-colonialism. 
There is always a scope for reforms on the implementations 
and regulations of the FDI system. However, the fact remains that 
almost all the critical communist countries which oppose FDI and 
its implementation through MNCs have relegated themselves to the 
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underdeveloped economies despite their enormous endowment of 
natural resource base. The growth rates of communist economies 
is low in the wake of their criticism, condemnation and rejection 
of FDI which is an inevitable means of modernisation, integration, 
liberalisation and globalisation. In the international competition 
for economic survival the non-FDI communist countries are 
legging far behind. Such an economic retardation and the resultant 
non-self sufficiency was one of the major reasons of the collapse 
and disintegration of a militarily groomed super power, the 
erstwhile Soviet Union, without even a shot being fired for its 
rescue from the massive arsenal built in 50 years. This was largely 
because the economic returns in the erstwhile Soviet regime were 
not reinvested for further economic consolidation and 
diversification. On the contrary, the hard-earned economic 
fortunes of the people were diverted to attain a military supremacy 
vis-a-vis NATO. People were denied provisions, profits and 
property rights and were deprived of the basic requisites of the 
life. Resultantly, the regimentation was destined to doom. 
Two giant Asian economies China and India admitted that 
globalisation was a mixed blessing for the developing countries. 
Though it brings economic riches to the poor countries but also 
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inflicts harsh competition and disruptive changes. India hailed the 
financial, trade and technological benefits of joining in an 
"emerging global village" but also lamented that what South has 
really gained in the wake of Foreign Direct Investment is not so 
encouraging. "Clearly, globalisation is not a cure in view of the 
persisting poverty, hunger and deprivation in parts of Asia and 
other regions left behind amid globalisation", said the External 
Affair Minister of India.^^ All in all, economic globalisation is a 
double-edged sword, "said the Chinese Foreign Minister Tang 
Jiaxuan in the Asian Security Conference. "For most developing 
countries it means challenges and pressures more than the 
opportunities and benefits". Tang said while acknowledging that 
China and other Asian states had achieved rapid growth under an 
increasingly globalised trading regime. Despite their expressed 
ambivalences about globalisation, the envoys of the populous 
Asian powers urged the developing world to embrace the 
inevitable. 
,^^,^. Globalization No Panacea: The Times of India, July 29, 2000, 
New Delhi. 
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CHAPTER IV 
INDIA'S ECONOIMIC GRAVITY 
AND THE AIMERICAN FOREIGN 
DIRECT INVESTIVIENT 
Massive government approval of Foreign Direct Investment is 
a visible sign of liberalization. In the post cold war era India has 
come across a host of opportunities of economic cooperation 
from the western countries, particularly the U.S. economy. India 
is striving relentlessly to consolidate a new equation of 
geopolitical and economic relations with the United States of 
America after the Tienanman Square strains between China and the 
U.S.A. India is a large, promising and diversifying economy with 
enormous infrasturctural facilities coupled with vast human 
resource base. The growing human resource base in the field of 
Computer Science and Information Technology as well as the 
Machine Operation Technology is a pleasant note towards 
sustainable modernization and globalization of India. 
The vast and varied economic sector of India now better 
appears to harness the U.S. economic cooperation rather than the 
much apprehended economic control over India. The growing 
Indian economy is making its presence felt for a legitimate partner 
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of the U.S.A. in the global management in the 21st century. India 
is asserting for an indispensible place in global decision making 
and allocation of economic opportunities by the International 
Community. India is attaining a well managed equilibrium between 
the U.S. financial cooperation in proportionate response of her 
economic liberalization. The U.S.A. traditionally remains India's 
leading economic partner and this relationship has recently 
assumed a new meaning and dimension. 
The recent government policies of easing out the routine 
operational constraints in favour of radical convenience has played 
a crucial role in promoting the Indian Business Houses and the 
individuals to enhance direct mutual economic cooperation. Back 
home the U.S. multinationals enjoy an autonomy of direct 
investment decisions. 
Some politico-economic analysts are of the opinion that India 
should not consider the world as unipolar because an exaggerating 
U.S. power may be counter productive. It has been observed by 
the experts that the U.S. will need India in the future global 
management as much as India will need the U.S. with the Indian 
economic liberalization programme. The Indo-US economic 
relations have considerably improved and have acquired new 
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meaning and content. To facilitate it the Indian government and 
economy have played a positive role in removing the discouraging 
traditional structure. The U.S. government's role is more of a 
promoter, since the American investment decisions are taken 
autonomously by the U.S. multinationals. 
There is a tradition in the American economic relations with 
other countries that as the U.S. multinationals start taking interest 
in their economic relations with a particular country, they in turn 
start influencing the U.S. state policy towards that country. The 
present Indo-U.S. relations seem to be in the second phase where 
the U.S. multinationals have established their interest in India and 
are getting their projects approved. In response to it the U.S. 
government has shown a visible inclination towards India as 
Clinton Administration has put India amongst the top ten big 
emerging markets of the world.' 
FOREIGN DIRECT INVESTMENT TRENDS PRIOR TO NEW 
ECONOMIC POLICY : 
The American Multinational Companies have remained leading 
investing enterprise in India all through the period before the New 
1. U.S. keen to remain top investor in India, The Economic Times, 
15th November 1994. 
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Economic Policy. However, the recent trends reveal that American 
F.D.I, is highest of all other countries, in a big way, after the 
enunciation of the new economic policy. 
Table 4.1 
Comparative Policy Trends in the Total U.S. Collaboration 
Approvals in India During 1981 and 1999 
(Numbers) 
Year 
Pre-NEP Period 
1981 
1982 
1983 
1984 
1985 
1986 
1987 
1988 
1989 
1990 
Post-NEP Period 
1991 
1992 
1993 
1994 
1995 
1996 
1997 
1998 
1999 
Total Collaborations 
from the U.S.A. 
100 
134 
167 
183 
263 
260 
253 
262 
161 
175 
177 
329 
295 
347 
470 
437 
459 
383 
432 
Percentage Growth 
— 
34.00 
24.62 
09.58 
43.71 
-1.14 
-2.69 
3.55 
-38.54 
8.68 
1.14 
85.87 
-10.33 
17.62 
35.44 
-7.02 
5.03 
-16.55 
12.79 
Sourcee : Indian Investment Centre, New Delhi. 
Table 4.1 gives evidence of the number of U.S. foreign 
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direct investment collaborations fro^n the year 1981 to 1999. The 
table indicates that since the beginning of the year 1981, the 
trends have been erratic. The percentage growth has been 
dwindling. There have been negative growth occasions also 
both in some years of pre and post NEP period. Such years 
correspond to the spells of political strains in Indo-US 
relations as well as years of political uncertainities in India. 
Although aggregate American FDI is regularly increasing its 
percentage share to the total world's FDI in India has variably 
decreased. During the first three years there is a consistent 
decline in the growth rate of inflow of U.S. foreign direct 
investment in India. In the year 1984 the U.S. foreign direct 
investment in India increased substantially but this trend could not 
be sustained. This trend could be attributed to the tragic 
assassination of Mrs. Indira Gandhi on 31st October 1984 which 
led to a great turmoil in the socio-economic and political order 
of the nation resulting into the negative growth rate for the next 
two years. 
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Table 4.2 
Comparative Trends in the Flow of FDI, in India from the 
World and from the U.S.A. During 1981 and 1999 
(Numbers) 
Year 
Pre-NEP Period 
1981 
1982 
1983 
1984 
1985 
1986 
1987 
1988 
1989 
1990 
Post-NEP Period 
1991 
1992 
1993 
1994 
1995 
1996 
1997 
1998 
1999 
Total Collaborations 
from the Worl4, 
446 
703 
802 
903 
1262 
1197 
1095 
1208 
798 
860 
950 
1520 
1476 
1854 
2337 
2303 
2325 
1786 
2017 
Percentage Growth 
- -
57.62 
14.08 
12.95 
39.75 
-5.15 
-8.52 
10.31 
-33.94 
7.76 
10.46 
60.00 
-2.89 
25.60 
26.05 
-1.45 
0.95 
-23.18 
12.93 
Sourcee : Indian Investment Centre, New Delhi. 
However, despite the efforts made by the then Prime Minister 
late Mr. Rajiv Gandhi, the inflow of FDI in India could not be 
substantially increased during the later half of the eighties. 
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Table 4.3 
Comparative FDI Flow from the World and the U.S. and 
their respective Growth Patterns During 1981 and 1999 
(Amount in Rs. Millions) 
Year World Investment 
Pre-NEP 
1981 
1982 
1983 
1984 
1985 
1986 
1987 
1988 
1989 
1990 
Post-NEP 
1991 
1992 
1993 
1994 
1995 
1996 
1997 
1998 
1999 
Period 
108.71 
628.06 
618.73 
1130.02 
1260.66 
1069.50 
1077.05 
2397.57 
3166.65 
1283.21 
Period 
5341.10 
38875.40 
88593.30 
141871.90 
320871.20 
361468.05 
548913.47 
308135.03 
266521.9 
% Growth 
372.09 
477.73 
-1.48 
82.60 
11.56 
15.16 
00.70 
122.60 
32.07 
-59.47 
316.22 
627.85 
127.89 
60.13 
126.06 
12.70 
51.85 
-43.86 
-13.50 
U.S. Investment 
22.48 
50.33 
138.92 
89.50 
399.25 
293.70 
295.15 
971.37 
621.55 
344.82 
1858.50 
12315.85 
34618.50 
34880.90 
70543.70 
100558.70 
135698.23 
35619.60 
30382.50 
% Growth 
23.79 
123.88 
176.00 
-35.57 
346.08 
-26.43 
00.49 
229.11 
-36.01 
-44.52 
438.97 
562.63 
181.11 
0.75 
102.24 
42.54 
34.94 
-73.75 
-14.70 
Sourcee : Indian Investment Centre, New Delhi. 
One can infer from table 4.2 that the trend of FDI from rest 
of the world had almost remained identical to the FDI trends from 
the U.S.A. The FDI trends of India fromt he world had identical 
years of negative and positive growth as were from the U.S.A. The 
consecutive negative trends of FDI flow in the years 1998 and 
1999 from the world as well as the U.S.A. could be attributed to 
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the global sanctions in economic cooperation against India. This 
could be ascertained from Table-4.3. The US Foreign Direct 
Investment has almost maintained a gradually rising share between 
1981 and 1990. In the year 1981 the share of US, FDI in India 
was 20.67 percent of the total world while in the year 1990 it 
was 26.87 percent. In 1999 it was as low 11.39 percent of the 
world. This shows an overall declining trend in the post-NEP 
period. 
In addition to the trends in number of collaborations shown 
in table 4.1, table 4.2, the trends in table 4.3 and table 4.4 show 
the growth in the U.S. foreign direct investment in terms of 
rupees. The tables reveal that the present growth rate of FDI from 
the world as well as from the U.S.A. to India had a dwindling trend. 
In the first half of the eighties the growth rate of world FDI to 
India was consistent while the U.S. even registered negative growth 
rates bringing its share in the total from 20.67 percent in 1981 
to 7.92 percent in the year 1984. This indicates a declining trend 
to a level of about one third of its original position. 
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Table 4.4 
Comparative Trends in the World and the US Investments 
in India During 1981 and 1999 
(Amount in Rs Millions) 
Year 
Pre-NEP 
1981 
1982 
1983 
1984 
1985 
1986 
1987 
1988 
1989 
1990 
Post-NEP 
1991 
1992 
1993 
1994 
1995 
1996 
1997 
1998 
1999 
S o u r c e : 
World Investment 
in India 
Period 
108.71 
628.66 
618.73 
1130.02 
1260.66 
1069.52 
1077.05 
2397.57 
3166.65 
1283.21 
Period 
5341.10 
38875.40 
88593.30 
141871.90 
320717.20 
361468.05 
548913.47 
308135.03 
266521.90 
Ind ian Inves tmen t 
U.S. Investment 
in India 
22.48 
• 50.33 
138.92 
89.50 
399.25 
293.70 
295.15 
971.37 
621.55 
344.82 
1858.50 
12315.00 
34618.50 
34880.90 
70543.70 
100558.70 
135698.23 
35619.60 
30382.50 
Cen t r e , New D( 
U.S. Share in 
the world 
20.67 
08.01 
22.45 
07.92 
31.66 
27.46 
27.40 
40.51 
19.62 
26.87 
34.79 
31.67 
39.07 
24.58 
21.99 
27.81 
24.72 
11.55 
11.39 
2lhi. 
One can realise that with the advent of Late. Mr. Rajiv Gandhi 
on the Indian political horizon and the economic liberalisation 
programmes initiated under his leadership were well received at 
the U.S.A. C onsequently, the share of the US, FDI was 
strengthened in comparison to the global FDI in India and reached 
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to as high as 40.51 percent in the year 1988. However, it may 
be apt to mention that at the same time with the initiation of the 
process of disintegration of the USSR the US investors started 
giving more emphasis to the newly independent states of the 
erstwhile USSR, resulting into diversion of foreign investment 
funds to the newly created states. 
The trends in the number of Indo-US technical collaborations 
from 1981 to 1999 as compared to the Indo-US financial 
collaborations are shown in table-4.5. Indo-US technical 
collaborations had relatively lesser share in India's total technical 
collaborations with the rest of the world. One may recall that, 
India being the founder member of Non-Aligned Movement (NAM) 
also had a little political inclination towards the former USSR, 
its economic as well as political relations with the U.S.A. were 
of moderate nature. As a consequence to it the approval of 
technical collaborations were also of moderate nature. The U.S.A. 
maintained her share with meagre fluctuations, almost at 20 
percent of the total world technical collaboration with India during 
the same period. The percentage of U.S. technical collaborations 
of the total world collaborations have remained almost stable 
during the pre-NEP period 1981 to 1990 and the post-NEP period 
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from 1991-1999. In both the policy periods they have remained 
nearly 21 and 22 percent respectively. 
Table 4.5 
Comparative Trends in the Indo-US Technical 
Collaborations During 1981 and 1999 
(Numbers) 
Year 
Pre-NEP 
1981 
1982 
1983 
1984 
1985 
1986 
1987 
1988 
1989 
1990 
Post-NEP 
1991 
1992 
1993 
1994 
1995 
1996 
1997 
1998 
1999 
Total Indo-Global 
Technical 
Collaborations 
Period 
389 
590 
673 
752 
1024 
957 
853 
926 
605 
666 
Period 
661 
828 
691 
792 
982 
744 
660 
595 
461 
Indo-US Technical 
Collaborations 
85 
110 
135 
147 
197 
189 
196 
191 
127 
133 
80 
174 
144 
168 
209 
154 
144 
140 
116 
Indo-US Percentage 
of the Total 
world 
21.85 
18.64 
20.05 
19.54 
19.23 
19.74 
22.98 
20.62 
20.99 
19.97 
12.10 
21.01 
20.83 
21.21 
21.28 
20.69 
21.81 
23.52 
25.16 
Source: Indian Investment Centre, New Delhi. 
The trend analysis of the number of Indo-US financial 
collaborations has been made in order to get a better understanding 
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of the flow of foreign investment from the U.S.A. to India during 
this period. 
Table 4.6 
Comparative Trends in the Indo-US Financial 
Collaborations During 1981 and 1999 
(Numbers) 
Year 
Pre-NEP 
1981 
1982 
1983 
1984 
1985 
1986 
1987 
1988 
1989 
1990 
Post-NEP 
1991 
1992 
1993 
1994 
1995 
1996 
1997 
1998 
1999 
World Investment 
Period 
Perio( 
57 
113 
129 
151 
238 
240 
242 
282 
193 
194 
1 
289 
692 
785 
1062 
1355 
1559 
2665 
1191 
1556 
U.S. Investment 
15 
24 
32 
• 36 
66 
71 
57 
71 
34 
42 
40 
155 
151 
179 
261 
283 
'315 
243 
316 
Percentage 
U.S. Share 
26.31 
21.23 
24.80 
23.84 
27.73 
29.58 
23.55 
25.17 
17.61 
21.64 
13.84 
22.39 
19.23 
16.85 
19.26 
18.15 
18.91 
20.40 
20.30 
Source: Indian Investment Centre, New Delhi. 
To begin with an analysis of the trends in financial 
collaborations between India and the U.S.A. from 1981 to 1999 
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has been made. Table 4.6 gives a synoptic view of the Indo-US 
financial collaborations during the same period. It is evident that 
Indo-US financial collaborations have been able to maintain their 
share in the total financial collaborations. However, it may 
particularly be pointed out that during the pre-NEP period the 
share dropped considerably from a peak of 27.73 percent in 1985 
to a low of 17.61 percent in the year 1989. The post-NEP period 
began in a low key with the number of U.S. financial collaborations 
to the total world by an all time low share of 13.84 percent in 
1991. During the post-NEP period the U.S. percentage share 
remained nearly 20 to 21 percent during 1991-1999. 
It is interesting to note that the U.S. collaborations with India 
till the late 1970s were lower than the U.K's collaborations. U.S 
share in the total collaborations with India in the field of Industrial 
machinery was 23.07 percent, in the field of Electrical 
equipmetns, the share was 18.13 percent. Transport equipments 
11.9 percent, Chemical product 17 percent. Heavy electrical 
equipment 20.3 percent. In other industries the average share of 
U.S. investment was about 15 percent. 
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AMERICAN FDI FLOW TRENDS DURING THE NEW 
ECONOMIC POLICY ERA : 
The well framed economic planning since independence has 
transformed the Indian economy from a historically colonial and 
underdeveloped nation into an emerging economic giant of the 
world. Meanwhile in the later half of the eighties, the economy 
witnessed socio-political conflicts and macro-economic 
imbalances. Since 24th July, 1991 the government has been making 
serious and comprehensive efforts to stabilise and restructure the 
economy. 
Since the liberalisation of fiscal, -economic and industrial 
policies a number of measures have been initiated by the 
government during the last ten years for attracting more of foreign 
investment. The measures initiated have started yielding results in 
the form of rapidly growing vibrant Indian economy. Foreign direct 
investment from the U.S.A. brought about a high degree of 
diversification in the Indian economy. 
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Table 4.7 
Comparative Trends in tlie Flow of FDI from the World 
and from the U.S.A. During 1991 and 1999 
(Numbers) 
Years Total Collaborations Total Collaborations % Growth % of the total 
(World) (U.S.A.) 
1991 950 177 1.14 18.63 
1992 1520 329 85.87 21.64 
1993 1476 295 -10.33 19.98 
1994 1854 347 17.62 18.71 
1995 2337 470 35.44 20.11 
1996 2303 437 -7.02 18.97 
1997 2325 459 5.03 19.74 
1998 1786 383 -16.55 21.44 
1999 2017 432 ' 12.79 21.41 
Source: Indian Investment Centre, New Delhi. 
One can infer from table 4.7 that with the initiation of policy 
measures the U.S. investors started showing greater interest in the 
investment ventures in India. In, the year 1992 number of 
collaborations between U.S. and India had almost doubled and the 
U.S. invigorated its share in the total number of collaborations. 
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In the year 1993 the number of U.S. collaborations approved in 
India had relatively decreased. The number of U.S. technical 
collaborations touched a peak of 459 in 1997. While the largest 
number of technical collaborations from the world were 2337 in 
1995. In fact in this year the U.S. initiated bigger projects and 
a number of minor projects were completed. The growing size of 
economy called for bigger projects though less in number. 
Table 4.8 
Total FDI Approvals from the World, the U.S.A. and their 
Respective Growth Pattern During 1991 and 1999 
(Amount in Rs. Millions) 
Year World Investment % Growth U.S. Investment % Growth U.S. Share 
in India in India in the World 
1991 5341.1 316.22 1858.5 438.97 34.79 
1992 38875.4 627.85 12315.0 562.63 31.67 
1993 88593.3 127.89 34618.5 181.11 39.07 
1994 
1995 
1996 
1997 
1998 
1999 
141871.9 
320717.2 
361468.05 
548913.47 
308135.03 
266521.9 
60.13 
126.06 
12.70 
51.85 
>43.86 
>13.50 
34880.9 
70543.7 
100558.7 
135698.23 
35619,6 
30382.5 
0.75 
102.24 
42.54 
34.94 
-73.75 
-14.70 
24.58 
21.99 
27.81 
24.72 
11.55 
11.39 
Source: Indian Investment Centre, New Delhi. 
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In addition to the above scenario, table 4.8 reveals that there 
is a continued growth in the FDI approvals for the U.S.A. to India 
in terms of rupee. A positive growth of 181.11 percent in the year 
1993 also confirms the above stated fact that despite the fall in 
the number of collaborations the U.S. multinationals are going for 
bigger economic stakes in India. The highest FDI approvals from 
the U.S. were of the tune of 135698.35 million rupees in the year 
1997. Incidently, the highest world approvals of 548913.47 
million rupees was also in the year 1997. The table also indciates 
that U.S. foreign direct investment approvals which possess equity 
participation are securing increasing leverage in the total world's 
FDI approvals in India. This trend may be attributed to the fact 
that after the disintegration of USSR the strategic importance of 
India has considerably enhanced. Therefore, the US interest in 
India has reasonably grown. 
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Table 4.9 
Trends in the Indo-US Technical Collaborations During 
1991 and 1999 
(Numbers) 
Year 
1991 
1992 
1993 
1994 
1995 
1996 
1997 
1998 
1999 
Total Technical 
Collaborations 
661 
828 
691 
792 
982 
744 
660 
595 
461 
Indo-US Technical 
Collaborations 
80 
174 
144 
168 
209 
154 
144 
140 
116 
US % of the 
Total World 
12.10 
21.01 
20.83 
21.21 
21.28 
20.69 
21.81 
23.52 
25.16 
Sourcee : Indian Investment Centre, New Delhi. 
During the post-NEP period the percentage U.S. technical 
collaborations to the total world collaborations showed a gradual 
rise. From 1992 to 1997 there were an average 21 percent 
technical collaborations from the U.S. This increased to 23.52 and 
25.16 percent in 1998 and 1999 respectively. 
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There is an interesting indication in table 4.9 that the US 
interest, which was declining in the later part of eighties has 
witnessed a growing trend. One can visualize that the increasing 
strategic importance of India in the post cold war era and India's 
wide industrial base will definitely attract more of technical 
collaborations between the U.S. and Indian organisations. 
Table 4.10 
Trends in the Indo-US Financial Collaborations During 
1991 and 1999 
(Numbers) 
Year 
1991 
1992 
1993 
1994 
1995 
1996 
1997 
1998 
1999 
Total Financial 
Collaborations 
289 
692 
785 
1062 
1355 
1559 
1665 
1191 
1556 
Indo-US Financial 
Collaborations 
53 
155 
151 
179 
261 
283 
315 . 
243 
316 
U.S. % of the 
Total World 
18.33 
22.39 
19.23 
16.85 
19.26 
18.15 
18.91 
20.40 
20.30 
Source: Indian Investment Centre, New Delhi. 
Table-4.10 shows the number and percentage of the U.S. 
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financial collaborations during the post-NEP period 1991-1999. 
The percentage U.S. financial collaborations show a dwindling 
trend. 
The data in the above table demonstrate that yet the number 
of Indo-US financial collaborations has an increasing trend for 
most number of years. It is because of the fact that the U.S. 
multinationals coming to India are getting approved bigger 
projects as well as the sluggishly growing numbers. In case of 
larger numbers of smaller projects US multinationals were not 
sure about the Indian political stability and the durability of its 
economic programme. Some of them were demanding even more 
open economy and guarantee for the protection of their 
investments. 
As the American multinationals are innovative they tend to 
become oligopolistic in the international market in a number of 
industries. Many of these multinationals are capable of exporting 
to the world community to prosper their future prospects. 
Table-4.11 shows the annual and total FDI approvals for the 
eight TRIAD and Asian countries during 1991-1999. This is a 
special period of New Economic Policy and New Industrial Policy 
of Radical reforms and massive liberalisation policies towards 
FDI. The cumulative FDI approvals for U.S.A. against the above 
eight countries were 39.97 percent, which were expectedly the 
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highest figures. It was surprisingly followed by a late entrant, a 
small country Mauritius for which the cumulative approvals were 
18.11 percent the second highest. The cumulative FDI approvals 
for the U.K. stood third with 13.21 percent of the total approvals 
during 1991-1999. Japan, Germany, South Korea and Malaysia 
recorded comparable FDI approvals. The Netherlands ranked last 
with 3.88 percent of the total approvals. 
Table-4.12 shows still more consequential figures of annual, 
total and percentage inflows of FDI for respective countries of 
the TRIAD and Asian region. It is interesting to compute the actual 
inflow from each country as percentage of its approvals. These 
figures are more tangible as they suggest the reliability level of 
a country in terms of actual inflow percentages to honour the 
approvals. In this regard, it was noted that the cumulative inflows 
from the eight countries for the period 1991-1999, were of an 
average of 31.23 percent of the approvals. The aggregate FDI 
approvals of the eight countries during 1991-1999 were 
1201975.5 million rupees. The corresponding actuals infows were 
375431.7 million rupees. India preferred the USA in the first rank 
in the approvals of FDI. However, the USA responded in the sixth 
rank in actual percentage inflow of 17.52 percent of the approvals. 
In this regard, Mauritius ranked first in actual inflow with a record 
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of 63.14 percent of the FDI approvals. South Korea obliged with 
an actual inflow of 49.52 percent of her approval. This was 
followed by The Netherlands with actual inflow of 48.10 percent 
of the approvals. Japan and Germany matched closely with 36.61 
and 35.97 percent FDI inflows respectively. There is a general 
impression that the USA leads in the aggregate actual inflows of 
FDI to India. However, the factual figures are startling. If we make 
a comparison of the actual FDI inflows from the USA and 
Mauritius during 1991-1999, we notice that the USA's aggregate 
actual inflow was 80013.9 million rupees in the nine years. As 
against this, Mauritius in a period of seven years only from 1993-
1999 recorded an aggregate actual FDI inflow of 137473.2 million 
rupees. Since her entry into the FDI market, seven years ago, 
Mauritius edged passed the USA in the aggregate inflows by 
57459.3 million rupees. Thus, Mauritius recorded 171.81 percent 
actual inflows over that of the US. Mauritius's singular FDI 
inflows to India could be attributed to her cultural affinity with 
India. Mauritius took lead over the United States in the year 1995 
and consistently kept on increasing the margin of actual inflows. 
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Table-4.13 shows the annual as well as the total number of 
technical collaborations of the TRIAD and major Asian partners 
of India in FDI. The total technical collaborations during 1991-
1999 were 4187. These total number of technical collaborations 
are 42.23 percent of all kinds of collaborations. The USA accounts 
for the highest 32.79 percent of the technical collaborations. This 
is followed by Germany with 22.30 percent technical 
collaborations. The other major collaborations are 17.55 percent 
from UK and 15.83 percent from Japan. These four technically 
advanced countries command a total of 88.47 percent technical 
collaborations. Mauritius and Malaysia understandably have little 
to offer in the form of technical collaborations. Nonetheless, 
there is a minor surprise that Mauritius made more number of 
technical collaborations with India than Malaysia. Mauritius had 
28 technical collaborations in 7 years against Malaysia's 15 
technical collaborations in a span of 9 years. 
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Table-4.14 also shows the annual as well as the total number 
of financial collaborations from the TRIAD and the major Asian 
traders in FDI. The total financial collaborations during 1991-
1999 were 5724 which were 57.74 percent of all kind of 
collaborations. The financial collaborations were more in number 
by 153 7 and higher in percentage by 15.51 percent than the 
technical collaborations. The higher number and percetnage of 
financial collaborations than the technical collaboration is a 
favourable sign for India. The higher number of financial 
collaborations reveal a degree of freedom and choice to India. 
However, the USA, has again the highest number of financial 
collabroations with 34.17 percent of the total financial 
collabroations. The other major financial collaborations were 
Germany with 16.84 percent and UK with 15.58 percent financial 
collaborations. UK ranked in third position both in the financial 
as well as the percentage technical collaborations. It is interesting 
to note that Mauritius ranked fourth place in the number and 
percetnage of financial collaborations. Such a position of 
Mauritius with a number of 530 financial collaborations is 
understable in view of the fact that Mauritius is not a technically 
advanced country and that most of her FDI could be routed through 
the financial collaborations. 
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Table-4.15 demonstrates the total annual collaborations 
from the TRIAD and the major Asian partners of India in FDI. It 
gives a comparative account of the total number of collaborations 
during the period 1991-1999. The gross number of collaborations 
were 9911 The United States had the largest number 3329 
collaborations. This was followed by Germany with 1898 total 
collaborations. The UK ranked in the third position. Japan and the 
Netherlands also had sizeable percentage of total collaborations 
registering 11.51 and 7.89 percent respectively. 
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Table-4.16 reveals an important aspect of the total number 
of technical approvals in the crucial sectors of the economy. The 
figures would indicate the priority of technical assistance by the 
trading countries. The major priority sectors of technological 
growth and development have been identified for the period 1991-
1998. Eight major sectors of the Indian economy have been 
preferred for technical cooperation by USA, UK, Germany, Japan 
and other European Union countries. A total number of 2619 
technical approvals were made in the major sectors of the Indian 
economy. Electrical Equipments sector had the largest number 793 
with 30.27 percent technical approvals during 1991-1998. This was 
followed by the sector of Industrial Machinery which had 619 
technical approvals with 23.63 percent of the total technical 
approvals. This was followed by the non-fertilizer chemicals 
sector which had a number of 593 with 22.64 percent technical 
approvals. It is interesting to note that if a comparison of the 
technical approvals in the major economic sectors by the USA and 
all the European countries is made then European Union countries 
appear to take an outright edge over the United States. The United 
States had 663 technical approvals as against a number of 680 
technical approvals for other European Union countries and a total 
of 1559 technical approvals for the European Union countries 
including UK and Germany. This shows that the European economy 
put together is considerably bigger than the US economy. 
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Table-4.17 displays the total amount of financial approvals 
in the major sectors of the Indian economy. The figures indicate 
the priority of financial assistance as mutually agreed upon 
between India and the eight trading countries. The important 
priority sectors of financial investment in million rupees have 
been investigated for the period 1991-1998. Ten major sectors of 
the Indian economy were preferred for the top financial investment 
by USA, UK, Germany, Japan, Mauritius and the other European 
union countires. A total financial approval of 816034.98 million 
rupees was made in the sectors which shows a good propensity 
of growth. In terms of financial approvals the fuels sector of 
power and oil refinery sought the highest 44.10 percent of the 
total approvals during 1991-1998. This was followed by the sector 
of Telecommunications which accounted for 18.07 percent of the 
total financial approvals. These two sectors together accounted 
bulk of the 62.17 percent of the total financial investments. The 
other economic sectors accounted from modest, marginal to 
meagre percentage of the financial investments. Chemicals and 
Food sector had a meagre share of 0.97 and 1.15 percent approvals 
respectively. If one makes a comparative analysis of the financial 
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investment approvas between USA and all the European Union 
countries, one finds that the USA takes a clear edge on the 
financial investment over all the European Union countries in the 
selected major sectors taken up. It we take up the financial break 
of the individual countries in the separate economic sectors, we 
find that the USA bids highest amount of her financial investment 
in the Fuels sector with a sum of 169086.18 million rupees. This 
was followed by the sector of Food products with a sum of 
50484.12 million rupees. The USA makes most of her financial 
investment in an even proportion in other sectors. In case of 
Mauritius the bulk of financial investment were in the Fuels and 
the Telecommunication sectors. The UK and other European union 
countries also hold the Fuels and the Telecommunications sectors 
on the priority of investments. The Fuel sector which is the sector 
of energy remains on the top of financial investment approvals by 
a considerable margin. This sector has been acknowledged as the 
driving force of the economy. 
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INDUSTRY-WISE BREAK-UP OF US FDI IN INDIA: 
1. Electronics and Telecommunications : 
A total of Rs. 105 billion worth electronics industries in India 
has achieved a remarkable growth rate of 35 percent in the 1985-
90 period.^ Such an initial and enormous growth guarantees a high 
profitability along with the investment incentives under the new 
policy for the sufficient causes for US investors to make highest 
number of 118 projects approval in India. As far as financial 
commitments are concerned the total US investment in India in 
the electronic and telecommunication industry has registered high 
growth. The rapid investment growth can be visualized. As against 
an investment of Rs. 845.10 million in 1992, the investment in 
the very next year in 1993 reached to a level as high as Rs. 
4355.23 million. 
This growth was registered due to major incentives given to 
this industry which include 100 percent direct foreign equity in 
Electronic Hardware Technology Parks (EHTP) and Software 
Technology Parks (STP).-^ Payment of corporate income tax was 
2. Foreign Investment in India, Chartered Secretary, Nov. 1994, 
p.1018. 
3. These parks are like Export Processing Zones and are duty free 
areas. 
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exempted for a block of five years. In the Telecommunication 
industry the company aims to enter into the Telecom Services may 
either get a licence or may have an equity participation subject 
to a maximum limit of 49 percent. 
2. Chemical Industry : 
As compared to international standards the Indian chemical 
industry is highly competitive and consolidated. However, until 
recently the production was highly skewed and the industry 
concentrated only on the production of a few items. As against 
this the developed nations of the world want to shift the 
production base of their chemical industry because of its 
unfriendly nature to the environment. The international planning 
policy is to rehabilitate the chemical industry in India, Brazil, 
Indonesia and other developing nations. Therefore, many of the US 
multinatioals are eyeing the Indian chemical industry. In the pre-
policy era with almost a negligible participation, chemical industry 
experienced huge inflow of foreign capital in general and from 
the US in particular in the post-liberalisation era. In the first year 
of post-policy period the investment approvals in chemical 
industry were thirteen in number which almost doubled during the 
very next year i.e. in 1992. The US investments in terms of rupee 
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ranks third in the list of inflow in different industries. With almost 
no financial commitments in the year 1991, US multinationals got 
their investments approved to a level of Rs. 1192.09 millions in 
1992. It may particularly be highlighted that during the first five 
months of 1994 the total sum of investment approvals was as high 
as Rs. 1533.20 millions assuming greater inflow of US investment 
in this particular industry in near future. 
3. Producer Goods Machinery : 
In terms of the behooved trend of expanding and developing 
Indian economy the growth of industrial machinery industry is 
indispensible. Rapid industrialisation will lead to further rise in 
the requirement of high quality industrial machinery either to be 
imported or produced domestically. It seems that the US 
multinationals have visualised this trend and have started 
collaborating in the area of industrial machinery and the requisite 
tools. The trend clearly shows the., growing interest of the US 
multinationals in this sector of the Indian economy. 
4. Food Processing Industries : 
Modernization is bringing about changes in the food habits 
and food requirements. Seasonal food habits are becoming 
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perennial. Therefore, food processing industries are the need of 
social change. It may particularly be emphasised that the number 
of US foreign investment collaboration approvals in the food 
processing industry has been increasing at a fast rate from a total 
number of three in 1991 it reached to 15 in 1993 while the 
investment registered a growth of about 25 times in the year 1993 
over the statistics of 1991. 
Most of the food processing industries other than milk foods 
and flour and a few items reserved for the small scale sector are 
included in the list of high priority industries eligible for 
automatic approval for 51 percent foreign equity participation. All 
items of packaging for food processing industries, excluding those 
reserved for small scale industries, are also eligible for this 
facility. The government has specified policy for encouraging deep 
sea fishing. A number of food processing items and alcoholic 
products are identified as thrust areas for exports from India. 
In the post-liberalisation era investment by highly competitive 
US industries in food processing sector may prove to be a 
profitable proposition for them. The special attraction of this 
industry include a high latent market, availability of raw materials, 
potentials of exporting processed food articles to the world and 
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the high priority accorded to this industry by the industrial policy 
1991. 
5. Power and Energy : 
As per the behooved trend of expanding industrial economy 
of India, energy demand is projected to grow from 308 billion 
units (KWD) in 1992-93 to 416 billion units (KWD) in 1996-97. 
This is estimated to increase by more than 700 units (KWD) in 
2000-2001. The new investment policy for the power sector is 
framed to ensure the supply to meet this huge demand. This is 
the highest priority sector. Under the shadow of policy incentives 
there is a flood of huge collaborations in the power sector. The 
US collaboration in this sector is highest in the world context as 
well as in its own list of investments making a total investment 
of Rs. 169086.18 million during the post policy period. 
The major policy incentives envisaged in this sector are in 
the form of a secure return on investment. A five year tax holiday 
on profit of new industrial undertakings in this sector is available 
while import of power projects is allowed at 20 percent duty rates. 
Industrial licencing too is eligible for a significant incentive 
which comes in the form of an assured post-tax return on 
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investment, which is five percent above the prevailing Reserve 
Bank of India rates. The licences granted for 30 years in the first 
instance, with subsequent renewals of 20 years. Further, return on 
foreign equity has also been allowed in foreign exchange subject 
to the foreign equity limit of 16 percent. 
6. Financial Sector : 
Ever since the gradual shift in the Indian economy, including 
the financial sector, to open economic regime from 1991, the 
prospects of the units of financial sector have considerably 
brightened. Visualising the emerging opportunities the US 
investors started taking great interest in the financial sector. With 
only one approval in 1991 the number of US investment approvals 
in the financial sector reached to 10 by the end of 1993. There 
is an increase of about 50 times (in terms of investment) in the 
year 1993 over the previous year. 
A rapid process of liberalisation in the Indian financial sector 
has already been initiated. The role of private sector has been 
encouraged and even the foreign institutional investors have been 
allowed to come in. The accounting practices of the financial 
sector units (particularly that of banks) have priidentially been 
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improved to a level of international standards. As a result to it, 
a number of foreign giants of the world, in the financial sector 
in general and that of the U.S.A. in particular are groping for the 
Indian market, while a few of them have already signed useful 
collaborations. 
7. Trading Industry : 
It has been witnessed that in the pre-policy era, there was 
a total absence of US foreign investment in the trading sector 
in India except its participation in a few companies with a meager 
equity share. But in the post liberalisation era, the US 
multinationals have started increasing their investment. As against 
a meager investment of Rs. 1.03 million in 1992, the investment 
approvals in 1993 were a handsome Rs. 138.42 million. 
In the wake of the new statement on Industrial Policy 1991 
majority of foreign equity holdings with upto 51 percent equity 
were mainly engaged in export activity. Though preference will be 
given to the proposals concentrating on export activity yet the 
trading houses shall be treated at par with the domestic trading 
companies in the local market. 
One can visualize that with the gradual strengthening of the 
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infrastructural facilities the investment in trading sector shall 
improve. The US investors have their vertical style of trading 
activities will have a definite edge on their counter parts and it 
is quite likely that their success would attract still higher 
investment. 
8. Metallurgical Industry : 
There has been an increase in the US investment approvals 
from three to six in number in the year 1993 against the year 
1992, in the metallurgical industries while in terms of investments 
the growth was over thirteen times during the similar period. 
One can also point out that because of increasing 
environmental awareness, the developed nations particularly the 
US want to shift their production base of metallurgical industry 
to the developing countries despite the fact of its higher 
profitability. India possesses a good resource base in iron and 
steel, aluminium and other ferrous and non-ferrous metals. The 
prospects of metallurgical industry to record a very good growth 
rate are bright. Therefore, it is likely that under the new 
liberalised policy agreements, 51 percent foreign equity and being 
the industry in the priority list of the nation, more of the US 
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investors will be attracted towards metallurgical sector. 
9. Drug and Pharmaceuticals : 
Drugs and pharmaceutical industry of India has witnessed a 
brilliant dawn. It may be observed that the strong drug and 
pharmaceutical industry of the US is slowly but steadily entering 
the Indian market. The number of US investment approvals in this 
industry was three each in the year 1992 and 1993 while the 
amount of investment has relatively increased. 
It is against this backdrop that this industry is included in 
the list of high priority industries. It has been decided that foreign 
investment upto 51 percent and foreign technology agreements in 
the case of all bulk drugs, their intermediaries and formulators 
will be granted automatic approvals subject to the provisions of 
Reserve Bank of India. It is unfortunate but hard truth that the 
health standards in India are still very low, hence it is likely that 
drug and pharmaceutical industry will find a big and fast expanding 
market attracting higher US foreign investment. 
10. Hotels, Restaurants and Tourism Related Industries : 
By way of a rich historical and cultural heritage, India has 
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enormous growth potentials for tourism and hotel industry. In the 
area of hotel and tourism the number of US foreign collaboration 
approvals in India is very limited. However, the flow is larger in 
terms of investment. As a result of it, the various incentives are 
given to the foreign investors. The liberalised provisions and 
simplification of procedures governing foreign investments are 
also forwarded in this sector. It has been widely acknowledged that 
hotels include restaurants, beach resorts and other tourist 
complexes providing accommodation and / or catering and food 
facilities to the tourists. 
It may further be clarified that "tourism related industry" 
includes, among others, the following ancilliary provisions : 
1. Travel agencies, tour operating agencies and tourists transport 
agencies. 
2. Units providing facilities for cultural, adventure and wildlife 
experience to tourists. 
3. Provision of surface, air and water transport facilities to 
tourists. 
4. Leisure, entertainment, amusement, sports and health units 
for tourists, and 
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5. Convention / seminar units and organisations. 
It is highly reasonable to contemplate that the flow of FDI 
in this particular industry has got great potentials. The appealing 
historical places like Taj Mahal, different climatic conditions 
within India and wide spread natural beauty in the Himalayas and 
along the warm sea beaches are some of the important factors 
assuring a faster flow of FDI in tourism and allied industry. 
However, one can not ignore that the lack of infrastructural 
facility and unabetted terrorism are amongst the major hindrances 
in the growth and development of this industry and require 
particular measures. 
Thus, it is clearly evident that the US investment in the 
aforesaid industries has the growing trend and is not only fruitful 
to India but would be beneficial for India, and the US 
multinationals too. Under the shadow of the new economic policy 
and with increasing mutual benefits it is likely that the investment 
relations between the two nations will further flourish and 
consolidate. India is likely to emerge as a leading partner in the 
New World order. Indian economy has a strong gravitational pull 
to the global FDI in general and the American FDIin particular. 
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CHAPTER-V 
THE LIBERALISATION TRENDS, 
PROBLEMS AND PROSPECTS 
OF FDI IN INDIA 
National economies, all over the world, are opening out to 
liberalisation and globalisation. Rising global economy is now 
an unavoidable destiny. An important means of integrating 
national economies into global economy is the foreign direct 
investment (FDI). Some people in the developing countries 
lament that their economies are under the seige and dictates of 
the developed. Western economies through an economic weapon 
of FDI and that the developing economies are entering in an 
inescapable trap of western FDI and indebtedness. They opine 
that FDI is a means to ensure the supremacy and hegemony of 
the capital ist system over rest of the world. Little do they 
realise that FDI is an indispensible means of the progress and 
prosperity to both the developing and developed economies. 
Infact, western economies are more heavily indebted to FDI. 
Though there are some problems of effectively assimilating and 
utilising the FDI. Yet, it has enormous prospects in the capital 
intensive modem technology of sophisticated production and 
efficient information technology. Two of the major factors of 
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sophisticated production and efficient information technology. 
Two of the major factors of production, progress and prosperity 
are capital and labour. Infact capital is more important of the 
two. Capital not only buys raw material, machinery, technology 
and infrastructure it also generates and enhances labour as 
well. Foreign direct investment is indispensible and has a 
number of reasons to be so. 
1. FDI provides financial resources for investment in the 
host country and thereby augments domestic productions. 
2. FDI provides the much sought after foreign exchange to 
help and bridge the balance of trade deficit. 
3. FDI has come to be viewed as an increasingly important 
source of external finance for developing countries. 
4. A much more important contribution of FDI lies in 
raising the technological standards. 
5. FDI brings with it complementary assets of management 
and organisational competence which have spill over 
effects on the rest of the economy. 
6. As the foreign-owned enterprise throws a competition on 
the local firms, the domestic enterprises for survival are 
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bound to improve their technology and product quality. 
7. Another benefit of FDI is that it helps the host country 
to improve its export performance. FDI also makes a 
posi t ive impact on the export competi t iveness. 
8. FDI provides the host country better excess to foreign 
markets . 
9. FDI enhances export contribution to the growth of the 
host economies by relaxing demand side constraints on 
growth. ' 
It is useful to examine the significance of FDI in the 
developing countries and its dist inctive effects on the macro-
economic and micro-economic condit ions. The macro-economic 
effects are re la ted with the issues of domest ic capital 
formation, balance of payments and taking advantage of 
external markets for achieving faster growth. The micro-
economic effects are pertaining to problems of cost reduction, 
product quality improvement, making changes in the industrial 
structure and developing global inter-firm l inkages. FDI is an 
roldar, B. and Ishigami, E., "Foreign Direct Investment 
in Asia" , Economic and Pol i t ica l Weekly, Vol. XXXIV, No. 
2 1 , 1999. 
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aggregate entity, the sum total of the investments made by 
many diverse multinationals. 
The fortunes of FDI are associated with certain features 
of liberalisation, modernisation and globalisation. In the 
process of globalisation, first and foremost, there is a spread 
of international trade in goods and commodities. 
Secondly, people migrate temporarily or permanently 
from one region to another. 
Thirdly, money or means of payments between different 
countries are exchanged on an increasing scale. 
Fourthly, capital flows from one country to another to 
help produce the goods and services. 
Fifthly, finances, which may not necessarily be linked to 
the production of goods and services, flow between different 
countries. 
Sixthly, transnational companies (TNCs) arise in 
business. 
Seventhly, technology is traded between different 
countries. 
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Eighth, aspect of globalisation may be the spread of print 
and electronic media. 
The ninth aspect is the growth in international trade and 
production of services such as banking, insurance, finance, 
healthcare and shipping.^ 
In case of capitalist development, globalisation also 
displays many features of combined and unequal development. 
It has often been associated with an exchange of money at a 
fast pace. 
Different theories of FDI assert that in a world of perfect 
markets, the multinational enterprises (MNEs) would not exist 
and there would be no room for FDI. According to Hymer-
Kindleberger theory (1969), the foreign owned firm would 
make an investment in the host country only if it possesses 
some compensating advantage. A more general theory of 
Buckley and Casson (1991), traces the emergence of TNCs to 
the internationalisation of markets. This theory postulates that 
the firms maximise profits in a world of imperfect markets. 
^ Bagchi , A.K. , " G l o b a l i s a t i o n , L i b e r a l i s a t i o n and 
Vulnerability India and Third World", Economic and Political 
Weekly, Vol. XXXIV No. 45, 1999. 
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Thus, market imperfections are the cornerstone of FDI. 
Global Perspectives in Foreign Direct Investment : 
International trade has now accelerated so fast and 
multiplied and diversified its forms to such a degree that 
international management consultant Peter Drucker once 
remarked, "The world economy has become a reality, and one 
largely separate from national economies. The world economy 
strongly affects national economies; in extreme circumstances 
it controls them". International trade in 1991 was of the value 
of 7 trillion American dollars. Now in the year 2000 it is 
estimated to account over 10 trillion dollars. A global market 
for manufactured goods has already evolved and now nations 
are negotiating to establish a global market for services also. 
Developments in economic globalisation accelerated 
international flows of investment. Foreign Direct Investment 
(FDI) is investment by foreigners in entirely owned factories 
that are operated by foreign owners. The enterprises that own 
and coordinate production and marketing facilities in several 
countries are called multinational or transnational 
corporations. Their evolution has witnessed four general 
stages. 
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(i) In the first stage, demand abroad was met by export of 
the item from the corporation's home country. 
(ii) In the second stage, the corporation established 
production facilities abroad to supply specific markets 
abroad. In this stage exports from the home country 
dropped. 
(iii) In the third stage, the foreign production facilities began 
to supply foreign markets other than their own local 
markets. 
(iv) In stage four, the foreign production facilities began to 
export back into the home country. 
These stages appeared in the trade of primary materials 
such as copper and oil. They were later repeated in the 
evolution of international manufacturing and the same are now 
repeated in the tertiary sector. 
Modern multinational manufacturing was launched in 
1865, when the German chemical magnate Alfred Bayer built 
a factory in Albany, New York. Now technology enables the 
integration of manufacturing processes worldwide and at an 
incredible time efficiency. For example, in 1990, a model 
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paraded a prototype of new fashion in Paris. 
Observers working for The Limited, America's largest 
retail garment chain, sketched the garment and faxed the sketch 
from Paris to a factory at Foshan in China. In China an 
inexpensive copy of the garment was mass-produced, and was 
distributed to The Limited Stores throughout the United States 
within 40 days - much before the original designer could 
produce the garment. 
The ownership and range of activities of FDI corporations 
are so widespread that it is difficult to tell which corporations 
are corporate citizens of which couiitries. For example, among 
the largest exporters from Taiwan are AT&T, RCA and Texas 
Instruments. These are generally considered U.S. Corporations, 
yet exports of these firms from Taiwan to the United States 
account for a good share of the U.S. trade deficit with Taiwan. 
The United States takes the position that any company which 
employs and trains U.S. workers and that adds value in the 
United States is a U.S. Corporations, no matter which flag it 
flies at its internat ional headquarters or where those 
headquarters are. 
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Another major example of FDI's domain can be cited from 
the manufacture of automobiles in the United States which 
demonstrates FDI to capture the U.S. .market. Automobile 
manufacturing companies that are headquartered in the United 
States, Japan, Germany, South Korea and other European 
countries operate manufacturing, assembling and marketing 
facilities around the world. For foreign firms, manufacturing 
in the United States substitutes for exploring cars to the United 
States. The Foreign Direct Investment a corporation makes is 
determined by the relative costs of manufacturing in the United 
States compared to other international locations, and also by 
the U.S. tariffs on imported automobiles. 
In 1982, the Japanese Honda corporation opened an 
assembly plant at Marysville, Ohio and by 1990 the plant 
assembled more cars than any other in the United States. In 
1989, the Honda Accord became the first foreign car to become 
the number-one selling model in the United States. The car was 
a hybrid built by workers in both Japan and the United States. 
In 1990, cars made in U.S. factories by Japanese manufacturers 
held about 30 percent of the total U.S. market, and slightly 
more than one-half of all Japanese nameplate cars sold in the 
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United States had been made in the United States. Many 
t r a n s n a t i o n a l car manufac tu r e r s e i the r own subs t an t i a l 
percentages of other t ransnational car companies or have 
par tnerships for the manufacture or marketing of part icular 
products in particular countr ies . Therefore, today a car ' s 
nameplate does not reveal which flag the corporation flies, 
where the corporat ion 's stockholders live, or where the car was 
either designed or manufactured. As long as U.S. residents buy 
mill ions of cars each year, thousands of U.S. workers will work 
in auto-manufac tur ing plants in the united States . It is 
est imated that by the year 2001 General Motors, Ford, and 
Chrysler will not manufacture cars in the United States, but 
that they will have moved all of their prouction to foreign 
countr ies , and that all domestic production will be performed 
by foreign firms. 
Global Distribution of FDI : 
Thus, it is evident that Foreign Direct Invesmtent is today 
many times the amount of foreign aid being given, and it has 
been much more successful in tr iggering economic growth. In 
the 1980s, global FDI grew three times faster than world trade 
and four t imes faster than total world output, to a total of about 
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2 tr i l l ion American dollar. This flow of FDI greatly increased 
and significantly redis tr ibuted the world ' s productive capacity. 
Through FDI, many companies from an increasing number of 
countr ies have become active investors in other countries. 
Transnat ional corporat ions from Brazil, Mexico, Malaysia, 
Indonesia and several other countries reached around the 
world. In 1989, the United States, the combined European 
countr ies and Japan still accounted for 81 percent FDI. The 
United Nations refer to these three sources as the Triad. 
In 1989, U.S. firms accounted for 30 percent of the global 
FDI, and the United States was also the world ' s largest 
recipient of FDI from other developed countries. The list of 
foreign firms in the United States lengthens daily. They 
account for 11 percent of U.S. manufacturing jobs and are 
creating more new ones than U.S. manufacturers are, and they 
are among the leading exporters of goods from the United 
States accounting to about 23 percent of total exports in 1993. 
FDI is changing management techniques, Amer icans ' daily 
lives in the work place as well as Americans ' consumption 
habits . 
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Global Trends -n FDI : 
Free trade in goods and free flow of FDI across the 
countries are the keystones of the international economic order 
promoted by the IMF,WTO and the World Bank. For the 
western media, the crux of "reforms" in a developing country 
is the progress towards the Hegelian absolute freedom of a 
'global citizen' that is transnational corporations (TNCs) and 
financial companies in rich countries, to invest anywhere in 
any sector or withdraw funds at the owner's sole discretion. 
Theorists claim several benefits of FDI for a developing 
country. However, FDI comes predominantly from giant firms 
operating in an oligopolistic market. In western mainstream 
literature foreign capital in a developing country is considered 
as an important supplement to domestic savings that should 
boost domestic investments and ensure a more rapid growth. 
As modernisation requires a large inflow of imported 
machinery and infrastructure which can not be bought by 
meagre traditional exports, FDI becomes an imperative and 
legitimate means of compensating foreign exchange shortages. 
This is the justification of FDI in the scarcity economies. 
However, the fact remains that the major share of FDI is an 
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indispensible need of even the surplus economies. The 
justification of FDI for the developed countries is the 
commitment to still rapid growth, modernisation and continued 
transformation of sophisticated technology and the economy. 
Table-5.1 reveals the FDI flow from five major industrial 
countries from 1982 to 1999. 
TabIe-5.1 ; FDI Received From Five Major Countries (US $ 
million) 
Year 
1982-86* 
1987-91* 
1989 
1990 
1991 
1992 
1993 
1994 
1995 
1996 
1997 
1998 
1999 
France 
0.12 
0.66 
0.66 
1.13 
1.83 
7.85 
8.98 
7.71 
58.66 
22.90 
26.74 
36.1 
42.37 
Germany 
0.24 
0.6 
0.6 
0.93 
1.98 
18.01 
11.47 
36.75 
57.82 
112.53 
132.25 
142.48 
154.63 
Japan 
0.28 
1.16 
•1.47 
1.55 
1.69 
21.07 
23.14 
72.58 
55.40 
71.62 
137.47 
177.40 
175.84 
U.K. 
0.4 
0.93 
1.16 
0.61 
14.51 
25.64 
69.22 
130.72 
54.55 
43.08 
77.28 
50.19 
47.09 
U.S. 
0.44 
0.83 
0.86 
0.87 
8.41 
33.77 
129.36 
98.18 
165.11 
225.81 
599.55 
311.61 
293.17 
* Computed as an average annual FDI 
Source : Computed from SIA Newsletters for Respective years. 
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There was a major global spurt in FDI flows during the 
1980s. By 1989 the worldwide flow of FDI rose at the rate 
of 29 percent per annum. This period also experienced a major 
change in the pattern of FDI flows. Between 1978-80, U.S. 
alone accounted for 41 percent of the total FDI of the 
developed countries. During 1987-90, the U.S. share was 
reduced to only 13 percent. This was because FDI flows from 
Europe as well as Japan became much larger than those from 
the U.S. 
Another major development with regard to FDI flows in 
the 1980s was the emergence of the service sector as the single 
largest recipient of FDI. By 1988, the share of the services 
sector in FDI outflows from industrialised countries had gone 
up to 60 percent. During the late 1980s, FDI was essentially 
a North-North phenomenon. Resultantly, about 80. percent of 
the FDI flows were among the industrialised countries. Japan 
emerged as a dominant investor and the U.S. as a major 
recipient of FDI. 
In 1990, FDI outflow from Japan was 48.1 billion 
American dollar which was the highest among the 
industrialised countries. FDI outflow from France was second 
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accounting to 34.8 billion dollars while U.S.A. was third, 
accounting to 29.9 billion dollars. Total FDI outflow from 
industrialised countries was 222.5 billion dollars of which 
Japan's share was about 22 percent. Between 1990 and 1992 
total outflow of FDI declined from$230.6 billion to $186.9 
billion. In 1995, there was a marked increase in FDI flows by 
about 28 percent so that the global flow touched a mark of 
$300 billion. The main reasons for this sharp rise of FDI flows 
in 1995 were: 
1. Enhanced liberalisation in financial modalities and 
realisation towards increased importance of FDI in the 
development of economies. 
2. A huge two-way investment between the US and the EU. 
3. Global scale industrial restructuring- in the field of power, 
te lecommunicat ion, pharmaceuticals and chemical 
industries. 
4. Strong economic performance and a recovery in corporate 
earnings. 
5. Another significant reason was the rise of FDI flows in 
the developing countires. 
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FDI T rends in Developing Countries ; 
A significant development of the 1990s was the rising 
importance of FDI flows in the developing countr ies . 
1. During 1983-87, the share of developing countr ies in FDI 
inflows was around 23 percent of the total flows. 
2. During 1988-90, the FDI ratio was lower at around 17 
percent . 
3. Subsequently, the FDI inflows to developing countries 
increased from $33.7 bil l ion in 1990 to $128.7 billion 
1996. 
4. The FDI share rose to 35 percent in 1993 and further to 
38 percent in 1994. 
5. However, the share of developing Countries in total FDI 
inflows declined to 30 percent in 1995. 
6. This FDI share again increased to 37 percent of the total 
in 1996. 
At regional level in the developing countr ies , the FDI 
inflows to ASEAN countries and China have grown rapdily. In 
the ASEAN-4 such as Indonesia, Malaysia, Phi l ippines and 
Thailand FDI inflow increased from $6.3 bi l l ion in 1990 to 
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$17.1 billion in 1996. The FDI inflow to China increased from 
$3.5 billion in 1990 to $35.8 billion in 1995 and to further 
$42.3 billion in 1996.^ This d is t inc t ly growing trend of FDI 
flows to China could be attributed to the high performance, 
expandi^ and diversifying giant economy of China. A large part 
of the FDI increase to China was from Hong Kong which was 
subsequently merged with the sovereignty of mainland China.* 
FDI flows to China have been largest in the developing world. 
It is also important to mention that the FDI outflow from 
developing countries also grew from $9 billion in 1991 to $52 
billion in 1996. This outflow was largely from the higher 
performance Newly Industrialising Economies of Asia. In 1996, 
FDI outflows from South Korea, Taiwan and Singapore were 
$12.1 billion. China is still in the economic stage of absorbing 
and effectively assimilating the fortunes of FDI in its large and 
diverse economy rather than in the stage of oozing out the FDI. 
FDI inflows to south, south-east and east Asia began to 
,<^ \y^ World Investment Report, 1997. \ 
4 Fukushina, K. and Kwan, C.H., "Foreign Direct Investment 
and Regional Restructuring in Asia", The New Wave of 
Investment in Asia, Namura Research Institute and the 
Institute of South-East Asian Studies, Singapore, 1995. 
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grow in the 1980s and have grown at an accelerated pace in 
the 1990s. For example, in 1995, FDl inflows to this region 
accounted for nearly 65 percent of the total FDI flows to 
developing countries. Although Japan continues to be the main 
source of FDl flows to Asia, Japan's share in FDl flows has, 
however, come down due to increasing FDI flows from the U.S. 
and EU. FDl has facilitated industrial restructuring in this 
region to move upward on the ladder of industrialisation. In 
this process the countries of thisj. region have become 
increasingly intertwined through linkages of trade, FDI and 
technology transfer. 
Trends of FDI Flow in India : 
India's economic conditions at independence, after two 
centuries of colonial suppression, were extremely fragile and 
unfavourable to venture into any economic liberalisation with 
the capitalist world. Economic planning in India started with 
a highly cautions and restrictive note. The major objective with 
the Planning Commission was agricultural growth and stability 
to save the teeming millions from the recurrent famines and 
hunger. Indian agriculture in itself had a very vast operational 
area. It was neither nucleated nor industrial to entice foreign 
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direct investment. Moreover, FDI system had no tradition or 
experience or even the interest in the agricultural economies 
of the developing countries all through the 1950s, 1960s and 
upto a considerable part of the 1970s. Indian agriculture in the 
food production sector attaind a self-sufficiency in 1972. After 
attaining food self sufficiency agriculture was promoted to 
diversification and commercialisation. In the 1980s the 
Planning Commission started laying emphasis on industrial, 
transport and services sectors. Now emerged the grounds for 
FDI to appear on the scene. FDI started in India in the 1980s 
and there was a slow and gradual growth in FDI largely in view 
of India's inhibitive economic policies. FDI experiences in 
South-East Asia and the growing trade competition and 
modernisation in other developing countries drew India's 
attention to the inevitable significance of FDI in the economic 
growth. 
India, for the first time, made genuine and sincere efforts 
to woo the FDI with a handsome package of liberal economic 
policy in 1991. Liberalisation policy by India came in view 
of the tremendous upsurge in the global FDI outflows and 
significantly in the neighbouring competing economies of Asia, 
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when the global FDI outflows from US $50 billion annually 
during mid-1980s crossed over $350 billion in 1996. FDI in 
India grew from a rather small figure of US $200 million in 
the late 1980s to $3.2 billion by November 1997. A recent 
analysis of FDI flows directed towards India reveals an above 
average growth rate.^ Analysts are not clear, whether this rise 
has been provoked by the policy liberalisation alone or has 
resulted from the expansion of scale of global FDI. Here is an 
attempt to examine the emerging trends and patterns of FDI 
inflows to India in the recent period. A major objective is to 
evaluate the role of liberalisation policy in designing these 
patterns. An analysis of changes in India's FDI shares from 
European and other Triad investors has been made. This study 
traces the evolution of India's FDI policy and the background 
of its trends. The impact of Indians liberalisation policy can 
be examined in the face of FDI flows to India from the Triad 
countries during 1985 to 1999. 
Three major trends characterise FDI in the developing 
5 Dunning , J .H. (1998) , "The Changing Geography of 
Foreign Direct Investment : Explanation and Implications", 
in Nagesh Kumar et al. (eds . ) . Global isat ion, Foreign 
Direct Investment and Technology Transfers : Impacts on 
and Prospec ts for Developing Coun t r i e s , Rout ledge, 
London and New York. 
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countries in general and India in particular. 
1. First, the share of FDI from the Triad to the poor 
countries is declining. The rich countries are increasingly 
investing among each other. This is because of their 
competitive and dynamic economies. 
2. Second, FDI has increasingly become geographically 
selective during the 1980s, the cpuntries that attracted 
FDI most were countries that chose the export-led method 
of economic growth. Their economies boomed. Four Asian 
nations attracted FDI in a considerable measure and grew 
so fast during the 1980s t ha t t hey earned the nickname 
"The Four Tigers". These were Singapore, Hong Kong, 
Taiwan and South Korea. These nations reached European 
levels of prosperity within a decade, and they have 
already become source of capital and technology for the 
next tier of Asian developing countries such as Thailand, 
Malaysia, Indonesia and China. Indonesia, for example, 
long relied on oil as its principal export. However, 
between 1983 and 1993 FDI in Indonesian manufacturing 
enabled the country to boost up the share of its exports 
of non-energy goods from 20 percent to 60 percent. India 
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which has been commirted to import-subst i tu t ion growth 
since 1947, had begun to seek foreign investment. India, 
during the 1980s and even upto the early 1990s was 
pu r su ing a soc ia l i s t po l icy . The minds of Indian 
administrat ive authority and intel lectuals were sceptical 
on the exposure to FDI. 
3. A third characteris t ic pattern of FDI is that each Triad 
member has a majority share of the FDI in a cluster of 
countries that have become its economic satel l i tes . These 
c lus te rs help explain world pa t te rns of t rade . For 
example, in recent years the United States has had a trade 
deficit in electronic consumer goods with Thailand. 
Thailand was the world ' s fastest growing economy from 
1988 to 1990. Table-5.2 shows that although Thailand 
falls within the Japanese cluster and the Thai electronic 
factories are mostly owned by Japanese corporat ions , the 
imports that United States makes from Thailand profits 
both the Japanese Corporat ions as well as the Economy 
of Thailand. Similarly, many imports in Europe from 
South America are the products of U.S. corporat ions. 
Thus, FDI is the harbinger of a truly integrated and 
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coordinated globalization. Developing countries now 
compete to attract investment and even developed 
countries which fail to maintain the infrastructural 
facilities of education, roads and the like, might fail to 
attract new investment and even lose their manufacturing 
base. The pace of development within individual 
countries is increasingly determined by their ability to 
attract foreign capital. In the closing years of 1990s and 
right now in the year 2000 India has made crucial policy 
changes in order to attract the FDl on an unprecedented 
scale. India's economy is fast growing and diversifying 
upto the extent that it is visible even to a layman. 
Tab!e-5.2 : FDI Clusters of Triad Countries 
United States European Union Japan 
Argentina 
B o l i v i a 
Chile 
Columbia 
Mexico 
Panama 
Philippines 
Saudi Arabia 
Venezuela 
India 
Brazil 
CIS States 
Croatia 
Czechoslovakia 
Hungary 
Poland 
Slovenia 
Yugoslavia 
Hong Kong 
South Korea 
Thailand 
Source : The UN Centre for the Study of Transnational 
Corporations, 1991. 
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Four distinct phases in the evolution of India's FDI policy 
have been observed/ 
1. Early Planning Era (1948-1967) : 
Soon after independence and the jolt of partition, Indian 
economy was in a naive and nervous state. There were general 
import restrictions in view of the problem of balance of 
payments. Therefore, India embarked on a strategy of import 
substituting industrialisation with an emphasis on harnessing 
the indigenous capability in heavy industries and machine 
building sector. The domestic industry was accorded 
considerable protection in the form of high tariffs and 
quantitative restrictions on imports. The attitude towards FDI 
was cautiously receptive. Foreign investors were promised of 
decreasing restrictions on the remittances of profits and 
dividends. The foreign exchange crisis of 1957-58 compelled 
the government for further liberalisation towards FDI. The 
protection accorded to local manufacturer acted as an important 
locational advantage encouraging market seeking FDI system. 
6 Kumar, N. (1994) , " M u l t i n a t i o n a l E n t e r p r i s e s and 
Industrial Organisation : The Case of India", Sage, New 
Delhi. 
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2. Era of Decreasing Domestic Protection (1968-1979) : 
By now the capabilities for processing and product 
adaptations had been reasonably built up in India. The phase 
of imported machinery and equipment as a proportion of gross 
domestic capital formation had gone down from 69 percent in 
1950 to below 25 percent by 1968-69. Outflow on account of 
remit tances of dividends, profits, royalties and technical fees 
etc. . due to servicing of FDl and technology imports had grown 
sharply as compared to the earlier period. Restrictions were 
limited only to the proposals of FDI unaccompanied by 
technology transfer and those seeking more than 40 percent 
foreign ownersh ip . The government identif ied industr ies 
wherein FDl was not considered desirable due to enhancing 
local capabi l i t i es . The renewals of foreign col laborat ion 
agreements was restricted. From 1973 onwards the further 
activities of foreign companies were restricted to a select high 
priority industries. A simultaneous new Foreign Exchange 
Regulation Act (FERA) was enforced which required all 
foreign companies operating in India with 40 percent equity 
to register under Indian corporate legislation. 
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3. A Period of Caut ious Deregula t ion (1980s) : 
International competit iveness of Indian goods could not 
rise due to technological sluggishness and inferior produce, 
limited range and high cost which were due to the highly 
protected local market. The government planned to deal with 
this si tuation by the modernisation of industry with liberalised 
imports of capital goods and technology and by gradually 
l iberal is ing the trade regime. The policy pronouncements that 
were made in the 1980s covered l iberal isat ion of industrial 
l icensing rules, a number of incentives and exemption from 
foreign equity restr ict ions to 100 percent export oriented units. 
A 'fast channel ' was set up in 1988 for expedit ing clearances 
of FDl proposals from major investing countr ies , like Japan, 
Germany, the USA and the UK. 
4. Massive Liberalisation and Global Integration (1990s) : 
In mid 1991, the government init iated a programme of 
macro-economic stabil isat ion and structural adjustment with 
the support of the IMF and the World Bank. A New Industrial 
Policy (NIP) was announced on July 24, 1991 with a full scale 
l iberal isat ion and integration of India with the global economy. 
The industrial approval system was abolished for all the 
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industries except to 18 environmentally sensitive industires. In 
34 high priority industr ies, FDI upto 51 percent was 
automatically approved.' FDI proposals were not necessarily 
accompanied by technology transfer agreements. Trading 
companies engaged in exports were also allowed 51 percent 
foreign equity. A Foreign Investment Promotion Board (FIPB) 
with a single window clearance was set up. The use of foreign 
brand names for goods manufactured by domestic industry was 
also l iberal ised. New sectors like mining, banking, 
telecommunicat ion, highways construction, housing and 
management have been opened to foreign owned companies. 
Relaxations and reforms with lower tariffs on importables had 
been introduced. 
Liberalisation Policy and FDI Flows to India : 
Since the liberalisation policy of 1991, FDI flows have 
shown a dramatic rise. From a meagre apprvoal of US $200 
million FDI in the early 1980s, it was upto US $14.6 billion 
approval and an actual cumulative inflow of US $3.2 billion 
Kumar, N. (1998) "Liberalisation and Changing Patterns 
of Foreign Direct Investments : Has India ' s Relative 
Attractiveness as a Host of FDI Improved"? Economic and 
Political Weekly, Vol. XXXIII, No. 22, pp. 1321-1329. 
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b> 1997. It further went up to 59.3 billion by November 1999, 
However, the actual FDI inflows were upto the tune of US $18 
bill ion by November 1999. The average actual FDI inflow has 
only been 29 percent of the approved FDI proposals in India.^ 
There has been an alarming gap between the FDI approvals in 
India and the actual FDI inflows. This is evident in figure 5.1. 
There could be several reasons for the sub-optimal flow of FDI 
in India. It seems that despite all policy efforts to Woo FDI 
inflows the "Investment Environment" in India is still far from 
conducive. There are problems of assimilation as well as of 
performance. There are inherent weaknesses in the Indian 
economy part icularly of the labour sector. Political instability, 
changing administrat ive regimes and overall insecuri t ies could 
be ascribed to this Yawning gap between the FDI approvals and 
the actual, consequential flows. One is tempted to suggest that 
the years of growing FDI inflows to India correspond with the 
\ e a r s of expanding global FDI flows. This fact neutral ises the 
role of the much acclaimed policy measures of l iberal isat ion in 
India. 
8 SI.A N e w s l e t t e r ( 1 9 9 9 ) N e w s l e t t e r D e c e m b e r 1 9 9 9 . 
Department of Industrial Policy and Promotion, Ministry 
of Commerce and Industry, New Delhi, Vol. Vl l l . No. 8. 
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Till 1990, India pursued a policy of restricted FDl largely 
to technology intensive manufacturing industr ies . As a result 
of it, 85 percent of the FDI stock in 1990 was confined to 
manufacturing. Plantations accounted for 9.5 percent and 
services could secure only 5 percent share of FDl stock. After 
that, there is seen a major change in the FDl trend. Bulk of 
the inflows in the 1990s have been directed to the non-
manufacturing infrastructural sectors such as energy 29 percent 
and telecommunication services 20 percent. The share of 
manufacturing has gone down to 37 percent. Among the 
manufacturing subsectors . FDl approvals in 1990s were also 
more evenly distr ibuted between food and beverages, t ransport 
e q u i p m e n t , me ta l s and meta l p r o d u c t s , e l e c t r i c a l s and 
electronics , chemicals and allied products . 
It is important to examine the FDI flow trends to India 
from the five major indus t r i a l powers , namely France , 
Germany, Japan, U.K. and the USA. 
In the FDI flow trends during the years 1987 to 1990, Japan 
had taken an outright edge in FDI flows over France, Germany, 
U.K. and the U.S. However, since 1991 UK and USA have taken 
lead over France, Germany and Japan. This was a view 
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liberalisation trends in India since 1991. In fact, U.S. has taken 
a dominant control of FDI markets over all the competing 
industrial nations from 1982 to 1992. 
Changing TRIAD Patterns of FDI in India : 
Among the TRIAD investors in India, European countries 
had been major source of FDI inflows until 1990. Now, their 
relative share has steadily declined in the liberalisation period. 
Table-5.3: TRIAD share of FDI in India (1980-1999) in 
Percentage 
Country 1980 1990 1991-97 
U.K. 54 . 4 9 7 
Germany 
Switzerland 
Sweden 
Total Europe 
U.S. 
Japan 
7 
6 
2 
69 
21 
0 
10 
n 
J 
n J 
66 
19 
5 
4 
1 
1 
18 
27 
4 
Source : SIA Newsletter, December .1997, Ministry of Industry, 
New Delhi. 
Table-5.3 shows that the major European investors 
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including UK, Germany, Switzerland, Sweden and others 
accounted for 69 and 66 percent of the total FDI flows to India 
in 1980 and 1990 respectively. By 1997, their share of FDI 
inflows declined to 18 percent of the total FDI in India. On 
the other hand, US emerged as the most important investor of 
FDI accounting to 27 percent. US alone had a share much 
bigger than the entire European investors. The United States 
of America now enjoys an almost similar position in most of 
the developing countr ies . The decline in the relative 
importance of European countries in India had been made more 
prominent by diversification of India's sources of FDI in the 
1990s. India's traditional FDI sources in TRIAD countries have 
contributed only 50 percent of the FDI inflows over the 1990s 
as compared to their 90 percent share earlier on. Figure-5.1 
shows the percentage share of FDI approvals from the TRIAD 
countries to India during 1981-1997. The trend of European 
FDI is on the decline all through the period of assessment. This 
suggests that the policy reforms in India did not provoke a 
greater response of European companies in India. The share of 
US companies on the whole shows a rising trend since 1992. 
The US rise and hold in FDI can be explained by the factors 
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of American sway in geo-politics. One can also explain that 
India's liberalisation policy caught the imagination of American 
enterprises. Japanese MNEs have not shown any significant 
trend in response to the liberalisation of India's FDI policy. 
However, Japan had attained a highest peak of 68 percent FDI 
in 1982 and dropping to 26 percent in 1983 and never 
recovering thereafter. 
Recently, India has discovered a number of new FDI 
investors such as South Korea, Singapore, Malaysia, Thailand 
and Israel. These countries together contributed a handsome 18 
percent of India's FDI flows in 1995, which dropped to 10 
percent of the India's total share in 1997. It is interesting to 
note that the non-resident Indians also contributed a significant 
share of 12 percent FDI approvals in 1993 which fell to a 
figure of 2 percent in 1997. These figures suggest that India's 
liberalisation policy has helped diversify the sources of FDI. 
FDI trends in India since 1991 have shown considerable 
increase in the approvals as against the actual flows. However, 
the growth of FDI is small as compared to India's potential. 
The policy reforms have enabled the country to widen the 
investment sectors as well as the source countries of FDI. As 
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compared to the near total FDI concentrat ion in the 
manufacturing sector in the 1980s the bulk of new inflows have 
gone to the energy and service sectors in the 1990s. One of 
the important objectives of the current reform policies is to 
remove the hurdles in export-oriented manufacturing and to 
attract MNEs to locate efficiency-seeking FDI. The majority of 
recent approvals of FDI aims to explore India's sizeable and 
expanding domestic market. 
We can identify four distinct phases in the evolution of 
the Government's FDI policy. 
(a) A period of gradual liberalisation since independence till 
the late sixties. 
(b) A period of selective policy from late sixties through the 
seventies, which strictly adhered to FERA directives. 
(c) A phase of mild withdrawal in liberalisation during the 
1980s. 
(d) A period of massive liberalisation and relaxation all 
through the 1990s. This period included crucial steps 
taken by the government such as the promulgation of New 
Industrial Policy (NIP) in July 1991 as well as the New 
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Economic Policy (NEP) also in July 1991. The licensing 
restrictions were waived off by the government of India 
for all projects. 
The implementation of NIP accelerated the pace of 
India 's industrial growth, modernisation and technology 
upgradation. The main objective of NIP was to stimulate the 
inflow of foreign direct investment which was desparately 
needed by the Indian economy to attain international 
competitiveness. MNCs could enter into India without seeking 
the support of an Indian partner. Repartriation of dividends by 
the foreign investors was freely allowed to such companies who 
could earn an equal amount of foreign exchange for India. 
Sectoral Distribution of FDI in India : 
An appraisal of the cumulative sectoral approval of the 
Foreign Direct Investment in India during the last nine years 
from 1991 to 1999 is a very useful exercise in order to 
understand the policies and priorities of foreign resource 
allocation in the Indian economy. 
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Table 5.4: Cumulative Sectoral Approval of Foreign Direct 
Investment (1991-1999) 
S.No. Name of the Sector Approved FDI amount % of the Total 
(in million US dollars) 
1. Metallurgical Industries 3,440 5.83 
2. Fuel 18,002 30.51 
3. Electrical Equipments 3,339 5.76 
4. Telecommunications 10,390 17.61 
5. Transportation Industry 4,85 8.28 
6. Chemicals 3,410 5.78 
7. Food Processing 2,407 4.08 
8. Service Sector 3,841 6.51 
9. Hotel & Tourism 1,204 2.04 
10. Miscellaneous 36 sectors 8,024 13.60 
Total 59,003 100.00 
Source: Computed from SIA Newsletter, Vol. VIII, No. 8, 1999. 
Table 5.4 reveals the planning strategy to bolster the 
economic growth. It is interesting to note that the fuel and 
te lecommunicai ton sectors were al located highest share of the 
FDI approvals accounting to 30.51 percent and 17.61 percent 
respectively. The largest approved share in the fuel sector is 
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understable in view of India's commitment to rapid 
industr ia l isa t ion. A dist inct ly large approval in 
telecommunication sector has yielded very bright results. It has 
enabled India to be a super power in the Information 
Technology. The Transportation Metallurgical industries. 
Electrical equipments and services sectors have also received 
reasonably fair approvals. However, the Hotel and Tourism 
sector received a paltry 2.04 percent share which is extremely 
negligible as comapred to the tremendous tourism potential in 
India. India's historical heritage is unique in Asia to promote 
hotel and tourism. Moreover, tourism is the largest industry at 
the gloal level. Touris earns much more foreign exchange in 
many western countries than their industrial prodcuts. Strategy 
enough, India has not realised the enormous potentials of this 
industry. India has vast to promote tourism in a big way. 
The geographical distirbution of the allocation of FDl 
shows the statewise infrastructural and economic propensity to 
assimilate the foreign investments. Table 5.5 shows state-wise 
break of foreign collaboration and foreign direct investment 
proposals from 1991 to 1999. The figure reveals that the 
highest percentage approval of the FDI 31.63 percent during 
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Table 5.5: State-wise Break-up of Foreign Collaboration and Foreign 
Direct Investment Proposals Approved during 1991 to 1999 
(Amount in million US dollar) 
S.No. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
21. 
22. 
23. 
24. 
25. 
26. 
27. 
28. 
29. 
30. 
31. 
Name of States 
Andhra Pradesh 
Assam 
Bihar 
Gujarat 
Haryana 
Himachal Pradesh 
Jammu & Kashmir 
Karnataka 
Kerala 
Madhya Pradesh 
Maharashtra 
Manipur 
Meghalaya 
Nagaland 
Orissa 
Punjab 
Rajasthan 
Tamil Nadu 
Tripura 
Uttar Pradesh 
West Bengal 
Andaman & Nicobar 
Arunachal Pradesh 
Chandigarh 
Dadra & Nagar Haveli 
Delhi 
Goa 
Lakshadweep 
Pondicherry 
Daman & Diu 
Central Govt. 
Undertakings 
Grand Total 
No. 
Total 
600 
10 
97 
745 
567 
78 
o J 
992 
133 
215 
2005 
1 
4 
2 
103 
139 
242 
1211 
2 
560 
387 
7 
2 
19 
61 
765 
110 
1 
70 
27 
5072 
14230 
of Approvals 
Tech. 
180 
6 
57 
389 
224 
51 
2 
326 
46 
86 
753 
0 
0 
1 
34 
46 
80 
389 
1 
235 
139 
0 
0 
2 
40 
110 
46 
0 
31 
12 
2432 
5718 
Fin 
420 
4 
40 
356 
343 
27 
1 
666 
87 
129 
1252 
1 
4 
1 
69 
93 
162 
822 
1 
325 
248 
7 
2 
17 
21 
655 
64 
1 
39 
15 
2640 
8512 
Amount 
of FDI 
approved 
Approved 
2573 
1 
77 
3245 
720 
112 
2 
4331 
195 
2484 
7228 
1 
18 
1 
2525 
620 
732 
4042 
1 
985 
2401 
6 
6 
47 
30 
7694 
153 
1 
118 
6 
18663 
59003 
% to 
Total 
Amt. 
4.36 
0.00 
0.13 
5.50 
1.22 
0.19 
0.00 
7.34 
0.33 
4.21 
12.25 
0.00 
0.03 
0.00 
4.28 
1.05 
1.24 
6.85 
0.00 
1.67 
4.07 
0.01 
0.01 
0.08 
0.05 
13.04 
0.26 
0.00 
0.20 
0.01 
31.63 
100.0 
Source : SIA Newletter annual issue 1999. 
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the 1990s was made to enhance the Central Government 
undertakings in different parts of the country. This sector also 
made the approval of the highest number of technical and 
financial proposals . Amongst the individual states the FDI 
assimilat ion and absorption propensi ty of Delhi is highest with 
13.04 percent of the total financial approvals followed by 
Maharashtra, Karnataka, Tamil Nadu, Andhra Pradesh and 
Gujarat also account for fairly good amount of FDI share. As 
far as the number of technical col laborat ion are concerned, the 
largest number of technical col laborat ions 753 are in the state 
of Maharashtra followed by Tamil Nadu and Gujarat numbering 
389 fore ign c o l l a b o r a t i o n s . The number of t echn ica l 
col laborat ions may indicate the economic diversi ty of the state. 
In Karnataka and Andhra Pradesh the technical collaborat ions 
number 326 and 180 respectivley. One should also consider that 
these lesser number of col laborat ions are in the more important 
sector of information technology in Karnataka and Andhra 
Pradesh. Far off and hi l ly s tates like Assam, Manipur, 
Meghalaya, Nagaland, Tripura, Arunachal Pradesh and Jammu 
& Kashmir have a highly subsis tence economy with very little 
scope of (0-0.05 percent) FDI acknowledged in these areas. 
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These states and similar distant areas suffer from isolation 
syndrome. These areas (Figure 5.2) would be the victim of 
economic disparity and the regional imbalances. The resultant 
inequalities would lead to unprecedented social tensions, 
dissentions. Conflicts and political upheavals in these areas 
which would adversely affect the fortunes of some 50 million 
people over an area of nearly 5,00,000 sq. km. Although these 
states stand at the lower ring of the economic ladder. Their 
environmental attributes such as climate, landforms and 
vegetation hold higher potentials for tourist attractions. 
However, the tourism sector in India has not been given due 
priority in FDI. This is evident from the fact that Hotel and 
Tourism sector has been approved a meagre 2.04 percent of the 
total FDI. 
The Problems of FDI in India : 
All glamour, glow and growth imperatives apart, FDI 
inflows also drain in several inherent and alien problems in 
the developing countries. Indian economy by nature of its 
vastness, complexity and rapid growth of population is quite 
vulnerable to such problems. The population growth nullifies 
the economic performance and progress. Due to rapid 
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popula t ion growth and pover ty , [he popu la t ion s t ructure 
remains juveni le with a very high percetnage in the below 15 
years of age category. There are associated problems of child 
labour, unskil led labour and sub-optimum labour performance. 
Thus the sophist icated, capital intensive, modern enterprises of 
FDI do not get a requisite support. There are a number of 
problems which the developing countries face in the initial 
stage of FDI, in the secondary stage of FDI as well as in the 
advance stage of FDI. 
India init ially faced the problem of balance of payments. 
In the short run the country may have nearly normal balance 
of payments as well as reasonable terms of t rade. However, in 
the long run the trends may be different. The transfer of profits 
will lead to negative balance of payments . It is believed that 
FDI is favourable and productive if it helps to build a positive 
balance of payments and sustainable economic development. 
Another problem of FDI inflows is that it has a visible 
bearing on the quality of employment. Some analysts are of 
the opinion that FDI ignores and undermines local employment 
practices.^ It is also argued that FDI could tr igger unfavourable 
^ SDdersten, Bo. (1987) In te rna t iona l Economies , IRWIN, 
New Delhi , p. 305. 
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displacement in employment and may imperceptibly reduce the 
number of jobs. '" This situation creates an apparent imbalance 
in the labour market of the host country. 
The growth of FDI may raise the problem of strategic 
manipulation. On the contrary, the recent trade theory 
pronounces that in the imperfect competitive markets the 
government intervention might tilt the balance in favour of 
domestic firms as against the foreign companies. 
Another problem associated with FDI is that some times, 
foreign firms do not export enough and they give preference 
to firms in their home country. As a result, they create trade 
imbalances in the host country leading to unfavourable terms 
of t rade." 
Some times, FDI inflows in the host country make the 
national planning difficult and have far reaching effects on 
host country 's fiscal and monetary policies. This may 
iq_^Graham, E.M. and Krugman, P.R. (1989). FDI in the United 
States, Institute for International Economics, Washington, 
DC, p. 52. 
. Badar, A.I. (1997) Japanese Foreign Direct Investment in 
South Asia : A Case of India, Mittal Publications, New 
Delhi 
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consequently inflict adverse problems of industrial 
development in the host country. 
An emerging problem of FDI is that many foreign firms 
in order to capture the expanded world market form strategic 
alliances to combine their resource pools. The host country has 
to strive hard to offset the monopolistic advantages of FDI. 
India remained blocked by technology and trade protectionism 
from developed countries especial from the US and the 
European community had to look for alternative less important 
export markets. There are still so many entry and exit barriers 
to overcome. To attract more inflow of investments into India 
in competition with other developing economies of Asia and 
Latin America, India has to make the investment climate more 
congenial than other countries. This could be more beneficial 
for India. 
As so many foreign firms enter a single economic venue, 
through the FDI, it results into the suppression of local 
entrepreneurs. When the investing country allocates FDI to 
industries in the host country that are relatively inefficient and 
for which no dynamic comparative advantage exists, then 
production costs in the host country would fall a little but the 
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output would substitute for imports from the investing country. 
This type of FDI has a problem of an anti-trade direction and 
it would be preferable for the foreign investment not to be 
undertaken from the point of view of overall welfare. 
There is a relation between liberalisation and stock 
market. Liberalisation which is made to encourage FDI is 
reported to have a problem of adverse effect on stock market, 
which came into light after the infamous scam of September 
1991 to May 1992.'- It was a consequence of recklessly 
regulated financial liberalisation so that the stock market began 
to boom and share prices of many companies doubled and 
trebled within a few months. The problem came to be identified 
when the share market boom collapsed around May 1992. This 
short-term and artificial boom had been fuelled by a small 
group of bull operators who had been financed mainly by a few 
foreign banks such as the Citibank, ANZ Grindlays Bank, Bank 
of America, National Housing Bank and Bank of Baroda in 
violation of the Central Bank regulations and prudential norms. 
A sum of atleast Rs. 5000 crore lent by the banks to brokers 
>^^>^ Basu, P. and Morey, M.R. (1998) Stock Market Prices in 
Ind ia after Economic L i b e r a l i s a t i o n , Economic and 
Political Weekly, Vol. XXXIII, NO. 7, February 14-20, 
1998. 
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in the stock market remains unaccounted for, as the so-called 
'bank scam' came into public view.'-'' 
The problem of this bit of history is that if government 
regulation breeds corruption, so does the operation of private 
interests. Stock prices have gone through several episodes of 
booms and troughs. The biggest boom occurred between 1993-
94 and 1994-95. Since then, the share prices with some 
fluctuations have been on a downgrade, and 1998 witnessed 
new troughs in share market. From 1991 to 1993 India passed 
through an industrial recession. The industrial growth picked 
up from 1993 to 1996 but industrial growth rates declined again 
after 1996. Some of the industrial growth acceleration from 
1993 was caused by the continued tarrif protection to major 
consumer durables and transport industries. Some growth was 
also caused by rapid diffusion of information technology. After 
inflow of foreign funds and a number of good monsoons 
sustaining agricultural production which boosted growth during 
the three years (1993-1996). This helped moderate the inflation 
t ^ Bagchi, A.K. (1999) Globalisat ion, Liberalisat ion and 
Vulnerabi l i ty : India and Third World, Economic and 
Polit ical Weekly, Vol. XXXIV, No. 45, pp. 3219-3230, 
November 6-12, 1999. 
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to some extent. There was also a higher growth in exports, 
helped by the devaluation of the Indian rupee and a growth 
in world trade. 
Growth faltered again and from 1997 India entered into 
another phase of a slow-down in' industrial growth which 
culminated into another recession in 1998. All these 
developments have had their impact on stock markets in India. 
The industrial slowdown which started in 1996-97 registered 
an official index of industrial production by 6.4 percent in that 
year as compared with a growth of 12.5 percent in 1995-96. 
In 1997-98, the index grew only by 5.7 percent. In April-
December 1998, industrial production grew only at the rate of 
3.5 percent per annum. This slowdown was officially attributed 
to a decline in aggregate demand and slow take-off of actual 
investment in infrastructure projects. This slowdown squeezed 
the profitability of many industrial companies whose shares 
were traded on the stock market. / 
A major problem is the dwindling or the oscillatory 
growth trends under liberalisation. • In financial liberalisation 
the linking up of local asset markets with foreign stock markets 
and the permission granted to domestic investors to operate in 
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foreign financial markets may allow the further spreading of 
risks. In view of the present state of world economy since 1997 
there is little prospect for India to improve the export 
performance and attain a balance of payment surplus. Even if 
India manages to attain better performance indices in its 
balance of payments the unabated inflation rate remains a 
problem. 
It appears that the neoliberal regime in India has not 
succeeded to improve the macro-economic management of the 
economy or the macro-economic capability. The high-interest 
regime has already taken a heavy toll of domestic industrial 
growth. Moreover, since transnational corporations (TNCs) 
have access to larger tranches of credit at lower rates of 
interest, scores of Indian companies with no such comparative 
advantages and already suffering from a recession and higher 
costs of capital, have fallen prey to the take-over drive 
launched by the TNCs. To promote liberalisation, the style of 
macro-economic management by Indian policy makers from the 
beginning of 1990s has been hurried and carefree in nature. 
The associated problems of allowing private telecom operators 
to get away without paying their past dues to the government 
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have invited widespread public criticism. 
Prospects of FDI in India : 
Now in the year 2000 India is going for the approval of 
FDI in a big way. Foreign Direct Investment in India has been 
approved in the areas of Information Technology, 
Manufacturing and Agriculture. The Hindustan Times 
conducted an opinion poll survey of Internet users on 24 May 
2000 on Government of India's reported feeler that 100 percent 
FDI is coming soon on telecom, tea and coffee. The 
respondents supported the Government move for 100 percent 
FDI in telecom service, tea and coffee plantations by 62.03 
percent against 33.96 opposition with 4.01 percent respondents 
as non-committal. '^ Simultaneously, the Government had 
decided to go ahead with a clutch of second generation reform 
measures including the controversial proposal to permit 100 
percent FDI in telecom services, tea and coffee plantations. 
The Central government in its policy measure announced that 
it seeks to lift restrictions on dividend repatriation by 
multinational companies (MNCs) in consumer goods sector as 
well as clear the new textile policy in its meeting of the 
^^yCA The Hindustan Times, May 25, 2000, New Delhi. 
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Cabinet Committee on Economic Affairs (CCEA). 
This liberalisation has come in addition to the already 
proposed 100 percent FDI in power and the petroleum refining 
sectors. The government is now determined to allow 100 
percent FDI in telecom services including cellular and basic 
telephone companies despite the criticism of the opposition 
parties. In addition, the Government of India proposes to make 
it mandatory upon foreign investors in e-commerce and related 
ventures to divest at least 26 percent of the companies equity 
in favour of the Indian public within five years of commencing 
the operations. These multinational companies will not be 
allowed to enter in the domestic retail trading and can only 
engage in business to business (B2B) transactions." From this 
policy decision in India, we can infer that the existing 
restrictions on FDI in domestic trading will apply to nascent 
e-commerce sector in India. The administration is also in 
favour of permitting 100 percent foreign ownership in tea and 
coffee plantations, as against the earlier proposal of capping 
FDI at 74 percent under the automatic route. However, these 
w -^B Badrinath, K.A. and Zarabi, S. "Coming Soon : 100 percent 
FDI in tea, coffee, telecom". The Hindustan Times, May 
23, 2000, New Delhi. 
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companies will have to necessarily divest 26 percent equity in 
favour of an Indian strategic partner or tlie public within a 
period of five years. In fact, these companies will be debarred 
from future land use changes, without the approval of the 
concerned state government. The textile policy seeks to 
promote the domestic industry to face foreign competition 
when this sector is opened up in the year 2005 as per WTO 
obligations. 
The environment for Foreign Direct Investment in India 
has become so favourable and productive by the year 1999 and 
2000 that India has invited major U.S. companies of 
Information Technology to invest in India, particularly the U.S. 
based information technology companies including Hewlett-
Packard, Compaq, Sun Microsystems and Cisco with the 
assurance that the government has made the investment 
environment highly encouraging and conducive in order to 
emerge as a gateway to the IT revolution". Further, the 
Government of India was committed to promote collaboration, 
diversification and facilitate a congenial climate through a 
series of ongoing fiscal and othei' policy reforms. India is 
identifying inputs to create a potential for creating venture 
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funds totalling 10 billion dollars in the next eight years from 
the current amount of over 2 billion dollars, and that a national 
Information Technology venture fund of 20 billion dollars has 
been set up for small and medium enterprises.'* This step has 
presumably been taken in view of the fact that Infotech is one 
of the fastest growing priority sectors of the Industry which 
had achieved a compounded annual growth rate of 25.5 percent 
in production and 43 percent in exports during 1994-95. 
In yet another crucial policy initiative for coaxing the 
FDI, India has decided that the MNCs would be exempted from 
mandatory export obligation and there is a likelihood of 
removal of the dividend balancing clause by the end of the 
financial year 2000-2001. Its benefit is likely to be available 
to them with retrospective effect from June, 1992. It is a major 
liberalisation move that the Multinational Companies operating 
in Indian consumer goods sector will no longer have to take 
compulsory exports in order to balance the foreign exchange 
outflow on account of their repatriating dividend to overseas 
headquarters. This decision provides a major boost to MNCs 
operating in India and improve the FDI climate further. The 
\6^^h.Q Hindustan Times, May 24, 2000, New Delhi. 
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beneficiaries will include a wide variety of companies like 
white good manufacturers and soft drink giants like Coca-Cola 
and Pepsico. 
The FDI that is redrawing the world map of 
manufacturing is only a fraction of the vast amounts of capital 
moving around the world. A single global market is 
consolidating. Multinational banking had developed. By 1992, 
over 600 billion dollars were traded daily on the world's 
foreign exchange markets. In 1992 again an additional 5 
trillion dollar worth of stock changed hands on the world's 
major stock exchanges. A British Caribbean Colony of the 
Cayman Islands which has a meagre population of 25000 
persons is one of the world's greatest financial centres which 
held assets of over 400 billion dollars in 1992. It has, almost 
no vaults, tellers, security guards or elaborate bank buildings. 
Assets are held electronically in computers. Many banks 
consist of one-room offices. In education, for example, the 
United States earned a net 4.3 billion dollars in 1990. Other 
U.S. service exports include real estate development and 
management, accounting, medical care, business consultancy, 
computer software development, legal services, advertising, 
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security and commodity brokerage and architectural designs 
and entertainment productions. 
Growing foreign trade of oil and iron, cars and clothes 
and coffee and cola is easy to imagine. However, the 
international economy has transcended trade in primary 
products and manufactured goods. Trade in the tertiary sector 
and the quaternery services approached 1 trillion dollar in 1991 
and, more importantly, this is growing faster than trade in 
manufactured goods. Services are taking a growig share of FDI 
upto the extent of more than 2 trillion dollars by 2000 A.D. 
Countries are losing their autonomy to an increasingly global 
market. Transnational corporations treat the globe as one 
market place and exploit resources, locate facilities and market 
their products likewise. The United States is the world's 
leading exporter of services and enjoys regular trade surpluses 
in them and local laws protect confidentiality of transactions. 
For example, international agencies cannot trace even the 
profits of the international drug trade. 
Today Japan is one of the world's principal sources of 
capital. Therefore, the regulations governing the Tokyo stock 
market affect investments and jobs in most parts of the world 
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including India. The Arab oil states are another source of FDI. 
A prolonged and devastating Middle-East War raised the 
interest rates on U.S. College tuition loans. Tourism by some 
estimates is the world's largest industry. The World Travel and 
Tourism Council estimated that in 1991 travel and tourism 
activity generated a gross output of 3.4 trillion dollar and 
employed 183,000,000 people and produced 10.2 percent of 
World GDP. Tourism is the top earner of foreign exchange for 
many countries. Even in a massive economy of the U.S. the 
share of tourism was earning 10.6 billion dollars of surplus 
in 1991 and it was the largest export industry of U.S. Tourism 
is also drawing FDI. India has enormous potentials of FDI in 
tourism. 
There are bright future prospects of FDI in India in the 
wake of 1 9 9 r s New Economic Policy (NEP) and New 
Industrial Policy (NIP). Further liberalisation measures as 
recent as in 1999 have for the first time given a real boost 
to foreign direct investment. This is evident from figure-5.3 
which reveals the fact that the gap between the FDI approvals 
and the FDI actual flows has started narrowing down after the 
year 1997. However, the latest trends of the first half of year 
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2000 are extremely encouraging when the FDI actual flows are 
showing a sharp upward trend. In the year 2000 the American 
President visited India and the prospects of financial 
cooperation and investment were enhanced. In the same year, 
after a couple of months the Prime Minister of India visited 
America to explore further financial and economic cooperation. 
The Prime Minister of India made a successful yearly FDI 
proposal of 5 billion dollars for India in the initial three years 
of investment which would rise further."' Table-5.6 shows FDI 
approvals and actual inflows in India from 1991 to 2000. Thus the 
future prospects of American FDI are very high in India largely 
because of the growing Indian economy. There are better 
prospects to increase equity in the small scale sector for 
speedy development of small scale sector in India. This could 
be achieved by making NEP more comprehensive. There are 
still higher prospects for FDI in the scientific information 
system in the country. India is rich in resources and labour 
while United States of America is distinctly strong in 
manufacturing and services sectors. Therefore, FDI 
corporations from the USA could fetch more productive and 
17. The Times of India, 14th September 2000, New Delhi. 
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beneficial results for both the countr ies . There are prospects 
for ' s t rong economic coopera t ion ' and the ' s t ra tegic a l l iance ' 
between India and the USA. This could foster an overall peace, 
progress and prosperity in a large region of Asia. 
Table-5.6 
FDI Approvals, Actual Inflows and Percentage Change (1991-
2000) 
(Amounts in Rs. billion) 
Year 
1991 
1992 
1993 
1994 
1995 
1996 
1997 
1998 
1999 
2000 
Approvals 
15.3 
38.9 
88.6 
141.9 
320.7 
361.5 
549.0 
308.1 
283.7 
446.4 
Actual Inflows 
3.51 
6.75 
17.87 
32.89 
68.20 • 
103.90 
164.30 
133.4 
159.6 
239.7 
% Inflow Change 
22.94 
17.35 
20.16 
23.17 
21.26 
28.74 
29.92 
43.29 
56.25 
53.69 
* Figures of the year 2000 are inclusive of estimates for the closing 
months. 
Source: SIA Newsletter, 2000 (Ministry of Commerce & Industry) 
The above table reveals that the FDI Approval-Actual 
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ratio has shown a marginal change upto the year 1997. During 
-1991 to 1997 the actual inflow percentages dwindled from 17 
percent to 30 percent. However, the annual amounts of actual 
inflows have shown an interesting trend of almost doubling 
itself to the inflow amount of the previous year. From 1998 
onwards the FDl actual inflows to India show a considerable 
and unprecedented percentage growth. During the period 1999 
to 2000 the Approval and the Actual Inflow gap has reduced 
to below 50 percent. The FDl actual inflow situation has 
improved to such an extent that in the month of October, 2000 
the actual inflow recorded an unprecedented amount of 29.4 
billion rupees.'* 
India's huge population is fast catching up with that of 
China. Therefore, FDl also holds enormous prospects in the 
housing sector of India. In a growing economy the middle and 
lower-middle class faces more problems of housing. FDl can 
come up with better space programming in MIG housing 
colonies". In the growing and expanding Indian economy, FDl 
has vast prospects in the layout of transportation linkages. 
Agricultural sector has already started attracting MNCs like' 
18. The Hindustan Times, New Delhi, 18"" December 2000. 
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cd Uaieill in India. The Prime Minister of India in his 
Independence Day address on 15.8.2000 has clearly emphasized 
the linkages of all 1000 population villages with the metalled 
roads in a couple of years. ' ' FDI has enormous prospects in 
the modernisation and development of this rural sector. 
Technological development through FDI is a key determinant 
of enhancing competi t iveness. The impact of FDI on 
developing local technological capabilities is very complex. 
Low income countries with small domestic markets and poor 
infrastructure have limited prospects for attracting FDI 
inflows. India, however, has higher prospects of FDI, despite 
lower incomes, due to the large size of population, economy 
and the infrastructure. Provision of general subsidies to FDI 
may not pay off. There are better prospects of FDI where local 
firms are already competitive or where the avenues of 
technological capabilities are high. 
,*ii. 
v ? 9 Prime Minister of India (2000) Independence Day Address, Red 
Fort, New Delhi. 
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CHAPTER VI 
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTIONS 
There is a school of opinion, particularly in the communist 
countries, which levies a vehment criticism on policies and 
pursuits of Foreign Direct Investment. The critiques view the FDI 
as an economic and ideological trap of the capitalist powers. They 
emphasize that it is a policy pursued by the scientifically, 
technologically and economically advanced imperialist countries 
against the developing countries in the guise of FDI. The victors 
of the World War II set up the international financial agencies like 
the International Monetary Fund (IMF) and the World Bank (WB) 
which were dominated by the developed capitalist countries, 
particularly the USA who dictated what economic policies should 
be pursued by the client countries seeking loans. Which were 
invariably accompanied by a package of conditions. 
Neo-liberalisation on the pretext of Free Market, Private 
Enterprise and the MNCs operating from US and other G-7 
countries and the WTO launched a brazen drive to get hold over 
the developing economies, particularly India's large economy. The 
rich people of the developing countries approve and advocate 
these western policies while the suffering poor have a little 
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cognisable say. To impose agreements on Foreign Investment 
through the mechanism of the WTO is meant to propel forward 
the process of globalisation and to undermine the economic and 
political sovereignty of the developing countries. 
Neo-liberalism claims that the most effective economic 
system is FDl and the most important economic agents are MNCs. 
If any country wants to prosper in New World Order then it must 
marry with the MNCs and invoke the miracle of FDl. Economic 
globalisation is not only the vision of the economists in USA and 
Britain but also of the IMF, World Bank, Asian Development Bank 
and the supporters of the New Economic Policy of India since 
1991. The journals of capitalism such as, The Economist of U.K. 
and The Business Week of USA are intellectual instruments of 
liberalisation and globalisation. 
A survey of the spread and effectiveness of FDl in time and 
space shows that in 1914, out of total long-term foreign 
investments, 55 percent was in the industrial world. The share to 
developing countries was 45 percent of which 20 percent went to 
Latin America and 25 percent to Asia and Africa. In 1992, the 
stock of FDl was more unevenly distributed with 78 percent share 
was absorbed by developed countries and a paltry 22 percent to 
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developing countries. The IMF and the World Bank in 1997 were 
poised aggressively on making loans increasingly conditional. The 
fundamental aim is the liberalisation of all restrictions on FDI in 
the developing economies. 
The disparity between North and South has grown during 
1970 and 1989 with the result that the North's share of world trade 
rose from 81 percent to 84 percent. Another unevenness of FDI 
distribution is that around 28 percent of the world's population 
receives 91.5 percent of the total FDI. A critical analysis reveals 
that in 1970 the top 20 percent of the world's population was 30 
times richer. Today they are 60 times richer. 
The psychological wave of globalisation got a boost because 
since the 1980s, over 80 percent of the economists or the trained 
personnel recruited by the IMF and WB have passed out from 
Anglo-American universities. Key economists or bureaucrats in 
India who shaped the 1991 New Economic Policy had academic 
and intellectual stints with the IMF and the World Bank. 
Ecological issues have little relevance in the neo-liberal economic 
theory. Environmental and ecological systems are treated external 
to the basic tenets of development and to fight inflation is a much 
greater threat than unemployment. 
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FDI and MNCs have made inroads in the developing 
economies through the inescapable slogans of liberalisation, 
globalisation and modernisation. The leftist communist 
intellectuals of India, particularly the Communist Party of India 
have traditionally raised fears of an impending threat to our 
economic sovereignty from the policies dictated by the WTO, IMF 
and the World Bank. Agriculture is the largest sector of Indian 
economy. Heavily mechanised and automated Western enterprise 
would displace millions of peasants and artisans off their 
sustenance. There are apprehensions that FDI would adversely 
affect the prices, production diversity and small scale indigenous 
processing. 
The leftists allege that globalization, in reality, is not a 
natural process of inclusion. On the contrary, it is a planned 
project of exclusion. Biological resources and water, the very 
basis of life's processes are being colonized. The globalisation of 
food and agriculture means the erosion of food rights, the decay 
of cultural diversity, reduction of biological diversity and the 
displacement of millions of rural masses. 
Export-oriented policies steered by FDI in India have led to 
a shift in agricultural production from food crops to commodities 
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of export. Policy of food export has been justified on the pretext 
that export earnings would pay for food imports to ensure 
domestic food security. The developing economies are enticed by 
FDI to grow a selected few crops through monoculture. Both 
cultural diversity and biodiversity is degenerated. 
The glamorous and glitteringly packaged items of cost 
intensive and environment unfriendly nature by global agribusiness 
are now attempting to take over food processing. Monsanto is the 
world's largest biotechnology corporation. It has many big seed 
companies across the world such as Agracetus, Calgene, Cargill, 
dekalb. Delta and Pine Land, Mahyco and Rallis. Cargill's presence 
in India is extensive. In 1998, Cargill became the biggest exporter 
of protein meal from India. 
In view of the import liberalization scheme, India is being 
forced to remove Quantitative Restrictions. WTO had fixed 2003 
as a year for phasing out Quantitative Restrictions. India signed 
an agreement with the U.S. to phase out Quantitative Restrictions 
by 31st March 2001. 
Development should be acknowledged in terms of progress, 
prosperity and ultimate peace in the society. The absence or 
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reduction of crime, corruption, confrontation and disease should 
be the index of development. Has FDI promoted an equilibriated 
development at international, national or subnational level? Is 
environmental health compatible to the much envisaged rapid 
economic growth? Isn't there a race between development and 
disease? 
FDI sponsored economic growth may protect the 
environment in the long run but causes heavy, often irrepairable, 
environmental degradation in the economic take-off stage. 
Precious little is being implemented to safeguard the environment 
and the life support systems in the race of FDI induced economic 
growth. The Stockholm Declaration imposed 26 principles of 
behavior and responsibility to serve as the basis of multinational 
agreements. The Action Plan enumerated 109 recommendations in 
the areas of environmental assessment, environmental monitoring 
and environmental management. 
Despite all these measures the unrestrained economic 
growth accentuated the major environmental problems such as 
Global Warming, Urban Heat Islands, Ozone Depletion, Acid Rains, 
Desertification and Environmental Pollution. FDI induced 
economic growth has generated such massive migrations that now 
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50 percent of the world population congestedly lives in the urban 
centres which sprawl over less than 4 percent of the land area. 
Urban habitats have deteriorated. 
FDI has become a giant mechanism for the transformation 
of the rural migrants into city dwellers. India's vast metropolitan 
cities numbering more than 30 have the problems of acute 
congestion, pollution and 40 percent slum dwellers in Calcutta, 
Mumbai and Delhi. These are the cities with an average population 
of over 1 crore. It is important to- note that 63 percent of the 
FDI in India gets concentrated in the 6 Mega cities of over 50 
lakhs population namely Calcutta, Delhi, Mumbai, Chennai, 
Bangalore and Hyderabad. It is not difficult to envisage that the 
environmental problems currently affecting Third World cities will 
deepen and widen. This scenario may not justify the FDI aided 
development but where is the way out? 
As the FDI brings more money to the urban landuse in 
industrial and service sectors a major urban problem that crops 
up is the declining availability of suitable land for lower and fixed 
income groups. Sponsored by FDI, the ill-managed rapid economic 
growth has deteriorated the urban habitat more than the rural 
environment. 
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An unprecedented inflation is acknowledged as the by-
product of FDI. If the price level in a country doubles over a 
particular period, the country's currency depreciates by half. 
Under modern capitalism of Foreign Direct Investment, inflation 
reflects the central contradiction of economic growth. Controlling 
inflation is a problem bigger and wider than containing 
unemployment. Ever since the take-off stage in FDI over the last 
two decades, an accelerated inflation has become one of the most 
pressing economic, social and political problems the world over. 
It is the developing countries that suffer most from the 
disorder and inflation in the global economy engineered by FDI. 
Inflationary tendencies are more pronounced in the first stage of 
FDI inflows when economy is in a state of restructuring and 
transformation. Inflation, however, is checked to some extent in 
the third stage when production takes on. Another important aspect 
of FDI determining inflationary pressure due to enhanced money 
circulation is the tremendous rise in the states' expenditure. 
A major feature of the FDI induced economic growth is the 
rising cost of life rather than the rising standard of living. A 
negative impact of the modern capitalism on the condition of the 
lower social strata is largely responsible for the increase in the 
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number of people with incomes below the official poverty line. 
The growth of FDI dependence has.made it much more difficult 
for wage rates to be set during negotiations between business 
enterprises and the trade unions. 
Although FDI provides investment opportunities to the 
capital starved Indian economy, critiques, however, opine that 
massive foreign investments lower the domestic savings, inhibit 
the growth of indigenous firms. FDI registers an impact of uneven 
economic development in the host country leading to serious 
regional and intra-regional imbalances. FDI companies derive 
sizeable economic and political benefits from the host countries 
in matters of tax rebates, investment allowances and factory site 
at comparatively cheaper rates. 
There is always a scope for reforms on the implementations 
and regulations of the FDI system. However, the fact remains that 
almost all the critical communist countries which oppose FDI and 
its implementation through MNCs have relegated themselves to the 
underdeveloped economies. The growth rates of communist 
economies are lower in the wake of their criticism, condemnation 
and rejection of FDI which is an inevitable means of integration, 
modernisation, liberalisation and globalisation. Such an economic 
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retardation and the resultant non-self sufficiency was one of the 
major reasons of the collapse and disintegration of a militarily 
groomed super power, the erstwhile Soviet Union. 
Two giant Asian economies China and India admitted that FDl 
and globalisation was a mixed blessing for the developing 
countries. There is such an inevitable influence of FDI that many 
national economies, in view of the closely competing world, are 
opting out to liberalisation, globalisation and modernisation. 
An important means of integrating national economies 
into global economy is the foreign direct investment (FDI). 
Some people in the developing countries lament that their 
economies are under the seige and dictates of the developed. 
Western economies through an economic weapon of FDI and 
that the developing economies are entering in an inescapable 
trap of western FDI and indebtedness. Little do they realise 
that FDI is an indispensible means of the progress and 
prosperity to both the developing and developed economies. 
It is useful to examine the significance of FDI on the 
macro-economic and micro-economic conditions. FDI firms 
maximise profits in a world of imperfect markets. Thus, 
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market imperfections are the cornerstone of FDI. 
International management consultant Peter Drucker once 
remarked, "The world economy has become a reality". A global 
market for manufactured goods has already evolved and now 
nations are negotiating to establish a global market for 
services also. 
In 1989, U.S. firms accounted for 30 percent of the 
global FDI, and the United States was also the world's largest 
recipient of FDI from other developed countries. For the 
western FDI, the crux of "reforms" in a developing country is 
the progress towards the Hegelian absolute freedom of a 
'global citizen'. FDI becomes an imperative and legitimate 
means of compensating foreign exchange shortages. However, 
the fact remains that the major share of FDI is an 
indispensible need of even the surplus economies. 
By 1989 the worldwide flow of FDI rose at the rate of 
29 percent per annum. Another major development with regard 
to FDI flows in the 1980s was the e.mergence of the service 
sector as the single largest recipient of FDI. By 1988, the 
share of the services sector in FDI outflows from 
industrialised countries had gone up to 60 percent. During the 
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late 1980s. Japan emerged as a dominant investor and the U.S. 
as a major recipient of FDI. 
In 1990, FDI outflow from Japan was 48.1 billion 
American dollar which was the highest among the 
industrialised countries. U.S.A. was third, accounting to 29.9 
billion dollars. Between 1990 and 1992 total outflow of FDI 
declined from$230.6 billion to $186.9 billion. In 1995, there 
was a marked increase in FDI flows by about 28 percent so 
that the global flow touched a mark of $300 billion. The main 
reasons were enhanced liberalisation, investment between the 
US and the EU, Global restructuring power, telecommunication, 
pharmaceuticals and chemical industries. 
A significant development of the 1990s was the rising 
importance of FDI flows in the developing countries. The FDI 
inflows to developing countries increased from $33.7 billion 
in 1990 to $128.7 billion 1996. The FDI share rose to 35 
percent in 1993 and further to 38 percent in 1994. This FDI 
share again increased to 37 percent of the total in 1996. 
In the ASEAN-4 such as Indonesia, Malaysia, Philippines 
and Thailand FDI inflow increased from $6.3 billion in 1990 
to $17.1 billion in 1996. The FDI inflow to China increased 
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from $3.5 billion in 1990 to $35.8 billion in 1995 and to 
further $42.3 billion in 1996. This distinctly growing trend 
of FDI flows to China could be attributed to the high 
performance in the economy of China. The FDI outflow from 
developing countries also grew from $9 billion in 1991 to 
$52 billion in 1996. 
FDI started in India in the 1980s and there was a slow 
and gradual growth in FDI largely in view of India's inhibitive 
economic policies. Modernisation in other developing 
countries drew India's attention to the inevitable significance 
of FDI. India made genuine and sincere efforts to woo the FDI 
with liberal economic policy in 1991. FDI in India grew from 
a rather small figure of US $200 million in the late 1980s 
to $3.2 billion by November 1997 and to US $ 18 billion by 
November 1999. 
The impact of India's liberalisation policy has been 
examined in the face of FDI flows to India from the Triad 
countries during 1985 to 1999.Three major trends 
characterise FDI in the developing countries in general and 
India in particular. 
(i) The rich countries are increasingly investing among 
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each other. This is because of their competitive and 
dynamic economies. 
(ii) Developing countries now compete to attract 
investment. In the closing years of 1990s and right now 
in the year 2000 India has made crucial policy changes 
in order to attract the FDI on an unprecedented scale. 
(iii) Foreign investors were promised of decreasing 
restrictions on the remittances of.profits and dividends. 
A New Industrial Policy (NIP) was announced on July 
24, 1991 with a full scale liberalisation and integration of 
India with the global economy. A Foreign Investment 
Promotion Board (FIPB) with a single window clearance was 
set up. Despite all these policy liberalisations, there has been 
an alarming gap between the FDI approvals in India and the 
actual FDI inflows. It seems that although there are mechanical 
efforts to Woo FDI inflows the "Investment Environment" in 
India is still far from conducive. There are problems of 
assimilation as well as of performance. There are inherent 
weaknesses in the Indian economy particularly of the labour 
sector. Political instability, changing administrative regimes 
and overall insecurities could be ascribed to this 'Yawning 
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Gap' between the FDI approvals and the actual, consequential 
flows. 
Bulk of the inflows in the 1990s have been directed to 
the non-manufacturing infrastructural sectors such as energy 
29 percent and telecommunication services 20 percent. The 
share of manufacturing has gone down to 37 percent. 
By 1997, US emerged as the most important investor of 
FDI accounting to 27 percent. US alone had a share much 
bigger than the entire European irivestors. India's traditional 
FDI sources in TRIAD countries have contributed only 50 
percent of the FDI inflows over the 1990s as compared to 
their 90 percent share earlier on. The share of US companies 
on the whole shows a rising trend since 1992. The US rise 
and hold in FDI can be explained by the factors of American 
sway in the geo-politics. One can also explain that India's 
liberalisation policy caught the imagination of American 
enterprises. 
Recently, India has discovered a number of new FDI 
investors such as South Korea, Singapore, Malaysia, Thailand 
and Israel. These countries together contributed a handsome 
18 percent of India's FDI flows in 1995. India's liberalisation 
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policy has helped diversify the sources of FDI. 
The promulgation of New Industrial Policy (NIP) in July 
1991 as well as the New Economic Policy (NEP) also in July 
1991, accelerated the pace of inflow of foreign direct 
investment. Correspondingly, the Indian economy has also 
shown encouraging signs of diversity and development. 
Sustaining the challenges of the growing population and the 
rising demands for the consumer and capital goods has been 
possible through foreign direct investment. 
The geographical distirbution of the allocation of FDI 
shows the statewise infrastructural and economic propensity 
to assimilate the foreign investments. The highest percentage 
approval of the FDI 31.63 percent" during the 1990s v/as made 
to enhance the Central Government undertakings in different 
parts of the country. Amongst the individual states the FDI 
assimilation and absorption propensity of Delhi is highest 
with 13.04 percent of the total financial approvals followed 
by Maharashtra, Karnataka, Tamil Nadu, Andhra Pradesh and 
Gujarat also account for fairly good amount of FDI share. The 
largest number of technical colUborations 753 are recorded 
in the state of Maharashtra followed by Tamil Nadu and 
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Gujarat numbering 389 foreign collaborations. In Karnataka 
and Andhra Pradesh the technical collaborations number 326 
and 180 respectivley. These lesser number of collaborations 
are in the more important sector of information technology 
in Karnataka and Andhra Pradesh. 
FDI is favourable and productive if it helps to build a 
positive balance of payments and sustainable economic 
development. Liberalisation which is made to encourage FDI 
is reported to have a problem of adverse effect on stock 
market, which came into light after the infamous scam of 
September 1991 to May 1992. It was a consequence of 
recklessly regulated financial liberalisation so that the stock 
market began to boom and share prices of many companies 
doubled and trebled within a few months. This short-term and 
artificial boom had been fuelled by a small group of bull 
operators. A sum of atleast Rs. 5000 crore lent by the banks 
to brokers in the stock market remains unaccounted for, as 
the so-called 'bank scam' came into public view. 
Since then, the share prices with some, fluctuations have 
been on a downgrade, and 1998 witnessed new troughs in 
share market. However, in the year 2000 India is going for the 
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approval of FDI in a big way. The Government has decided to 
go ahead with a clutch of second generation reform measures 
including the controversial proposal to permit 100 percent 
FDI in telecom services, tea and coffee plantations. 
This liberalisation has come in addition to the already 
proposed 100 percent FDI in power and the petroleum refining 
sectors. In addition, the Government of India proposes to 
make it mandatory upon foreign investors in e-commerce and 
related ventures to divest at least 26 percent of the companies 
equity in favour of the Indian public within five years of 
commencing the operations. The textile policy seeks to 
promote the domestic industry to face foreign competition. 
There was the passing of the Reciprocal Trade Agreement 
Act in June 1934 by the U.S. congress. The objective of this act 
was to enable the United States government to negotiate the 
lowering of tariff barriers. This act was followed in 1936 by the 
Tripartite Monetary Agreement, which boosted up the United 
States into a major industrial power. It also instigated the first 
major step by the United States towards assertion of its leadership 
in the world economy. The U.S.A. began with the framing of the 
Atlantic Charter in 1941 and the Bretton Woods Agreement 
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(1944). 
The American industrial, economic and financial expansion 
dislodged Great Britain and Western Europe from their economic 
bases in South America, Asia, Africa and the Middle East. The 
Dollar became a widely accepted standard basis of international 
monetary system. It was through this manipulation that the U.S. 
multinational corporations churned out the global political 
environment conducive to their interest and started expanding their 
control across national boundaries through direct investment. The 
United States' political domination .and monitoring of the global 
affairs in the developing countries ensured the MNCs a security 
which facilitated their rapid expansion. If e take a sectoral stock 
of FDI, one realises that in the case of mining industries most 
of them are controlled or dominated . by a few large U.S. 
corporations. A few major Canadian (Alean, International Nickel) 
and European (Shell, Rio Tinto Zinc) corporations also invest and 
influence the worlds sources of raw materials. The corporations' 
control extends over the extraction, transportation, refining and 
marketing also. Expansion on the par,t of American mining 
multinationals was encouraged by the favourable provisions of the 
U.S. tax law. As most of the American investment houses looked 
for overseas control they did not explore the domestic sector of 
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mining. 
There is a tendency for the capital to flow from regions of 
surplus and it has a declining rate of return, to region where it 
is relatively scarce and can gain a higher rate of return. A number 
of factors help and explain the phenomenal rise of multinational 
corporations and foreign direct investment over the past decade 
such as the lowering of foreign trade barriers, easing American 
anti-trade laws, local context laws and proximity to markets. One 
can classify multinational corporations which are market induced 
and policy induced multinationals. 
Most of the analysts on the multinational corporations can 
be characterized as Raymond Vernon, Stephen Hymer, and Peggy 
Musgrave. While Vernon a liberal economist, Hymer, a marxist, 
is hosti le, and Musgrave subscribes to the mercantilist 
perspective. The authors on MNCs have made extremely important 
observations. They begin with a presentation of those theories 
which regard the MNC as an inevitable manifestation of 
contemporary economic developments. The common idea in all the 
theories is that the sprawl of the multinational corporations is a 
result of revolution in transportation and information technology. 
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A number of economic theories justify the technological 
changes, information technology and financial houses as the basis 
of economic interdependence and integration. The U.S. 
corporations and their established subsidiaries tend to be the large 
oligopolies. U.S. giant business houses enter foreign markets 
because they have a monopolistic advantage. The advantages over 
their local competitors may consist of technological superiority, 
managerial expertise, better sources of finance, or combination of 
several such factors. Foreign direct investment houses tend to 
invest in sectors where there is high degree of market 
concentration. 
U.S. corporations tend to enjoy a monopolistic advantage on 
account of their technological innovations and superiority. When 
the foreign markets for the product expand and when potential 
foreign competitors increase the American corporations change 
their strategy. In order to forestall the rise of foreign competitors 
and to maintain its global market position, the U.S. corporations 
take up the initiative of manufacturing and research in their own 
undertakings in the foreign countries. American corporations make 
the foreign direct investment in order to dominate potential 
competitors through market pre-emption. 
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The fundamental motive of the financial corporation is its 
survival. An important pre-requisite for survival is continued 
growth by a constant or comprehensively increasing share of an 
expanding market. The corporations invest abroad to defend or 
protect the earning capacity of their principal capital. The initial 
investment abroad may yield a lower rate of return, than 
investment existing at home. The multinational firms generally 
apprise themselves of long-term perspective with respect to the 
profitability of its foreign investments, and consider it an 
inevitable situation. 
Main impetus to the foreign expansion of U.S. corporation 
is in the international monetary system. Because of inflated value 
of the dollar, foreign assets and labour were relatively cheap for 
American corporations. De Gaulle alleged that American monetary 
hegemony enabled the United States simply to print dollars and 
to buy up foreign corproate assets. In fact, American foreign 
direct investment was facilitated by the international prestige of 
the dollar. 
Raymond Vernon and Stephen Hymer Projected the American 
model of foreign direct investment. According to Vernon,"The U.S. 
trade position in manufactured goods is based heavily on a 
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comparative advantage in the generation of innovations, rather than 
on the more conventional notion of relatively cheap capital". The 
modern trend is both selling the innovation and trading capital. It 
explains why so much of investment is found in the chemical 
industries, the machinery industries, the transportation industries, 
the scientific instrument industries. Software and Information 
Technology industries. 
The environment for Foreign Direct Investment in India 
has become so favourable and productive by the year 1999 and 
2000 that India has invited major U.S. companies of 
Information Technology to invest in India, particularly the 
U.S. based information technology companies. 
In yet another crucial policy initiative for coaxing the 
FDI, India has decided that the MNCs would be exempted from 
mandatory export obligation and there is a likelihood of 
removal of the dividend balancing clause. This decision will 
provide a major boost to MNCs operating in India and will 
improve the FDI climate further. Tourism by some estimates 
is the world 's largest industry. India has enormous potentials 
of FDI in tourism. 
The latest trends of the first half of year 2000 are 
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extremely encouraging when the FDI actual flows are showing 
a sharp upward trend. Thus the future prospects of American 
FDI are very high in India. Man, Land, Capital and Technology 
are the major factors of production, prosperity, progress and 
peace . Of all these factors of product ion economis ts 
acknowledge capital as a dominant factor of production. 
Scientists acknowledge Technology as the driving force of 
development. Environmentalists acknowledge Land as the main 
factor of sustenance. However, the Social scientists view Man 
as the most important factor of assimilation, creation, and 
uti l ization of land, capital and technology for the growth of 
economy and well being of the society. 
It is in this perspective, we can view the performance 
and assimilat ion of FDI in the Indian economy. Statistics of 
FDI approvals and actual inflows are fairly high, but the 
managerial and assimilative efficiencies of Man The Manager 
and Man The Labour have resulted into an inhibi ted 
performance of FDI in India. A perusal of the findings, trends 
and prospects of the FDI prompts the author to conclude that 
FDI is an indispensible means of development and that the 
integrated world economy has increasingly become an FDI 
economy. 
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